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INTROVUCTI0N 
Thi s  volume contains six studies by re searchers in Australia on the 
sup rasegmental systems of various mainland As ian language s - one on a 
non-Mandarin variety of Chinese ; one on Vietname se dialect s ;  two on 
diale c t s  o f  Thai ; and two on Burmese . 
Three o f  t he cont ribut ions contain extensive new acoustic  dat a : on 
Burme s e ,  on the three major dialect s of Vietnamese , and on a Wu dialect 
of Chinese . The authors have not made the usual , incorrect assumpt ion 
that ' tone ' systems in this area have fundamental frequency , perce ived 
as p i t ch and c ontour , as t he only parameter in their real i sat ion . 
Rathe r ,  t hey have also considered such other parameters as durat ion , 
inten s it y , vowel quality ,  and voice qualit y . The ' tone s ' are regarded 
as a system ,  each member of which has a comp lex of parameters invo lved 
in i t s  p roduct ion . While fundamental frequency is a very prominent 
characteri s t i c , other characteri s t i c s  may be j ust as much a part of 
the realisation of the ' tone'.  
It  i s  very o ften the case that one or more ' t one s ' in language s of 
this area have marked voice-quality feature s : s ome degree of creaky 
phonat ion or breathy phonation . One of the Burme se ' tone s ' is creaky ; 
in diale c t s  of Vietname s e ,  up t o  two ' tone s ' have creaky phonat ion , 
and one may have breathy phonat ion . Many further instances could be 
cited ; in Bangkok Thai there i s  some creakines s  in the high t one , for 
example . 
The importance of phonat ion in the suprasegmental systems o f  this 
area i s  re cogn i sed in the t i t le of thi s book ; Tona�ion. Of course , 
t h i s  i s  not t o  imp ly that other characteri s t i c s  c an or should be 
ignore d ;  rathe r ,  they should be measure d . Even such features as 
nasalisat ion may be con s i stent ' tonat ion ' parameters , as in one tone 
of Southern Thai . Moreover , in many Austro-Asiat i c  language s ,  pho­
nation is regarded as the main feature in a regi ster system .  
vi  
vii 
Two of the art icles here are looking at the diachron i c  devel opment 
of ' t onation ' systems: one within Southern Thai , and the other in 
Burmese . Dil ler ' s  paper looks at the process  of t onal split and sub­
sequent incip ient tonal merge r ,  in a case which also shows the e ffe cts 
of a nat ional standard language on one of i t s  dialect s .  Thi s  i s  a 
part i cularly int erest ing case , as the change was triggered by changes 
in segmental phonology: in this case , syl lable- final consonant s -
and i s  thus parallel to many similar change s ,  postulated on the basis  
of  re construction , in  Sino-Tibetan , Austro-Thai , and elsewhere . My 
paper cons iders acoustic data as a basis for the analys i s  of synchronic 
' t onat ion ' in Burmese ; and sugge sts  that i t s  deve lopment i s  not uncon­
nected with the history of contact and assimi lat i on with speakers of 
Mon , an Aust ro-Asiat i c  language with a register system .  
The paper b y  U Thein Tun i s  unusually thorough i n  i t s  invest igat i on 
of durat i on and vowel quality as ' t onat ion ' parameters in Burme s e ,  and 
also provides extens ive fundamental frequency dat a .  In h i s  study , VU 
Thanh Phudhg presents a survey of Vietname se dialect suprasegmental s ,  
c larifying and highlight ing their di fferences  i n  a way which separate 
studies of each dialect would not . Rose ' s  contribut i on is pains­
takingly excel lent in its  fundamental frequency ,  intens ity , and 
durat ion measurement s of a Wu dialect . I n  this diale c t , some speakers 
have a highly unusual type of voic ing in some tone s ,  but those data 
have been left for a future study . 
All  three acoustic  inve st igat ions rec ognise the importance of 
phonat i on ;  however it is difficult to measure in purely acoust i c  
terms . T o  get a cleare r p i cture , it would b e  nece s sary to ob serve 
the art i culat ion involved - in part icular , the larynx . Current and 
future studies by the same authors will doubtless  clarify the art i cu­
latory que s t i ons ; in addit ion , some psychoacoustic studies to e lucidate 
audit ory data are now in progre s s .  
The final paper b y  the Gandours quant i fies the relat ive lexical 
frequency of oc currence of the tones in standard Thai ; very lit t le 
stat i st i cal work on this kind has been done previous ly , and the present 
findings may have diachron i c  as we l l  as s ynchronic imp l i cation s . 
Some of the re ferences in the art ic les in this volume appear in 
small periodi cals which are important in the Southeast As ian field , 
but not yet we l l-known otherwise . For example , Linguihzieh 06 zh e 
Tibezo-Bunman An ea, now edited by Graham Thurgood at Fresno , California,  
has  been  appearing s ince 1 9 7 4 ,  and i s  now up  to volume 6 ;  this  i s  
abb reviated LTBA. Another i s  Mantaro Hashimot o ' s  Compuzazional 
AnalYheh 06 Ahian and A6niean L anguageh or CAAAL, a monograph series 
appearing s ince 1975 under the aegi s of the Japan Nat ional 
vii i  
Inter-University Research Institute o n  Asian and Afri can Languages 
and Cultures ,  which also pub lishes Monum en�a S e�ndlca, a series of 
longe r  monographs . CAAA L now has 1 8  numbers , and M S  i s  up to eight . 
David Bradley 
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ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHANGHAI-ZHENHAI 
SYLLABLE TYPES 
O .  I NT RO DU CT I O N  
Phi l i p  J ohn R o s e  
Thi s  paper presents a quant i fied descript ion of the main acoustic  
characteri s t i c s  of the six  cont rast ing syl lab le-types in the Shanghai­
Zhenhai variety of Chine se ( Sh_Zh ) . l Zhenhai i s  a rural county north­
east of the munic ipality of Ningpo in Zhej iang province , and Sh-Zh can 
be described as a common type of Zhenhai dialect which exhibi t s  to a 
greater or lesser extent lexical and phonological influence from the 
neighbouring prest igious dialect of Shanghai . 2 
Sh- Zh belongs to the Wu dialect group of Chinese , and has typical 
Wu phonology . Thi s  inc lude s complex tone sandhi , re strict ion of 
syllable- final consonan t s  to [�J and [7J, and re spective t ripart ite 
and b ipart ite divi s ion , acc ording t o  manner ,  of syl lab le-init ial 
occlusives and fri catives ( Yuan 1 9 6 0 : 59 ;  Chao 19 67) . 
The acoustic  parameters inve st igated in this study were fundamental 
frequency ( Fo ) '  durat ion , and oral amplitude ( Ao ) . Fundamental fre­
quency is the acoust i c  correlate of the rate of vibrat ion of the vocal 
cords , and is usually assumed to correspond to the perceptual dimension 
of p i t ch . Durat ion , the t ime dimens ion o f  the acoust i c  s ignal , corre­
sponds to perce ived lengt h ,  and is determined physiologi cally by the 
re lat ive t iming of art iculat ory event s .  Oral amp litude re fers to the 
integrated time-varying sound pres sure t ransduced at a distance from 
the speake r ' s  l ip s . It is important to realise that the oral amp l itude 
thus measured is a funct ion of three factors which vary in an es sen­
t ially independent manner ,  and whi ch are consequent ly difficult to 
isolat e .  The first of the se , the t ime-varying amp l itude of the glottal 
source , oc curs extrinsically as the result of art i culatory gesture s 
whi ch affect the sub-glottal pres sure ( Ps ) '  such a s  differing 
1 
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2 PHILIP JOHN ROSE 
respiratory e ffort or adjustment s in the open quot ient of the glottal 
cycle (Zemlin 1968 : 19 8- 204 ) .  Thus , other things being equal, a change 
in Ps will be reflected by a change in Ao . 
The second factor , the t rans fer function of the supralaryngeal vocal 
t ract , modifies the amplitude of the glottal s ource by attenuat ing the 
tran s fe r  of energy at certain frequencies and passing maximum energy 
at others (Lieberman 19 7 7 :31-36) . The t ransfer function i s  determined 
by t he shape of the supralaryngeal vocal trac t , change s in which - as 
for example when different vowels are art iculated - will then d iffer­
ent ially modify the amplitude of the glottal source . Thus , other 
things being equal , a change in the supralaryngeal vocal tract shape 
will be re flected by a change in Ao . Thi s  i s  the reason for intrins i c  
vowel amplitude (Lehiste and Peterson 19 59 :4 29 ) .  
In addit ion to the above two factors , changes in Ao will oc cur as 
t he re sult o f  the interact ion of harmoni c  and formant frequenc ie s  
(House 19 59 ) .  Thus , i f  Ps and t rans fe r  funct ion are held constant , 
changes in Fo will be reflected in changes in Ao . 
From the art iculatory point of view , then , the oral amplitude i s  o f  
prosodic intere st only in so far as it re fle c t s  those amplitude features 
whi ch the speaker is extrinsi cally controlling , that i s , the t ime-vary­
ing amplitude of the glottal source .  It is there fore ne ces sary to 
ensure that fluctuati ons in Ao due to intrins ic vowel amplitude and 
the interact ion of harmoni c  and formant frequenc ies are kept to a 
minimum . I have done thi s by 1) select ing examples spoken with as 
near steady state supralaryngeal configurat ions as possible , mono­
phthongality b ei ng adjudged by reference to formant t rajectories on 
wide band spectrograms , and 2) analys ing about equal numbers of open 
and close vowels in each part i cular s ample . Although it would have 
been p o s s ible to apply a correction factor to the oral amplitude t o  
eliminate the e ffec t s  o f  the interact ion between formant and harmonic 
frequenc i e s , I have not done so , because the ac tual Fo range used by 
the informant in this  study was t oo narrow t o  have c aused appreciable 
changes in Ao . The oral amplitude data presented below can the re fore 
be t aken to give a reasonable app roximation of the t ime-varying ampli­
tude of t he glottal s ource . 
Amplitude i s  usually assumed t o  correlate with perceived loudne s s . 
In the perception o f  speech , however , there i s  evidence that lis teners 
base loudne s s  judgement s on feature s more directly related t o  the Ps 
and glottal source amplitude than the oral amplitude (Lade foged 1967 : 
35- 4 1) . 
ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHANGHAI-ZHENHAI SYLLABLE TYPES 
1 .  P R E V I OU S  STU DI E S  
3 
There have been very few acoust ical studie s  on Wu tone s ,  and there 
are , to my knowledge , none which pay attention to all three parameters 
of Fo' Ao , and durat ion . 
Liu ( 1 9 2 5 ) analysed the Fo and durat ion of two Jiangyin tones 
kymographically , and there are also some kymographic re cords of various 
Ningpo utt erances in Tchen ( 19 38 ) . Sokolov ( 1 9 6 5 ) presented data on 
the Fo and durat ion of Shanghai citation monosyllable s ,  and the Fo and 
durat ion of some Shanghai monosyllab ic and poly syllab ic utterances 
have been invest igat ed by Zee and Maddie son ( 1 9 7 9 ) .  A comparison of 
their result s with those presented below can give an idea of the degree 
of s imilarity in Fo shapes between Shanghai and Sh- Zh!Zhenhai dialect . 
The neare st site  to Zhenhai for which de s cript ions of citation tone 
pit ch values are available i s  Ningpo t own . Ningpo town was one of the 
sites  visited by Y . R .  Chao in 1 9 2 7  when collect ing material for h i s  
pioneering monograph on the Wu diale c t s  ( Chao 1 9 2 8 ) .  Chao ' s  p i t c h  
descript ions compare vi sually very well w i t h  the Fo data obtained i n  
t h i s  study. 
The pitch of the c itat ion t ones of Ningpo town has also been re corded 
in a recent descript ion ( Shi 1 97 9 )  with the five-point system devi sed 
by Chao ( 1 9 30 ) . The pitch values given , howeve r ,  do not agree well 
with those in Chao ( 1 9 2 8 ) or the present study , and the t ran s c riptions 
must , there fore , be t reated with caut ion . 
2 .  S YLLA BLE-T Y P E S  
I n  Shanghai- Zhenhai , any c itat ion monosyllable o r  mono syllab i c  
word belongs unambiguously to one of s i x  contrast ing type s .  Below are 
li sted example s of these six syllable-type s ,  t ogether with their main 
auditory characteri st ic s .  
1. The pitch of type 1 syllable s falls from high in the speaker ' s  
pit ch-range to low , with a short init ial level component . ( In terms 
of Chao ' s  ( 19 3 0 )  five-point pitch s cale , i t s  value would be 42 or 4 4 2 . ) 
The fall often start s highe r ,  and sounds more abrupt , in syllable s with 
nasal codas . The first half of the Fina1 3 seems the loudest , and the 
length o f  the Final i s  short er than average for the syllable type s .  
Voice qualit y  i s  normal , and there i s  a gradual offset t o  voic ing . 
4 Example s  are : 
[5\J5: ' poem '; [tr] ' s ho p ' ;  [?lcevJ ' t o  p i ck '. e . g . ' t h e  n o s e ' ;  
[tQtl)J : ' n e e d L e ' .  
2 .  Syllable s of t ype 2 have a concave pitch contour , start i ng in 
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mid pit ch-range , falling , and then rising jus t  int o the upper third of 
the pit ch-range , where vOicing i s  terminated by a glottal-stop . The 
pitch shape would be best trans c ribed by 3 2 4  in the Chao notat ion : 
this adequately expres se s  the relative onset and offset height s ,  and 
concave shape , but implies too Iow a dip in pitch . Other pos sibilit ies 
could therefore be 334  or 4 3 4 .  
Loudnes s  i s  concentrated at the beginning and end o f  the Final , with 
the end usually the loudest . Length i s  above average , and the voice  
o ften has  a somewhat tense  quality . Some examples are : 
[tQi?] ' ch i cken '; [5\?] 'wa t er '; 
[ka.?] 'river '; [ta!)?] ' t o  wai t ' ; 
'wen ( o f  wat er) ' .  
3 .  Type 3 syllables have striking auditory characteri s t i c s ,  re sult­
ing primarily from the·  comb ination of a convex pitch contour which 
s t art s in the  low part of the  pit ch-range - 2 3 2  or 242  - with loudness  
energe t i cally concentrated on the first half o f  the syllable . I n  
addit ion , voice  qualit y  over approximately the first third o f  t h e  Final 
is whispery [_]. There i s  gradual offset t o  voic ing . Syllables of 
type 3 have average length . Example s  are : 
[n�d ' 80u t h ' ;  [m�] ' b u 8Y ' ;  
[m!!)] ' door ' ;  [�il!)] ' town ' ;  
[�d ' t o  b e ' ;  [�l] ' 8w e e t ' .  
4 .  Syllable s of t ype 4 have a concave pitch cont our , start ing in 
the low pit ch-range , falling to the bottom of the range and then rising 
again t o  mid pit ch-range , where voi c ing is opt ionally terminated in a 
glottal-stop . The pitch shape would be best t ran scribed by 2 1 3  or 2 1 4 . 
Loudne s s  i s  concentrated at both beginning and end of the Final , but 
the end s ounds considerably louder ,  with a typical burst-like quality .  
Type 4 s yllables are the longest , and have whi spery voice  over the 
first half t o  two-thirds of their lengt h .  
[�d 'word '; [�l?] ' gro u nd ' ;  
[�il!)] ' n e ar '; [�?] ' dream ' 
5 .  Syllables o f  t ype 5 give an auditory impre s s ion of very short , 
high level p i t c h ,  which ends in a glottal- stop - 2' There is a s ingle 
burst of loudne s s , and voice  qualit y  sounds somewhat tense . Type 5 
syllables sound the short e st of the six type s .  Example s are : 
[tv?] ' Zaw ' ;  [tt?] ' targe t '; 
[tQjv?] : ' foo t '; ' t o e a t ' .  
6 .  Syllable s o f  type 6 have a pitch contour whi ch rises  abruptly 
from low in the speaker ' s  pitch-range to upper mid ,  where it ends in 
a glottal-stop - 24 or 2 3 .  There i s  a s ingle burst o f  loudne s s .  They 
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seem slightly longer than type 4 syllable s , but group together 
perceptually with them against types 1 to 4 as short vs . long syllables.  
Voi ce quality i s  whi spery over t he first part of the Final.  Example s 
are: 
' bu ddha ' ; 
, s t raig h t ' ;  
3. S YLLABLE S T R U C T U R E  
' offiae ' ; 
' jade ' . 
The only relevant details of segmental structure t o  be ment ioned 
concern the syllable-init i al consonant s - the ' Init ials ' - and cert ain 
co-oc currence re strictions . 
Ob struent init i als are divided into two group s on the bas i s  o f  their 
co-occurrence with the syllable-types : aspi rated and fort i s  unaspirated 
voicele s s  obstruent s ,  i . e .  [ph p fJ etc . - oc cur only with syllable­
types 1 ,  2 ,  and 5 .  The sounds t ranscribed above with I PA voiced 
symbols plus t he voi cele s s  diacrit i c , i . e .  [g, ¥ ,  g, gtJ et c . , o c cur 
only with syllable-type s 3 ,  4 ,  and 6 .  Thi s  second group corre sponds 
to what is conventionally termed the ' breathy voi c e d' Ini t i als i n  the 
Wu diale ct s .  For Sh- Zh , and the Zhenhai dialect , at leas t , this is a 
mi snome r ,  since t he s ounds are voi cele s s , and the oc clusives have a 
voi cele s s  whi spered release whi c h  i s  auditorily clearly dist ingui shable 
from normal aspirat ion . I retain t he label ' lenes ' t o  describe this  
group , t ogether with the appropriate IPA transcrip t ion , on  the basi s  
o f  their audit ory quality vi s a vis  the dec i dedly fort i s  arti culat ion 
of the voicele s s  unaspirated series with syllable-types 1 ,  2 and 5 .  
There are very few syllable s o f  t ype 1 ,  2 or 5 with sonorant 
Init ials in t he lexicon , and syllable s of t ype 5 and 6 cannot oc cur 
with a syllable-final nasal. 
4. P RO C E D U R E  ( G E N E RAL) 
The syllable s to be analysed were selected from a re cording of a 
li st o f  s ome 3 0 0  Chine se characters made by a young male nat ive speaker . 
The list was recorde d at one s i t t ing i n  the phone t i c s  laboratory of t he 
Universi t y  of Manche st er ' s  Department of Lingui s t ic s . I used a Ferro­
graph reel- to-reel t ape re corder and Ampex 6 1 1  profe s sional 1 . 5  ml 
acet ate t ape , and recorded at a speed of 7� ip s .  The recording level 
was set manually . There was no amb ient nOi s e , and the re cordings are 
of high quali t y .  
The informant was 2 5  years old a t  the t ime of recording ( 19 7 3 ) .  He 
was born in 1 9 4 8  i n  Shanghai ,  the younge st son of Zhenhai- speaking 
parents  who came from Qingshuipu , a small t own in Zhenhai county . 
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His family l e ft Shanghai one year after his birth for Hong Kong , where 
he was brought up and educat e d .  He went to England in 1 9 6 8  for further 
educat ion . He speaks fluent Engl i s h ,  almost fluent Cantone se , and 
St andard Chinese with a Sh- Zh accent . 
The informant ' s  speech - e specially the phonetic values o f  syl lab le­
type contours , tone sandhi rules and general morphophonemi c shap e s  
which have b e e n  described in Rose ( 1 974 ) - i s  representative of a 
rather conservat ive Zhenhai speech form , from which the younger genera­
t ion of Zhenhai speakers in China already constitutes ( in ,  for example , 
loss  o f  many nasalised phoneme s )  a conside rable departure . 
As far a s  the composit ion of the list  was concerne d ,  a l l  six  typ e s  
of syllab l e  were represented , and oc curred randomly .  I selected 
examp les of syl lab le s  to be analysed from the list  in the fo l lowing 
way . The original corpus was first divided into six  group s corre spond­
ing to the s ix syllab le-type s .  From each group all syl lables  were 
exc luded with either aspirated init ial consonant , e . g . [tshn, phlJ, or 
comp lex vowel final s , e . g .  [wei, I j u , Ja , JaJ . Thi s  was to e l iminate 
from the s ample any stat istical noi se coused by the possible influence 
of aspiration ( Hombert 1 97 8 )  and changing vowe l quality ( p . 2 ) on the 
acoustic  parameters invest igated . Next , each of t he six syl lab le-type 
group s was further c la s s i fie d ,  where p o s s ible , ac cording to the ab sence 
or p re s ence of a sonorant Initial , and the ab sence or p re sence o f  a 
syllab le-final velar nasal . Thi s  was because previous studies ( Howie 
1 9 7 6 ; Sauvain 1977 ; Fok 1 9 7 4 ; Kratochvil 1 97 1 ,  1 9 77 ) have e ither 
demonst rate d  or ment ioned that such factors can sub stantially e ffec t  
t h e  Fo' Ao , and durat ion o f  syllable-types in Chinese . 
Thi s  proce s s  yie lded 1 5  sub -group s from the original six  group s . 
Each sub-group was then further s i ft e d ,  i f  numbers permitted , to ensure 
a reasonab le balance  o f  open and c lose vowe l s . This was to minimi se 
the effe c t  o f  vowel ' height ' on Ao ( p . 2 ) and Fo ( Lehi ste 1 9 7 0 : 6 8 - 7 1 ) .  
Tab le 1 ,  on p . 7 below , gives t he number o f  examp les analysed in each 
sub -group . In Tab le 1, note that examp les of C sV( Q )  sequences in 
syl lable-t yp e s  1 ,  2 and 5 are lexically rare and did not occur in the 
corpus . The s ingle example of C s VQ in syllable-type 4 was not measure d .  
In the t ext be low , I have u s e d  the fol lowing slightly redundant , but 
phonologically re levant tran s c ription s  to designate subgroup s within a 
part i cular syllable-type : 
l .  V i s  re-written as U in syllables of type 1 ,  2 and 5 
2 .  V i s  re-written as L in syllab les of type 3 ,  4 and 6 
3 .  a final q indicates  syllable-types 5 and 6 
4 .  t he diac rit i c s ' A and Y are used t o  repre sent the pitch shape s  
o n  syllable-types 1 ,  3 and 2/4 respect ively . 
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Thus cLQ stands for any type 4 syl lab le with sy l lab le-final velar nasal 
and obst ruent Init ial , e . g . [g��Q] : ' heavy '. and CsLq stands for any 
type 6 syllable with sonorant Init ial , e . g .  [ml?] ' i n k ' .  
5. P R O C E D U R E  (ME N S U RAL) A N D  IN ST R UM E N TATIO N 
Each example was segmented , and the durat ion of t he Final ( DF ) ,  
sonorant Init ial ( where present ) and point of onset of the velar nasal 
( where present ) ascertained by re fe rence to wide-band spect rograms , 
and the wave form in high speed ( 2 0 0  cms/se c ) osc i llograms . 
The offset of t he Final was adjudged to occur at t he point where 
the glot tal pulse t rain showed an obvious discont inuity in the regu­
larity of increase of period . In adjudging this point of phonation 
o ffse t , at most a discrepancy o f  one glottal pulse , or about 1 . 0 - 0 . 8  
csec was involved . 
Segment boundaries between sonorant Initial consonants and vowels 
in CsV(q) syl lab les - Painte r  ( 19 7 9 : 1 9 )  calls them " fault transi t ions" 
because they have t he appearanc e  of geological faults - are character­
istically sharp and unambiguous with respect  t o  locat ion . There was, 
there fore , no di fficulty in determining t he point of onset of the Final 
in these cases. 
TABLE 7 
NUMBER OF EXAMPLES ANALYSED I N  EACH SUBGROUP 
( C  = unasp i rated obstruent ; C = sonorant ; 
V = monophthongal vowe l ; Q - �yllable- final 
ve lar nasal ; - = phonotactically exc lude d . ) 
SYLLABLE TYPE SEGMENTAL SPECIFICATION 
CV CVQ C V s 
1 1 4  1 4  
2 12  5 
3 1 4  1 1  9 
4 1 1  8 1 8  
5 1 3  
6 1 3  7 
CsVQ 
6 
1 
I n  syl lab les wit hout sonorant Init ial consonants,  the point of onset 
of Final durat ion was equivalent to phonat ion onset . In such c ases ,  
it  was often necessary to ignore t h e  first obvious glottal pulse , 
because it woul d  have had insufficient amplitude t o  be audible . This 
was t he approach adopted  by Lisker and Abramson ( 19 6 9 : 41 6 ) in t heir 
we ll-known study of voice  onset time . 
The point o f  onset of t he ve lar nasal consonant was defined as the 
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first glottal pulse after the dis cont inuity in overall int ensity distri ­
but ion expected w i t h  nasals had occurred on the wide-band spectrogram . 
In the vast maj ority of case s ,  this point could be ascert ained with the 
p re c i s ion of one glot tal pulse , ( le s s  than 1 c s ec ) . 
In addit ion to the measurement o f  durat ion o f  Final , in syl lab les 
o f  type 2 ,  4 ,  and 6 - that i s ,  in syllab les with a final rise in pitch 
contour - the durat ion from Final onset to Fo peak ( DP )  was also 
measure d ,  using synchronised wide and narrow-band spectrograms . 
Ao and Fo values were measured at various intervals of DP and DF , 
depending on the part i cular syllab le-type : the exact points at which 
measurement s were made were chosen t o  provide an  opt imal s ampl ing of 
the curves involved , and can b e  read from the t ab les of results  b elow . 
Generally , in s y l lab les of type 1 and 3 ,  Ao and Fo were samples  at 1 0 %  
intervals o f  Final durat ion , i . e .  0 % , 1 0 % , 2 0% . . .  1 00 %�F .  I n  type 5 
syllab le s , s amp l ing point s  were at 2 0%DF interval s ,  i . e .  0 % , 2 0 % , 4 0 % , 
. . .  1 0 0 %DF . The Ao o f  syllables  of type 2 and 4 was s amp led at 1 0 %  DF 
point s , as we l l  as 5 % , 1 5 % , 8 5 % , and 9 5%DF ,  and the Fo of type 2 and 4 
syl lab les was samp led at 1 0 %  intervals of duration to Fo peak . I n  type 
6 s y l lab le s , the ampl itude was s ampled at 2 0%DF intervals ,  and at 90%DF ,  
and the Fo at 2 0%DP intervals . In addi t ion , in s y l lab l e s  of type 2 ,  4 ,  
and 6 ,  t he Fo at 1 0 0 %DF was measure d .  
In syllab le s  with sonorant Initials ,  Fo was measured a t  onset and 
mid-point of sonorant durat ion , and Ao was measured at onset , mid-point , 
and three-quarters o f  sonorant durat ion . 
I n  the t ables  of re sults below , Fo value s are given in Hert z ,  to t he 
nearest  Hz , Ao values are given in decibel s ,  t o  t he neare st 0 . 1  dB, 
and durat ion values are given in cent ise conds , t o  the nearest milli­
second . 
Onset and offset values o f  Fo are normally not re solved adequately 
by p i t ch ext ract ion devices or narrow band spectrograms ( Fant 1 9 6 8 : 18 8 ,  
1 8 9 ; Hombert 1 9 7 6 ) ,  and s o  I measured Fo at these point s direct from 
the wave form in high speed o s c il lograms . Otherwise , measurements of 
Fo were calculated from the arithmetical mean of the Fo measurements 
as derived from the first 3 harmonics in narrow-band spectrograms with 
expanded fre quency scale ( 1" : 200 Hz ) .  A l l  spectrograms used in thi s 
study were made on the model 7 0 4 9  A Kay Sonagraph 80/85 - 8000 Hz Spectrum 
Analyser of the Cambridge University Department of Lingui stic s .  Thi s  
mode l has a narrow-band-pass filter of 4 5  Hz , and a wide-band-pass 
filter of 3 0 0  Hz . The high shaping pre-emphasi s  c ircuit s were not use d ,  
a l l  spectrography being done a t  the Flat ' Fl-l' setting . 
In order to determine the ac curacy of this spectrographic measurement 
technique , I compared 96 Fo measurements taken at various %DF point s in 
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1 2  o f  the syl lables  examine d with t he F values for the same %DF points 
6 0 extracted by computer . The 96 spectrographically derived measurements 
had an arithme t i cal mean value of 2 . 1  Hz less  than those o f  the c om­
puter,  with a standard deviat ion of 2 . 5  H z .  This means that - assuming 
the comput erised ' pit ch' detection to be ac curate - the actual Fo value 
of a part i cular spe ctrographi cally derived Fo measurement is equal t o  
the spe ctrographi cally derive d measurement p lus 2 . 1  Hz , p l u s  or minus 
4 . 2  Hz  at the 9 0 %  confidence leve l .  Thus the spectrographi c  method 
used i s  tolerab ly ac curate - more ac curate , in fact , than has been 
previously surmi sed pos s ible in measuring Fo from narrow-band spe ctro­
grams 7 . I c onsidered the ,value of 2 . 1  Hz too sma l l  to require adjust­
ment to the ac tual value . I did not est imate the ac curacy of Fo 
measurements made direct  from the wave form: assuming constant and 
ac curate running and p l ayback speeds for the tape re c order and mingo­
graph , these measurements should be more accurate than those made from 
the spectrograms . 
The Ao measurements quot ed in this study were made u s ing the F-J 
Electroni c s  Intensity  Meter and Elema Schoenander Mingograph 34 of the 
Department o f  Lingui st i c s ,  School of General Studie s ,  at the Aus t ral ian 
Nat ional Universit y .  
The F-J Intensity Meter emp loys ful l-wave , l inear re c t i fi cat ion . I t  
has two channel s : one provide s a 500  Hz  high-pass fi ltered output ; 
the other registers amplitude over the ful l  frequency range ( 5 0 - 1 5 , 0 0 0  
H z ) . The re sponse of it s ful l  frequenc y  range channel i s  given a s  + 
0 . 2  dB.  In addit ion , integrat ion t ime can be set independently for 
each channel at 2 . 5 ,  5 ,  10 , 2 0 ,  or 40 mse c , and an opt ional linear or 
quasi  logarithmi c disp lay is independently avai lab le on both channels . 
I chose the l inear display and 20 msec smoothing t ime : the linear 
scale permit s the mo st ac curate regi st rat ion at high ampl itude levels , 
i . e .  for vowe l s , and 2 0  msec i s  the integrat ion t ime sugge sted by 
Lehi ste ( 19 7 0 :12 4 )  on the bas i s  of the re latively long t ime cons tant 
reported by Miller ( 1 9 4 8 )  and Smal l ,  Brandt and Cox ( 19 6 2 ) for auditory 
percept ion of loudne s s  jUdgement s .  
I t  i s  important t o  note that , for this inve st igat ion , the intensity 
meter channel  was cho sen which registered amp l itude over the ful l  
frequency range . Use of the high-pas s filter would have comp l i cated 
the re lationship between the glottal and measured oral amp l itude by 
introducing an addit ional variab le , which i s  diffi cult to control for ,  
o f  di fferential re solut ion of between-samp le di fferences i n  spectral 
characteri s t ic s . The flat Ao value s obtained in thi s  study may be 
profitab ly compared with the c orre sponding high-pass filtered value s 
given in Ro se ( 19 7 9 ) for an almost identical corpus . 
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Using a specially prepared calibration tape, which consisted of a 
1000 Hz sine wave signal, the level of which was increased in 2 dB steps 
through 30 dB, I found that the intensity meter and the mingograph were 
very accurate indeed. For 14 measurements of the level of the cali­
bration tone at each of the 2 dB steps from 30 db to 4 dB inclusive, 
the mean discrepancy was -0.33 dB, with a standard deviation of 0.25 dB. 
This means the actual Ao value for a given Ao measurement is equivalent 
to the meter measurement minus 0.33 dB, � 0. 4 dB at the 90% confidence 
level. The amplitude measurements were consequently left unadjusted. 
6 .  R ESU L TS 
Arithmetical mean values for duration, and fundamental frequency 
and amplitude as functions of the duration of the Final and/or duration 
to fundamental frequency peak in the 14 sub-groups examined are given 
in Tables 2 to 15. Standard deviations are given in brackets. Thus 
from Table 4, it can be seen that the mean value for the duration of 
the Final (DF) in type 2 CU syllables is 32 csec, with a standard 
deviation of 3 csec, whereas the mean value for duration to the 
fundamental frequency peak (DP) is 29.3 csec, with a standard deviation 
of 2.9 csec. It can also be seen that at 60% of the duration to the 
fundamental frequency peak (60%DP), or (29.3 csec x 0.6=) 17.6 csec 
from the onset of the Final, the mean Fo for CU syllables is 135 H z ,  
with a standard deviation of 6 H z. Also, at 60% of the duration of 
the Final (60%DF), or (32 csec x 0.6 = 19.2 csec from the onset of 
the Final, the mean Ao value for cO syllables is 22.7 dB, with a 
standard deviation of 2.8 dB. 
The results are also plotted graphically in Figures 1 to 14. In 
these figures, the Ao and Fo shapes are shown synchronised, in order to 
facilitate accurate comparison between the two parameters at any point 
in time. Fo shapes for all syllable-types are compared in Figure 15, 
and Ao shapes for all syllable-types are compared in Figur� 16. In 
none of these figures has the duration parameter been normalised. Note 
that the mean Ao values in dB have been replotted against a linear 
scale. If almost equal differences in loudness are derived by the 
perceptual mechanism from logarithmically equal intervals of amplitude 
(Ladefoged 1972:83), plotting the dB values logarithmically can easily 
give an erroneous visual impression of the way the amplitude may be 
perceived. Note also that the onset of the Final is shown to occur 
in all cases at csec 0, irrespective of whether the syllable has a 
sonorant Initial preceding the Final or not. 
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7 .  D I S C U S S I O N  
In the discussion of the results below, I shall first make some 
general observations on the contributions of the three acoustic para­
meters of Fo' Ao, and duration to contrasts between syllable-types. 
Next, I shall mention, for each of the acoustic parameters in turn, 
some salient points of the relationship between their shapes and values 
in each syllable-type, indicating some of the phonological implications 
which arise therefrom. I shall then briefly comment on some of the 
more important implications of the observed correlations between Fo 
and Ao, and between Fo and duration. Finally, I shall describe the 
effects on Fo' Ao and duration of the syllable-final velar nasal, and 
syllable-initial sonorant. 
It is clear from the results of this investigation that each 
syllable-type is characterised acoustically in all three parameters of 
Fo' Ao, and duration. Indeed, each syllable-type can be defined 
equally well in any of the three parameters, with the exception of 
duration in CUq and CLq syllables. 
In order to demonstrate the relative contributions of the individual 
acoustic parameters to a particular contrast between syllable-types, 
I shall examine the contrast between types 2 and 4 as realised on Cll 
and CL syllables. 
It is necessary first to break down the Ao and Fo shapes into the 
traditional dimensions of Register and Contour, defined, however, in 
the following way. Register can be understood as a kind of overall 
level (in the sense implied by Zee ( 1978» , and defined as the value 
for a particular Ao or Fo shape corresponding to the arithmetical mean 
of the Ao or Fo values at the %DF or %DP points. This absolute mean 
value can then be relativised by expressing it as a percentage of total 
relevant Fo or Ao range. For example, the mean Fo value of CD syllables 
is 
143+138+136+134+134+134+135+137+14 1+146+153+14 0= 139 Hz , 
12 
and the mean Fo value of CL syllables is 116 H z .  The total mean Fo 
range in CV (q) syllables is 169 Hz (CUq, at O%DF) minus 105 Hz (CL, 
at 30%DP) = 64 Hz . The Fo register value for CD syllables is then 
139 - 105 Hz x 100 = 53%, 
64 
and for CL syllables 
116 - 1 05 Hz x 100 17%. 
64 
Therefore, CL and CD syllables are separated by a 36% difference in 
register, which is very highly significant (p < .001; t=8.16, df=21). 
Percentage 
of Final 
TABLE 2 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDA}tENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , AMPL ITUDE (dB), 
AND DURAT ION ( c s e c ) IN  1 4  SHANGHAI -ZHENHAI CITAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 1 ,  
WITH MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL F INAL , AND UNASPIRATED OBSTRUENT IN IT IAL ( CO) . 
of duration 
(DF) 0 10 20 30 4 0  50 60 70 80 90 
Fundamental frequency 160 165 162 159 156 151 146 139 132 121 
8 7 7 7 8 (10 6 7 7 7 
Amplitude 17.9 22.1 22. 4  22.6 22.5 22. 4 22.3 21. 5 20.5 18.6 
(2.3 2. 7 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.0 2.2 1.9 
Duration of Final 25.7 (2.8) 
Percentage 
of Final 
TA B L E  3 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , AMPL ITUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT ION ( cs e c ) IN 14 SHANGHAI -ZHENHAI C ITAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 1, 
WITH UNASPIRATED OBSTRUENT INIT IAL , AND SYLLABLE - F INAL VELAR NASAL (CUQ) .  
of duration 
(DF) 0 10 20 30 4 0  4 5  50 60 70 80 
Fundamental frequency 177 181 176 172 1 68 161 153 145 136 
(10 9 8 8 8 9 10 9 9 
Amplitude 19.8 25.3 24.6 23.5 23.0 22.6 22.7 22.3 21.1 19. 8 
<3.4 2.5 1.7 1. 4 1.3 1.5 1. 3 1.1 1.2 1.3 
100 
llO 
9) 
14.9 
1.5 
90 
126 
8 
17.2 
1.2 
Duration of Final 22.2 (3.2); onset of nasal consonant occurs at csec 9.2 (1.5), i.e. 41% DF. 
100 
116 
7) 
13.8 
1.0) 
TAB LE 4 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ( Hz) , AMP L I TUDE (dB) , AND 
DURAT I ON (csec) IN 1 2  SHANGHAI - ZHENHAI C I TAT I ON MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 2, WITH 
MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL-AND- GLOTTAL-STOP F INAL , AND UNASP I RATED OBSTRUENT I N I T IAL (CC) .  
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 3 0  40 50 
frequency peak (DP) 
Fundamental frequency 143 138 13 6 134 134 134 
(9 6 6 6 6 6 
Percentage of duration 
of Final (DF) 0 5 10 15 20 30 1I0 50 
Amplitude 18.6 22.7 23.4 23.1I 23.1 22.8 22.3 22.2 
(2.5 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.8 
Duration of Final = 32  (3 ); duration to fundamental frequency peak 
fundamental frequency at 100% DF = lllo (7). 
TAB LE 5 
60 70 80 90 
13 5 13 7 llll 1116 
6 7 8 8 
60 70 80 85 90 95 
22.7 23.1I 211.1I 24.5 23.8 22.9 
2.8 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3.7 
29.3 (2.9); 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (H z ) , AMPL I TUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT I ON (csec) I N  5 SHANGHA I - ZHENHAI C ITAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 2 ,  W ITH y 
UNASP I RATED OBSTRUENT IN IT IAL, AND SYLLABLE - F I NAL VELAR NASAL AND GLOTTAL - STOP ( CU� ) . 
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 3 0  1I0 50 60 70 80 90 
frequency peak (DP) 
Fundamental frequency 142 138 13 5 1311 13 5 136 13 9 1112 1117 1511 
(4 1I 5 1I 3 1I 5 6 7 6 
Percentage of duration 
of Final (DF) 0 5 10 15 20 30 1I0 50 60 70 80 85 90 95 
Amplitude 20.6 211.4 23. 7  23.3 23. 1 21.7 21.1 20.9 21.1I 21.9 22.1I 22.6 22.1 21.3 
(2.7 3.1 3.1I 3.5 3.3 3.2 2.6 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.1I 2.1I 1.9 
100 
153 
9) 
100 
18.9 
2.9) 
100 
159 
6) 
100 
17.8 
2.5) 
Duration of Final = 33. 8 (2.7), duration to fundamental frequency peak = 31. 8  (3.4); fundamental frequency at 100% DF 
= 1115 (7) onset of nasal consonant occurs at csec 12.3 (2.5), i.e. 36% DF, or 39% DP. 
f; 
8 
en 
>-3 H 
() 
() 
� 
t'l 
'" 
H 
en 
>-3 H 
() 
en 
fil 
� 
til 
I H 
I 
N 
::c 
t'l 
z 
$: H 
Percentage 
of Final 
Fundamental 
Amplitude 
TABLE 6 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , AMPL I TUDE (dB) 
AND DURAT ION (csec) I N  14 SHANGHA I - ZHENHAI C ITAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 3 ,  W I TH 
MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL F I NAL , AND OBSTRUENT I N I T IAL (CL) .  
of duration 
(OF) 0 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
frequency 122 116 117 125 133 140 143 143 140 134 
(8 8 7 8 7 6 6 6 6 6 
15. 9 19.3 21. 1 22. 7 23.6 23. 7 23.6 23. 3 22. 0  
(2.8 3. 3 2. 8 2. 4 2. 7 2. 4 2. 5 2. 3 2.2 
Duration of Final 29.6 (3.6) 
Percentage 
of Final 
Fundamental 
Amplitude 
TABLE 7 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEV IAT I ON VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , AMPL ITUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT ION (csec) I N  1 1  SHANGHA I - Z HENHAI C ITAT I ON MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 3 ,  
W I TH SYLLABLE - F I NAL VELAR NASAL , AND OBSTRUENT I N I T IAL ( ct� ) .  
of duration 
(OF) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
frequency 125 119 123 135 144 152 153 151 144 133 
(9 8 7 7 6 7 8 8 9 7 
16. 8 20.0 22.1 23. 7 24.8 24. 6 24. 4 23. 3 22. 2 20. 1 
(2.6 4.0 3.3 2. 6 2. 3 2. 3 2.4 2. 3 2. 3 2.2 
90 100 
125 110 
8 9) 
19.7 14. 9 
2. 1 1. 9) 
100 
118 
6) 
15. 0  
1.7) 
Duration of Final 26. 3 (2.5); onset of nasal consonant occurs at csec 10.8 ( 1. 8), i.e. 41% OF. 
TABLE g 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , A}!P L I TUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT I ON ( c s e c )  IN 9 SHANGHA I - ZHENHA I  C ITAT I ON MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 3 ,  
WITH MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL F I NAL , AND SONORANT I N I T IAL ( Cs
t) .  
Percentage of duration 
of Final ( DF ) 0 10 20 30 4 0  50 60 70 80 90 
Fundamental frequency 115 118 124 131 138 14 4 14 5 143 137 128 
( 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 
Amplitude 16.5 19.5 21. 3 23.0 24.1 24. 8 2 4 .9 25. 0  23.5 21.1 
(2. 7 2.4 1.9 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.2 
Duration of Final = 30.1 (3); duration of sonorant Initial = 8.8 (2.3); fundamental frequency at 
sonorant onset = 120 (9), fundamental frequency at sonorant mid-point = 108 (4); amplitude at 
sonorant onset = 10.3 (0.8); amplitude at sonorant mid-point = 14.4  (1.3); amplitude at 3/4 of 
sonorant duration = 15.1 (1.5). 
TA BLE 9 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ( Hz) , AMP L ITUDE ( dB ) , 
AND DURAT ION ( c s e c )  I N  6 SHANGHA I - ZHENHA I C ITAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 3 ,  
WITH SYLLABL E - F I NAL VELAR NASAL , AND SONORANT I N I T IAL ( C s
t� ) . 
Percentage of duration 
of Final ( DF ) 0 10 20 30 4 0  50 60 70 80 90 
Fundamental frequency 117 121 128 136 144  151 156 154 147  135 
( 4  5 5 5 5 7 11 12 12 11 
Amplitude 18.5 21. 9 23.1 24. 1 24.7 24.0 23.6 23.0 22.0 20.3 
(3.1 3.2 3.4 2. 9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 3.2 3.4 
Duration of Final = 27.5 (2); duration of sonorant Initial = 8.6 (2.4); onset of nasal consonant 
occurs at csec 10.9 (1.7), i.e. 4 0% DF, fundamental frequency at sonorant onset = 121 (6); 
fundamental frequency at sonorant mid-point = 115 (4); amplitude at sonorant onset = 9.3 (3); 
amplitude at sonorant mid-point = 15.8 (3.8); amplitude at 3/4 of sonorant duration = 170. 6). 
100 
119 
7) 
15.3 
2.8) 
100 
115 
9 
14.7 
1.6 
TA BLE 1 0  
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (H z ) , AJ1P L I TUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT I ON (csec) I N  1 1  SHANGHAI - Z HENHAI C I TAT I ON MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 4 ,  WITH 
OBSTRUENT I N I T IAL , MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL F I NAL , AND OPT I ONAL SYLLABLE - F I NAL GLOTTAL - STOP (ct). 
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 30 40 50 
frequency peak (DP) 
Fundamental frequency 119 108 106 105 106 108 
(7 6 7 7 8 8 
Percentage of duration 
of Final (DF) 0 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 
Ampli tude 14.4 16.5 15.9 15.4 15. 2 15.0 15.3 16.2 17.3 
(2.1 2.6 2.7 2.7 2. 6 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.0 
Duration of Final = 36.3 (4.2); duration to fundamental frequency peak 
frequency at 100%DF = 121 (6). 
TA B LE 1 1  
60 70 80 90 
112 116 124 132 
8 8 7 7 
70 80 85 90 95 
18.6 20.0 20.5 20.7 20.2 
3.0 3.1 3.0 2.6 2.6 
33.8 (4 ) fundamental 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ( H z ) , AMPL I TUDE ( dB ) , 
AND DURAT ION (csec) I N  8 SHANGHAI - ZHENHAI C I TAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 4 ,  W ITH 
OBSTRUENT I N I T IAL ,  AND SYLLABLE - F I NAL VELAR NASAL AND OPT IONAL GLOTTAL - STOP (ctQ). 
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
frequency peak (DP) 
Fundamental frequency 126 109 102 100 101 103 107 113 123 132 
(5 6 5 4 4 4 5 5 6 5 
Percentage of duration 0 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 85 90 95 
of Final (DF) 
100 
14 1 
8) 
100 
16.4 
2.1) 
100 
146 
5) 
100 
Amplitude 16.7 19.1 17. 4 16.9 16. 6 16.2 16.0 16. 7 17.7 18.7 19. 9 20. 1 20.1 19.4 15.9 
(2.8 4.2 3.6 3.2 2.9 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.6 2. 4 2.7 2.3) 
Duration of Final = 36.3 (4 .1), duration to fundamental frequency peak = 34. 5 (3.5); fundamental 
frequency at 100%DF = 128 (9); onset of nasal consonant occurs at csec 13.4 (3.1), i.e. 37%DF, or 39%DP. 
TA B LE lZ 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , AMP L I TUDE (dB ) , 
AND DURAT I ON ( csec)  I N  18 SHANGHAI - ZHENHAI C I TATION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 4 ,  
WITH MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL-AND-GLOTTAL-STOP F I NAL , AND SONORANT I N I T IAL (C  L). 
s 
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
frequency peak (DP) 
90 
Fundamental frequency 1 10 107 106 106 107 109 112 117 124 131 
(6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 7 7 
Percentage of duration 
of Final (DF) 0 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 85 90 95 
Amplitude 16.2 17.0 17.2 17.2 17.2 16.8 16.9 17.5 18.2 19.5 20.8 21. 4 21.6 21.4 
(2.0 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 3.1 
lCO 
140 
8) 
100 
18.0 
2.6) 
Duration of Final = 36.9 (3.2); duration to fundamental frequency peak = 34.6 (3. 1); duration of 
sonorant Initial = 9.2 (2.8); fundamental frequency at 100%DF = 124 (9); fundamental frequency at 
sonorant onset = 114 (5); fundamental frequency at sonorant mid-point = 110 (5), amplitude at 
sonorant onset 11.3 (2. 4); amplitude at sonorant mid-point = 14.5 (2.7); amplitude at 3/4 of 
sonorant duration = 15.0 (2. 3). 
Percentage 
of Final 
TA B LE 1 3  
MEAN AND STANDARD DEV IAT ION VALUES FOR F UNAMENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz) , AMPL I TUDE (dB ) , 
AND DURAT ION (c s ec )  IN 13 SHANGHAI -ZHENHAI C I TAT I ON MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE S, 
W ITH UNASP I RATED OBSTRUENT INIT IAL , AND SYLLABLE-F INAL GLOTTAL - STOP (CUq ) .  
of duration 
(DF) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Fundamental frequency 169 167 168 166 160 
(12 10 II 9 8 
Amplitude 20. 4 25.8 25.8 2 5 .8 25.1 
(2.3 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.7 
Duration of Final 9.1 (2.4) 
90 100 
127 
11) 
20 
2 ) 
TABLE 1 4  
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY (H z ) , AMP L I TUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT ION ( c s ec )  I N  13 SHANGHA I - ZHENHA I C I TAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 6 ,  
WITH OBSTRUENT I N I T IAL , AND SYLLABL E - F I NAL GLOTTAL- STOP (CLq) . 
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 30 4 0  50 60 70 80 90 
frequency peak (DP) 
Fundamental frequency 121 116 119 131 145 
(9  7 8 10 9 
Percentage of duration 
100 
148 
8) 
of Final (DF) 0 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 85 90 95 100 
Amplitude 16.2 18.2 19.7 22.2 
(1.9 2.4 2.4 2.5 
Duration of Final = 10.5 (1.5) ; duration to fundamental frequency peak 
fundamental frequency at 100% DF = 123 (16) 
TA BLE 1 5  
23.7 22.8 
1.5 1.4 
9.2 ( 1.4), 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIAT ION VALUES FOR FUNDA}IENTAL FREQUENCY (Hz ) , AMPL I TUDE (dB) , 
AND DURAT ION ( c s e c )  I N  7 SHANGHAI - ZHENHAI C I TAT ION MONOSYLLABLES OF TYPE 6 ,  
W ITH SONORANT I N I T I AL ,  AND SYLLABLE - F I NAL GLOTTAL - STOP (Cs Lq) . 
Percentage of duration 
to fundamental 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
frequency peak (DP) 
Fundamental frequency 110 113 118 126 135 
(2 3 5 6 2 
Percentage of duration 
19.2 
2.1) 
100 
147 
3) 
of Final (DF) 0 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 85 90 95 100 
Amplitude 18.0 20.0 21.8 23.7 24.4 22.9 19. 3  
(2.0 1.9 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.2) 
Duration of Final = 13.2 (3.6) ; duration to fundamental frequency peak = 10.8 (3.2) ; duration of sonorant 
Initial = 9.4 (1.8) ; fundamental frequency at 100%DF = 117 (7) ;  fundamental frequency at sonorant onset 
= 114 (5) ;  fundamental frequency at sonorant mid-point = 108 (3) ; amplitude at sonorant onset = 11.6 
(1.5) ; amplitude at sonorant mid-point = 15. 6 ( 1.7) amplitude at 3/4 of sonorant duration = 16.5 ( 1 . 9). 
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F I GURE 1 
Synchron i s ed Fundamenta l Frequency and Re l a t ive Amp l i tude 
Value s  for 14 Shangha i - Z henha i C i t a t ion Mono syl l ab l e s  o f  
Type 1 ,  with  Monophthongal Vowel F ina16 and Una spirated 
Ob s t ruent I n i t i a l  (C  ) .  
24 
iil 22 
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F I GURE 2 
Synchroni sed Fundament a l  Frequency and Re l a t ive Amp l i tude 
Values for 14 Shangha i - Zhenh a i  C i tat ion Mono s y l l ab l e s  o f  
Type 1 ,  with  Una s p i r�ted Ob s truent I n i t i a l , and Sy11ab 1e ­
F inal Ve l ar N a s a l  (CU� ) . ' N '  I nd i c a t e s  Point o f  Ons e t  o f  
Ve l ar N a s a l  
27 
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F I GURE 3 
Synchron i sed Fundamental Frequency and Re l a t ive Amp l i tude 
Values for 12 Shanghai - Z henh a i  C i t a t i on Monosyl l ab l e s  o f  
Type 2 ,  with Monophthong a l  Vowe l - and- G l o ttal - Stop Final , 
and Unas p i rated Ob s t ruent I n i t i a l  (C6) .  
26 
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� 22 Q) 
"t:J 
� 20 a. 
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5- 160 
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� 1 40 
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E � 1 20 
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100 
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F I GU R E  4 
Synchron i sed Fundament a l  Frequency and Rel at i ve Amp l i tude Val ues 
for 5 Shangh a i - Zhenh a i  C i t at ion Monosyl l ab l e s  o f  Type 2 ,  with 
Una s p i r ated Ob s t ruent I n i t i a l , and Syl l ab l e - F inal Velar Nasal 
and G l o t t a l - S top ( C� � ) . ' N '  I ndicates  Point o f  Ons e t  o f  Ve l ar 
Nasa l . 
25 
10 23 
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Q) 
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F I GU R E  5 
Synchoni sed Fundamental Frequency and Re l a t ive Amp l i tude 
Values for 14 Shanghai - Z henhai C i tat ion Monosyl l ab l e s  of 
Type 3 ,  with Monophthongal Vowel F ina l , and Obs truent 
I n i t i a l  (ct) . 
24 
22 
co 20 
� 
CD 
1 8  "0 :l 
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CD > 
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F I GU R E  6 
Synchronised Fundamental Frequency and Re lat ive Amp l i tude 
Va lues for 1 1  Shanghai - Zhenhai C i tat ion Monosyl lables  of  
Type 3 , with Ob struent Initial , and Syllab l e - Final Velar 
Nasal (ctQ) . ' N '  Indicates Point o f  Onset o f  Ve lar Nasal . 
25 
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F I GU R E  7 
Synchroni sed Fundamental Frequency and Relative Amp l i tude 
Values for 9 Shanghai - Zhenhai Ci tation Monosyl lables  of  
Typ� 3 ,  with Monophthongal Vowel Final , and Sonorant Ini tial 
( CsL) . The Point of  Onset o f  the Vowel Final i s  Located at csec O .  
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F I GU R E  8 
Synchroni sed Fundamental Frequency and Re lat ive Amp l i tude 
Values for 6 Shanghai - Zhenhai Citation Monosyl lables  o f  
Type 3 ,  with Syllab l e - Final Ve lar Nasal , and Sonorant 
Initial (C tl) ) . ' N '  Indicates Point of  Onset of Ve lar 
Nasa l . Th� Point o f  Onset of  the Vowe l Final i s  Located 
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F I GURE 9 
Synchronised Fundamental Frequency and Re lat ive Amp li tude 
Values for 1 1  Shanghai - Zhenhai Citat ion Monosyl lables  of  
Type 4 ,  with  Obstruent Initial , and Monophthongal Vowel 
Final with Opt ional Glotta l - Stop eCL ) .  
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F I GU R E  1 0  
Synchronised Fundamental Frequency and Re lat ive Amp l i tude 
Values for 8 Shanghai - Zhenhai Ci tation Monosyllables  of  
Type 4 ,  with Ob struent Initial , and Syl lab l e - F inal Velar 
Nasal and Op tional Glotta l - Stop (ct!) ) . ' N '  Indicates Po int 
of  Onset of Velar Nasal . 
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F I GU R E  1 1  
Synchroni sed Fundamental Frequency and Re lat ive Amp l i tude 
Values for 18 Shanghai - Zhenhai C itation Monosyllables of 
Type 4 ,  with Sonorant Initial , and Monophthongal Vowe l 
Final with Optional Glottal- Stop ( C  t) . The Point  of  Onset 
o f  Vowel Final is Locat�d at csec O .  
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F I GU R E  1 2  
Synchronised Fundamental Frequency and Re l at ive Amp l itude 
Values for 13 Shanghai - Zhenhai C itat ion Mono syl lab les  of  
Type 5 ,  with Unaspirated Ob s truent Initial , and Syl lab l e -
F inal Glottal - Stop (CUq) . 
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F I GU R E  1 3  
Synchronised Fundamental Frequency and Re lative Amp l i tude 
Values for 13 Shanghai - Zhenhai Citation Monosyl lables  of 
Type 6 , with Unasp irated Obstruent Init ial , and Syl lab l e -
Final Glotta l - Stop (CLq) . 
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Synchroni sed 
Values for 7 
Type 6 ,  with 
Stop ( CsLq) . 
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Fundamental Frequency and Re lat ive Amp l i tude 
Shanghai - Zhenhai  Citat ion Monosyl lab l es o f  
Sonoran t Ini t i al , and Syllab l e - F inal Glottal -
The Point of  Onset  o f  Vowel Final i s  Located 
at csec O .  
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F I GU RE 1 5  
Fundamental Frequency Values Compared for 
(A) CV (q)  , 
(ll )  CV!) ,  A 
(C ) CSL (q )  / CsL!) Syl lables . 
= C ( s ) Vq Syl lables ; 
- - - - - = cst !)  Syl lables . 
Onset of  F inal i s  shown at csec O .  
A 
200 
180 
160 
1 40 
120 
100 
o csec 20 csec 
B 
180 
160 
140 
120 
100 
o csec 20 csec 
c 
160 
140 
120 
100 
o csec 20 csec 
40 csec 
40 csec 
40 csec 
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F I GURE 1 6  
Re lat ive Amp l i tude Values Compared for 
(A) CV ( q ) , (B) CV� ,  and (C) Cs L (q)  / cs t � Syl lab les ; 
C ( s ) Vq Syl lables ; - - - - - = cs
t � Syl lables . 
Onset of Final i s  shown at csec O .  
A 26 
24 
22 
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1 4  
o csec 20 csec 40 csec 
B 26 
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1 4  
o csec 20 csec 4Q.csec 
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o csec 20 csec 40 csec 
., 
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Contour may be de fined as  the  curve obt ained by expre s s ing each 
%DF or %DP point me asurement of Ao or Fo as a percentage of  the mean 
Ao or Fo range of the syl lab le-type in ques tion . Plot ting contour 
values in this way factors out the parameter of  duration and the 
dimension of  regi ster .  For example , the mean Fo range in C
D syllab les  
is  1 5 3  Hz  ( lO O %DP ) minus 1 3 4Hz ( 30 ,  4 0  5 0 %DP ) = 19Hz . The mean F o 
onset value ( 1 4 3Hz ) will  have , there fore , a contour value of 
1 4 3  - 134 Hz x 100 = 4 7 % . 
19  
The Fo contours of  CD and CL syllab l e s  are compared in Figure 1 7 .  It  
can be seen  that both  types share similar onset and offset contour 
values ( at approximat ely mid-range ) .  The ir  peaks oc cur , and lowest 
points are reache d ,  at very near�y the same %DF point s ( about 9 3 %DP 
and 2 7 %DP respect ively ) .  However ,  the CL contour falls  qui cker and 
st art s to rise earlier than the C� cont our , so that di fferences of  
13%  and 1 5 %  of Fo range separate them at  9 %DF and 6 5 %DF respectively . 
Analys i s  of the contour value s for these two t ypes  exc luding values at 
1 0 0 %DF ( Tab le 16 b e low ) shows that there is no reason at the 5 %  level 
to rej ect  the hypothe s i s  that they come from the same populat ions , 
whereas the difference in regi s t er be tween the two types  is  highly 
signi fi cant ( p . l l ) . 
TAB L E  1 6  
REGRE S S ION ANALYS I S  OF CD AND d Fo CONTOURS 
Sums of Squares of Mean Variance 
Source Residuals (3 degree df Squares Ratio 
polynanial) 
v 
CL 731. 18 18 40 . 62 Combined regression, CU, 
v v 
148 . 58 14 10 . 61 Sum of regressions , CU, CL 
2 . 83 
Difference ,  combined regression - 4 30 . 01 sum of regressions 
(F  = 3 . 11 for 4/14 df at 5% level ) 
I t  can be seen , there fore , that within the parameter of  F , the con-
v 0 
t rast between CD and CL syllab les demonstrab ly re side s  in the dimension 
of  Fo regi s t e r .  
As  far a s  t h e  A o  paramet e r  is  concerne d ,  t h e  di ffe rence in A o  regi ster  
between syl lab le-types 2 and 4 is  greater  than for Fo ' C� syllab le s  
have an A o  register value of  7 2 % , compared with 2 4 %  for C L  syllab l e s . 
There i s  there fore an Ao regi ster  di ffe rence between CL and CD syllab l e s  
of  4 8 %  ( c f .  3 6 %  for Fo regist er ) . 
The di fference in Ao contour between CO and CL syllables is  shown 
in Figure 1 8 . It can be  seen once again that there i s  great er  contrast­
ivene s s  in the Ao parameter than in the Fo parameter : the Ao contours 
are ob viou sly more contrast ive than the i r  corre sponding Fo cont ours . 
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The main di ffe rence between the Ao contours o f  the two types l i e s  in 
the re latively greater concentration of  Ao in the first hal f  of  CD 
syllab le s : note that , in CU syllab le s ,  the first peak is  only 19% of 
dB range down on the second peak , compared to a difference of  4 7% of 
range in CL syllable s .  I n  CL syllab le s , t oo , Ao fal l s , and starts to 
ri se , earlier t han in CU syllables : a characteri s t i c  which , it  can be  
not ed , parallels  the  Fo contours of  the s e  syl lab les  ( Figure 1 7 ) .  
The contrast  in Ao shapes between CL and CD syllab l e s  i s  there fore 
a funct ion of both register and contour di fference s .  
CU syllab les  also di ffer from CL syllables in the parameter of  
durat ion . The difference , whether between DF  value s ( 4 . 3  c s e c ) ,  or 
between DP value s ( 4 . 5  csec ) ,  is  shown by t-test to b e  highly signi fi­
cant ( DF :  . 0 2 > p > . 01 ;  t =  2 . 7 ,  df = 2 1 ;  DP : . 0 1 > p ;  t = 2 . 9 7 ,  df 
2 1 )  . 
To summari se , the above analys i s  has e stab l i shed that CU and CL 
syllab l e s  contrast acous t i cally in all three parameters of  Fo ' Ao , and 
durat ion . With Ao and Fo ' it is  the regi ster  di fferences whi ch appear 
most  important , although Ao contours are also cont rast ive . 
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The gene ral Fo shapes for the individual syllable-types ( Figure 1 5 )  
require little  comment . Apart from the CUq syllab le s ,  which sounded t o  
me highe r ,  with re spect t o  cb syllables , than their mean Fo shapes 
appear to warrant , the Fo data confirm the auditory impre s s ions . The 
ab rupt fal l in Fo at the end of types 2 ,  4 , 5 , and 6 is inaudible as 
such : it is one of the acoustic  corre lat e s  of the syl lab le- final glottal 
stop in these syl lab les ( c f. the ab rupt fal l  in Fo report ed for [7] also 
in Shanghai dialect ( Zee and Maddieson 1 9 7 9 ) .  
It can be noted that , although Chao ' s  ( 1 9 3 0 )  notation is  of  course 
intended as a method of  t rans crib ing p i t c h ,  the Fo shapes can be 
expre ssed in terms of  the five-point s cale , without perhaps too much 
di stort ion : cb : 5 1  ( 52 ? ) ;  CD : 3 3 4 ( 4 3 4 ? 32 4 ? ) ;  cL : 2 3 2 ;  cL : 2 1 3 , 
CUq : 2; CLq : � ( �? ) . 
There are several phonologi cal rules in Sh- Zh,  and Zhenhai dialect , 
which divide the syl lab le-types into two natural classes  of 1 ,  2 ,  and 
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5 on the one hand and 3, 4, and 6 on the other. (These two natural 
classes also correspond to the categories of Yin and Yang in traditional 
Chinese phonology). This kind of situation has been previously handled 
with undefined pitch features like [ +Hi ] (Wang 1967) or [Upper] (Yip 
1980 ) .  It is not, however, immediately apparent how the necessary 
feature can be defined, given the Fo shapes in Figure 15. In what 
sense is the pitch of 1, 2, and 5 syllables [ + " Hi" ] ?  [ + " Hi" ] type 1 
syllables certainly have a high pitch at onset, but fall to a low pitch; 
the mean peak Fo value for [ + " Hi" ] type 2 c
O syllables is only 5 Hz  
higher than the mean Fo peak in [-" Hi" ] type 6 CLq syllables; only 12 
Hz separates the Fo peaks of [ + " Hi" ] c
O and [-"Hi" ] ct types. 
If we wished to define this feature acoustically with reference to 
Fo' two possibilities suggest themselves. The first uses Fo onset 
values; the second invokes the concept of register as defined on p.ll. 
Syllable types 3, 4 and 6 have almost identical Fo onset values -
in CL (q) syllables, for example, 122, 119 and 122 H z  respectively -
and any types with Fo onset value above, say, 40% of total Fo range 
can be defined as [ +Hi ], or Yin. (Note that 40% of total Fo range is 
131 H z  in CV (q) syllables, and 132 Hz in CV � syllables.) However, 
syllable types, 1, 2, and 5 do not onset at the same Fo value, and in 
CV � syllables, in fact, the Fo onset value for [+Hi] type 2 (C� �) is 
nearer to the [-Hi ] values than the other [ +Hi] syllable CU �. 
Using the register approach, however, gives an interesting and 
intuitively satisfying result. The Fo register values of the syllable­
types in the present data are as follows : 
86% : CUq; 69% : cb�, 64% : CU; 53% : CU; 52% : CU�; 46% : CsL�, 44% : CL�, 
4 1% : C
s
L, 38% : CL; 39% : CLq, 31% : CsLq; 19% : CL�, 17% : CL, 16% : CsL. 
These values indicate a demarcation - in acoustic terms at least - at 
50% of total Fo range : [ +Hi]/Yin syllables in the Ninpo dialects have 
Fo register values of 50% and above; [-Hi ]/Yang syllables have Fo 
register values of below 50%. 
9 .  D U RAT I ON 
A constant duration hierarchy obtains for the Finals (i.e. DF 
measurements) of the syllable-types, viz 4 > 2 > 3 > 1 > 5 > 6. 
T-tests show that types 5 and 6 are different at the 10% level (t 
1.76, df = 24), as are also CV types 2 and 3 (t = 1.71, df = 24) . 
Other types are different at least the 5% level, with the exception of 
CU� and CL �, which do not differ significantly. 
Note that, if DP values are taken to constitute the relevant duration 
measure in syllable-types 3, 4, and 6, a durational contrast between 
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types 2 and 3 no longer obtains for C U  vs CL, whereas the OP value of 
CU � syllables still remains significantly different from the OF value 
of CL� syllables (p < . 005; t = 3 .3 9, df = 14). 
If desired, the durational relationships can be quantified by 
expressing the duration of individual syllable-types as percentages of 
the largest duration value, i.e. of type 4. For C (s)V (q) syllables, 
this gives the following results (the largest duration (OF) value, 
36. 9 csec, occurs on csL syllables) : 
25% : CUq; 28% : CLq, 36% : CsLq; 70% : CU; 80% : CL; 82% : CsL; 
87% : CU; 98% : cL, 100% : csL. 
For C (s)V �  syllables, the values are as follows (the largest duration 
(OF) value is 36.3 csec) : 
6l% : CU�; 72% : Ct�; 76% : CsL �; 93 % : CU�,  100% : Cr. 
These relativised percentage values fall into two groups. Values 
less than 4 0% of reference duration define one specification of another 
important phonological feature in Sh-Zh, i.e. [ -Long ] ,  or the tra­
ditional Ru category; values of above 4 0% of reference duration define 
the opposite specification of the feature. 
1 0 .  AMP L I TU D E  
The amplitude shapes for all the examples are shown in Figure 16. 
As with the Fo shapes, each syllable-type occupies a definite 
position in a hierarchy of Ao register values, viz. 5 > 2 > 3 > 1 > 6 > 
4 .  F�r C (s)V (q) syllables, th; Ao register values are : 83 % : CUq ; 
72% : CU; 64 % : Cst, 57% : CL; 55% : CU; 6l% : C  Lq, 52% : CLq; 3 6% : c  L, 25% : cL. s v S 1\ 
For C (s)V� syllables, the register values are 70% : CU�; 70% : CsLQ; 
67% : CL �; 65% : CU �; 3 5% : CL Q .  Note, however, that the feature [ +Hi] 
cannot be defined in Ao register terms, as was possible with the Fo 
register. This is because type 3 syllables, which are [-Hi ] ,  have 
higher Ao register values than type 1 syllables which are [+Hi ] .  
In Rose ( 1979 : 23), where high-passed amplitude was measured, i t  was 
claimed that Ao register was sufficient to provide an additional 
definition for the [ +Long] feature, since syllable-types 5 and 6 had 
very high Ao register values, separated from the other types by about 
4 0%. With flat amplitude registration, however, it is clear that 
[ +Long ] cannot be defined in terms of Ao register, since types 5 and 6 no 
longer group together. Moreover, the register value of the [-Long ] type 
5 syllables is only about 10% higher than the [ +Long ] type 2 syllables. 
Within the dimension of Ao contour, there is a contrast between 
peripherally (CU, cL, C (s)Lq) versus centrally (CU, C (s)t, CUq) 
located amplitude. Ao contours of CU and CD could in addition be 
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des cribed as contrast ing with c ( s ) t and c ( s ) L in the presence vs . 
ab sence of  an initial Ao peak . 
1 1 .  INT E R P A RAME T RIC C O R R E L ATIO N S  - F
o 
A N D  A o 
The t ype of posit ive correlat ion between Fo and Ao regi st ers reported 
in Zee ( 19 7 8 )  for Taiwane se non-Rusheng tones is not as strong in Sh- Z h .  
For example , although the Sh-Zh syl lab le-types with the highe st  and 
lowe st  Fo register values ( types 5 and 4 respectively ) also have the 
hi ghest  and lowest  Ao register value s , type 1 syllables  have Fo 
regi sters higher , but Ao regi sters lower ,  than type 3 syllables . 
Of  much greater signifi cance than register correlation i s ,  howeve r ,  
the generally st rong s imilari ty i n  contour between A o  and Fo shapes .  
Thi s  degre e of simi larity seems t o  b e  lacking in other avai lab le dat a  
o n  Fo and A o  in tone languages , a t  least a s  far as tones with ri sing 
Fo are concerned ( Sauvain 1 9 7 7 ; Phuong 1 9 8 1 ; Zee 19 7 8 ; Li 197 1 ) . For 
example , of the 9 c lear examp l e s  of tones with ri sing Fo contours in 
North , Central , and Southern Vietnamese , ( Phuong 1 9 81 ) , there is only 
one - North Vietname se tone 6 - which shows a clear increase in Ao 
corre sponding to an increase in Fo ' Even in this case , however , the 
increase i s  only about 2 dB , and the Ao contour start s to decay well 
b e fore peak Fo is  reache d .  These facts  indicate that t one language s 
differ considerab ly with re spect to the relat ive contribution of  sub­
glottal pressure to production of  Fo ' and that it is  c learly premature 
to assume ( Cat ford 1 9 7 7 : 1 10 ; Ohala 1 9 7 8 ) that Fo is universally 
primarily cont rolled by vocal cord tens ion ( c f .  Hombert 1 9 7 7 : 18 ;  Zee 
1 9 7 7 : 1 1 7 ) . ( It can in fact be shown by app lying a version of  the 
technique out l ined in Monson ' s  ( 1 9 7 8 )  ' Indirect as sessment of  the 
contribut ion of  sub-glottal air pre s sure and vocal cord tension to 
changes o f  fundamental frequency in English ' that vocal cord tension 
p lay s only a secondary role in the control of  Fo in some syl lable 
types in Sh-Zh and Zhenhai dialect ( Rose 1 9 8 2 ) . )  
Not only are there c lear di fferences between language s in the control 
of Fo ' however .  The present data show that the mode o f  control o f  Fo 
can di ffer , even within a single language . This can be demonstrated 
by examining l inear change s in ab solute mean Fo and Ao over t ime in 
di fferent syllable-type s .  For example , in CL syllab le s ,  in the 8 . 8  
c s e c  between csec  2 3 . 7 and c s e c  32 . 5 , the Fo rises from 1 1 6  H z  to 1 3 8  
Hz . Corre sponding t o  this rise o f  2 2  Hz , the Ao rises 2 . 6  dB , from 
1 8 . 1  dB at csec  2 3 . 7 to 2 0 . 7  dB at c se c  3 2 . 5 . 
In CLq syl lable s ,  the 22 Hz rise in Fo from 1 1 6  Hz to 1 38 Hz takes 
5 c se c  ( from c s e c  1 . 5  to c sec 6 . 5 ) , and corre sponds t o  an increase in 
Ao , from 1 7 . 6  to 22 . 5  dB , of  4 . 9  dB . 
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I n  CL syl lables , the 2 2  H z  rise i n  Fo from 1 1 6  H z  t o  1 3 8  H z  takes 
9 . 5  c se c  ( from csec 1 . 5 t o  c se c  11 ) ,  and corre sponds to an increase in 
Ao , from 1 7 . 6  to 2 3 . 4  dB , of 5 . 8 dB . 
The se re sult s can be compared with the corresponding data from types 
3 ,  4 ,  and 6 with sonorant Initial consonant s :  in C L syllables , a R 
2 2  Hz rise in Fo from 115  Hz t o  1 3 7  Hz takes 10 . 3  c sec ( from c se c  
2 3  t o  c sec 33 . 3 ) ,  and corresponds t o  an increase i n  Ao , from 1 8 . 4  t o  
2 1 . 6  dB , of  3 . 2  dB . In CsLq syllab les , a 2 2  Hz rise in Fo from 1 1 5  Hz 
to 137 Hz  takes 9 . 3  csec ( from c se c  0 t o  c se c  9 . 3 ) ,  and corresponds to 
an increase in Ao , from 1 8  to 2 4  dB , o f  6 dB . 
In CsL syllables , a 2 2  Hz rise in Fo from 1 1 5  Hz to 1 3 7  Hz takes 
1 1 . 5  c sec ( from c s e c  0 to csec 1 1 . 5 ) ,  and corre sponds to an increase in 
Ao , from 16 . 5  to 23 . 9  dB , of  7 . 4  dB . 
The l inear rates of  change of  Fo and Ao with respect to t ime derived 
from the above data are given in Tab le 1 7  be low . 
TA B L E  1 7  
COMPARI SON BETWEEN L INEAR RATES OF CHANGE OF F AND Ao 
W ITH RESPECT TO T IME IN  SYLLABLES OF TYPE 3 ,  4 0  AND 6 .  , 
Type �Fo/�t (Hz/csec)  �dB/�t ( dB/csec) {CsL 2 . 1  0 . 3 4 CL 2 . 5  0 . 3 {C
�
t 1 . 9  0 . 6 
3 CL 2 . 3 0 . 6 {C Lq 2 . 4  0 . 6  
6 C�q 4 . 4  1 . 0  
I t  can be seen from Tab le 1 7  that , with the except ion o f  CLq 
syl lable s ,  the rate of change of Fo with re spect to t ime is about the 
same ( x  = 2 . 3 Hz/cse c )  for types 3 ,  4 ,  and 6 .  However ,  there is a 
c lear difference between type 4 syllab l e s  on the one hand , and types 
3 and 6 on the other , in the rate of change of  Ao with respect  to 
t ime : in types 3 and 6 it is  twice the value of  that in type 4 ,  i . e .  
0 . 6  dB/csec  vs 0 . 3 dB/cse c . ( Note that the �Fo/�t value of  4 . 4  Hz/csec  
for CLq syllables  i s  ( 2 . 4/4 . 4  = ) 0 . 5 t ime s greater than for CsLq 
syllab le s .  I f  the �dB/�t value o f  1 for CLq syllab le s  i s  adj usted by 
this amount , the value of  0 . 5  dB/c sec  i s  obtained which i s  almo s t  the 
same as the value o f  0 . 6  for CLq and type 3 syllab les ) .  
I t  seems , there fore , that since the rate of  change o f  Fo with re s­
pect to t ime i s  nearly constant for all the examp le s ,  the di fferences 
in rates  of  change of  Ao with respect t o  t ime between type 4 syllab les  
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on the one hand and types 6 and 3 on the other mus t  re flect a di fference 
in the amount of sub-glottal pres sure be ing used by the speaker in 
the s e  types . Why should this be?  
The observed di fferences probably reflect the di fferent ial sensi­
t ivity o f  phonation registers t o  changes in sub-glot t al pres sure 
( Lieb erman 1 9 7 7 : 89 ,  90 ) ,  and the phys iological incompatab i lity between 
the phonatory set t ing for whispery voice  and the use of vo cal cord 
tension t o  increase Fo ' 
In type 4 syllables , the 2 2  Hz rise in Fo examined occurs on the 
l at ter part of the syllable ( from about 60  to 90%DF ) , where phonat ion 
is normal . Over this part icular part of the syllab l e ,  vocal cord 
tens ion contribut es s light ly more t o  the increase of Fo than sub­
glot tal  pres sure ( Rose 1982 ) .  
In syllables of type 3 and 6 ,  however ,  the 22  Hz  rise in F occurs o 
near the onset o f  the syllable , where the vocal cords are adj usted t o  
produce whispery voi ce ( p . 4-5 ) .  It  i s  c lear that increasing the Fo by 
increasing vocal cord tension i s  incompat ible with the phonatory set­
t ing for whispery voice , whi ch involves " . . .  somewhat re laxed vocal 
cords . . .  " ( Cat ford 1 9 7 7 : 101 ) .  Hence the ob l igatory init i al rise in Fo 
on syllab le-types 3 and 6 can only be achieved by means of sUb-glottal 
pre s sure increas e s .  The degree of sub-glottal pres sure increase needs 
t o  b e  greater than in type 4 syl lab les be cause the contribut ion o f  vocal 
cord tension is exclude d ,  and because , pre sumably , the vocal cords when 
set -up for whi sper are less  sensit ive to sub-glottal pre ssure changes 
than when in normal phonatory mode . 
It  i s  also likely t hat , in ac cordance with the Motor Theory o f  
Speec h  Percept ion , the auditory impre s s ion o f  ' energetically concen­
t rated loudne s s ' not ed for type 3 syllables  above ( p . 4 )  is re ferab le -
via the acoust i c  cue of Ao - to the abruptly increased sub-glottal 
pre s sure over t he first hal f  of these syllab le s .  
From the above discus s ion , i t  can b e  seen that the product ion of 
syllab le-type s in Sh- Zh involves de l iberate and considerab ly differen­
t iated control over sub-glottal pres sure . Thi s  has intere st ing impli­
cat ion s  for diachronic  Chine se tonology , since it  provide s a t onal 
feature other than Fo/pi t c h ,  i . e .  sUb-glottal pre ssure , which character­
ises  syllab le-types 3 and 6 against type 4 .  From Middle Chinese , voiced 
o c clus ives deve loped di fferen t ly into the modern dialect s ,  depending on 
the syllab le-type . Thus in Cantonese and Mandarin ,  asp irated re flexes 
o f  Middle Chine se voiced o c c lus ive s are found in syl lab le-types cognate 
with Sh- Zh syllab le-type 3 ,  ( and in some cases syllab le-type 6 ) , but 
unaspirated reflexes are found in syllable-types cognate with Sh-Zh 
syllab le-type 4 .  It i s  there fore possible that the differential 
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development of the voiced o c c lus ives re flect s a syl lab le-type contrast  
in Middle Chine se similar to that in modern Sh- Zh , e spec ially since 
aspiration has been found to correlate in some languages with increased 
sUb-glottal pre s sure . 
1 2 .  I N T E R P A RAME T R I C  C O R R E LAT I O N S  - F o  A N D  DU RAT I O N  
I n  re cent studie s ,  an intrinsi c  corre lat ion between syl lab le durat ion 
and Fo contour has been posite d .  Ohala ( 19 7 8 : 3 1 )  not e s  that speakers 
appear to be ab le to produce fal ling Fo contours faster than ris ing 
one s ,  which explains why tones with ris ing Fo have a longer duration 
than tone s with fall ing Fo ' Also , corre lations have been report ed 
between duration and Fo register,  and durat ion and Fo range : in syl­
lab les  with fal l ing Fo ' durat ion decreases with Fo regi s ter , whereas 
in syllab l e s  with ris ing Fo ' durat ion depends on the range of Fo 
covered - the smaller the range , the short er the durat ion ( Rombert 
1 9 7 7 : 15 ) . 
To what extent do the se corre lat ions hold for the Sh- Zh data? The 
durat ion ( DF )  hierarchy in C ( s ) V ( q )  syllab le s , repeat ed here from p . 3 8 ,  
is  4 < 2 < 3 < 1 < 6 < 5 .  The durat ion contrast between the [ +Long ] 
( 4 , 2 , 3 , 1 )  and [ -Long ] ( 5 , 6 )  syllab les i s ,  of course , extrins ically 
controlled by the speake r .  
The durat ional re lationship b etween types 4 and 2 appears t o  b e  an 
example o f  a positive corre lat ion b etween durat ion and Fo range , and 
i s  there fore a p laus ible ext ension o f  the previously noted correlation 
for syllables  with ri s ing Fo : syllables of type 4 and type 2 both have 
the same concave Fo contour , but the mean Fo range in type 4 syllables 
i s  almo s t  twice that of type 2 syllable s ,  vi z .  36 vs . 19  Rz  respect­
ively . 
There is  nothing excep t ional about the di fference in durat ion 
between type 1 and types 4 and 2 : if syllab les  with fal ling Fo con­
tours are intrins ically short er than those with rising c ontours , then 
they are b ound t o  b e  shorter t han those with falling-rising contours . 
The same reasoning app lies t o  the durat ion c ontrast between type 1 
and type 3 syllables . 
There remain , however ,  two cases whi ch do not exhib i t  the expected 
durat ional relat ions . Type 3 syllab l e s ,  with ris ing- fall ing Fo con­
t ours , are s horter than types 2 and 4 ,  which have fal l ing-ri s ing con­
t our s ,  and type 6 syllables , with rising Fo contours , are short er  than 
type 1 syllab le s ,  which have fal l ing contours . 
Now a convex Fo contour , l ike that of Sh- Zh type 3 syllab le s ,  i s  
very rare i n  Chinese diale ct s : of the 3 4 3 3  Fo shapes  invest igated i n  
a survey o f  Chinese dialect tone s , only 80  were found t o  have such a 
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contour ( Cheng 1 9 7 3 : 10 3 ) . In current termino logy , then , the Fo con­
t our of Sh- Zh type 3 syllables  would be considere d ,  as for examp le in 
Wang ( 19 67 ) ,  highly marked and ( in some unspecified way ) ' complex ' .  
Howeve r ,  i f  the type 3 syl lab le Fo contour i s  more complex than the 
c oncave contours in types 2 and 4 ,  we should surely expe ct  it to have 
a longer durat ion , app lying the inference from relat ive durat ion to 
re lative complexity o f  art iculat ion implied in Ohala ( 1 9 7 3 : 1 5 ) . ( Note 
that in Cheng ' s  ( 1 9 7 3 ) surve y ,  352  of  the 3 4 3 3  Fo shape s were concave ) .  
Clearly , in this cas e ,  the idea of  relat ive durat ion of  an Fo con­
t our as an indicator of complexity is incompatible with the idea o f  
complexity of  an Fo contour being reflected in i t s  frequency of  o c cur­
rence/markednes s . I think this incompat ibility can be re solved by 
recal l ing ( p . 4 2 ) that the mode o f  control o f  F in type 3 syl lab le s o 
( with convex contour)  di ffers from that in type 4 ( with concave con-
tour ) . In type 3 syllab le s ,  the part ic ipat ion of  vocal cord tens ion 
in the control of  Fo is ruled out by the phonatory set t ing for whi spery 
voice , so  t hat sub-glottal pre ssure has to be use d .  I f  it i s  possible 
that a convex Fo contour can be produced qui cker  by a burst o f  sub­
glot t al pres sure ( akin t o  the e ffe ct of  the push-in-the-chest  technique 
de s c ribed in Lade foged ( 19 6 7 ) ) than by changes in vocal cord tension , 
the short er durat ion o f  type 3 syllables  relat ive to types 4 and 2 
would be e xplained . 
The que st ion of  mode of  Fo control is  also o f  relevance to the 
prob lem o f  the durat ional relationship between types 6 and 1 .  Normally , 
we would expect type 1 syllab le s , with fal ling Fo contours , to be 
short er  than type 6 syllab le s ,  with ri sing Fo contours . There fore , the 
fact that type 1 syllab les have a much greater duration than type 6 
syllab les  requires comment .  
It  will  be recalled that type 6 syllab les are [ -Long ] , where as type 
1 syl lab le s  are [ +Long]  ( p . 39 ) .  Since this phonological feature i s  
primari ly manifested by extrinsi cally controlled re lat ive duration , 
type 6 syllables  must  be kept shorter than type 1 syllab le s .  Thi s , 
however ,  only explains half of  the prob lem, because putat ive intrinsi c  
re lat ionship s ,  like t he correlat ion between Fo contour and durat ion , 
should  not by definition be phono logi cal ly suspendible . There mus t ,  
there fore , b e  an addit ional factor present which enab les  the ris ing 
Fo required for type 6 syl lab les to be produced quicker than the 
fall ing Fo required for type 1 syllab l e s .  In the light of the re sult s 
report e d  above , this factor seems once again to be the mode of  Fo 
control in type 6 syllab le s . As  in type 3 syllab le s ,  a more abrupt 
increase in Fo i s  achieved by a burst of  sub-glottal pres sure , rather 
than increased vocal cord tension . 
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To summarise , i n  orde r to explain di fferences in durat ion between 
the Sh- Zh [ +Long ] syllables  as intrins ically correlated with their Fo 
characteri s t ic s ,  it i s  neces sary to conside r ,  in addit ion to the 
factors of  Fo range and contour,  their mode of  Fo control . The mode 
of Fo contro l must  also be considered in accounting for the ab sence of  
an  expe cted corre lat ion between Fo contour and durat ion in types 1 and 
6 .  
1 3 .  E F F E CT O F  S Y L L A B L E - F I NAL V E L A R  N A S A L  
All  syllable-types capab le phonotactically of  showing the  final ve lar 
nasal , i . e .  types 1, 2 ,  3 ,  and 4 ,  were analysed . The re sults are shown 
graphically in Figure s 2 ( CU � ) , 4 ( CU � ) , 6 ( CL � ) ,  8 ( CsL� ) and 10 ( C
L� ) , 
where ' N '  marks the on set of  the velar nasal . Many intere s t ing and 
per�aps unexpected correlat ions exist  between the final nasal and all  
prosodic parameters . Note , for example , that the pre sence o f  a syl­
lab le- final nasal appears t o  corre late with a s igni fi cantly higher Fo 
at syllab l e  onset in type 1 syllab le s .  I shall re strict  my comments  
here , howeve r ,  to correlations between syl lab le- final nasal and Ao , 
and between durat ion and point of  onset o f  nasal consonant . 
1 4 . F I N AL N A S A L  A N D  F o 
The e ffect o f  a final nasal on Ao can be seen from a comparison 
between the Ao shapes  on C ( s ) V and C ( s ) V� syl lab les in Figure 1 6 .  
Probab ly the mo st obvious e ffe ct i s  the slightly lower Ao value s ,  
re lat ive t o  CV syllab le s ,  which are found on that part o f  the Ao shape 
corresponding to the nasal consonant . In CU� syllables , for example , 
the Ao rise  over the nasal is  1 . 7  dB compared to 2 . 3  dB in CU syl­
lable s , and in CL� syllables the Ao rise i s  4 . 1  dB , compared t o  values 
of  5 . 7  dB and 4 . 8  dB in CL and Cs
L syllables re spectively . Be cause o f  
their relat ively large , acou s t i cally ab sorbent surface are a ,  the nasal 
pas sage s have a high damp ing factor,  and there fore an intrinsic  differ­
ence in amp litude between nasal and non-nasal sounds is to be expected 
( Ohala 1 9 7 5 : 29 2 ) .  
A drop in Ao caused by a syllable-final nasal has been noted for 
very di fferent Chinese diale ct s ,  name ly Yangzhou ( Sauvain 1 9 7 7 : 20 3 ) ,  
Cantone se ( Fok 1 9 7 4 : 2 3 ,  see also Figure s 2 ,  3 ,  pp . 1 3 9 ,  1 4 0 ) , and Peking 
dialect ( Krat ochvil 1 9 7 7 : 2 9 ) . Unfortunate ly , the type of amplitude 
involved - i . e .  whether flat or pre-empha s ised - is usually not made 
c lear , and the differences  not quant ifie d .  Thi s  is a regrettable 
omi s s ion,  b ecause a drop in Ao can have perceptual s ignifi cance : in 
casual Peking dialect spee c h ,  where nasal codas are often dropped ,  the 
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morphophonemi c pre sence of the nasal is  s t i l l  signalled by a mid­
syl lab le drop in Ao , and also , interest ingly , in Fo ( Kratochvil 1 9 7 1 ) .  
Moreove r ,  a syl lab le- final nasal can be synthesised merely by abruptly 
de creasing Ao in mid- syllab le ( Kratochvil 1977 ) .  Now , it  i s  c lear that 
the flat Ao di fferences b etween some CV and CVQ syl lab les in the second 
hal f of their durat ion are unlikely t o  be above the di fference limen 
for the percept ion of amp litude 8 , whereas the p re-emphasised ampl itudes 
o f  Sh- Zh CV and CVQ syllables show much greater contrast ivity ( Rose 
1 9 7 9 ) .  This invites  the speculat ion that the perceptual mechani sm 
invo lve s some kind o f  high-pass filtering in order t o  be ab le to detect  
ampl itude drops q ua cues  for final nasals . 
A sec ond characterist i c  of syllab les with final nasals is the higher 
Ao value s ( re lat ive to CV syllab les ) ,  regist ered j ust after the onset 
o f  the Final . For example , the Ao value of CU Q syllables  at 10 %DF i s  
2 5 . 3  dB , 3 . 2  dB up on the corresponding Ao value of 2 2 . 1  dB for CU 
syl lable s .  In type 2 syllab les the di ffe rence i s  1 . 7  dB , and in type 
4 syllab le s ,  2 . 6  dB . For CU Q syllables , at least , this di fference in 
Ao seems t o  refle ct  extrinsic  contro l ,  possibly in order to maximise 
cont rast ivity in Ao  between the first  and second halves of the syllable , 
and thus enhanc e  the funct ion o f  Ao as a perceptual cue for nasals 
( Rose 1 9 82 ) . Note also in this connect ion that , in the ab sence of 
compensat ory adj ustment s in vocal cord tens ion , we should expect to 
find an inc rease in Fo concomitant with such a deliberate increase in 
Ao . Thi s  i s ,  of course , exact ly what i s  observed in the higher Fo on 
CU Q ( and CL Q )  syl lab les ( p . 3 3 ) . 
Final ly , note that most of the drop in Ao in syllab les with final 
nasals occurs on the vowel p rior to the onset of the nasal consonant . 
Thi s  i s  p robab ly an indication both of early ant i c ipatory nasali sat ion 
o f  t he short vowe l preceding the [ Q ] ,  and ( later)  of narrowing o f  the 
vocal trac t c aused by movement of t he back of the t ongue t owards 
ve laric occus ion . 
1 5 . N A S A L  O N S E T  P O I NT A N D  DU RAT I ON 
Examination of the measurements for the onset of the nasal consonant 
shows that the value N/DF in CU Q and CL Q syllab le s ,  and N/DP in CU Q and 
ctQ syllab le s  is a c onstant 4 0 % . The speaker appears , there fore , to 
be t iming the onset of the nasal consonant with reference to the dura­
t ion charac teri s t i c s  of the syllab le in whi ch it  oc curs , so that ve laric  
occ lusion i s  e ffected at  1/3rd o f  the re levant duration ( DF in ct Q ,  
and CU Q syllables ; DP i n  CU Q and CL Q syllables ) .  Thi s  means , o f  course , 
that the proport ions of short vowel ( 1/3rd ) and velar nasal 2/3rd ) are 
maintained constant within the syl lable-type while their ab solute 
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durat ion values will di ffer . For example i n  CU 8 syllab l e s  the short 
vowel and [ 8 J have mean durations of 9 . 2  c se c  and 13 csec  re spe c t ive ly , 
compared t o  13 . 4  c se c  and 2 2 . 9  csec  in CL8 syllables . It  is  also 
intere s t ing to note that it  is  the duration to Fo peak in CU8  and CL8 
syllab le s ,  rather than the durat ion of  the Final - or durat ion t o  Ao 
peak - which appears to be the relevant measure for the t iming of  this 
art i culatory pattern .  
1 6 .  E F F E C T  O F  I N I T I A L  S O N O RANT  
A compari son o f  the  Fo shapes of  syllables having a sonorant 
Initial in Figure 1 6 ( C )  with those in Figure 1 6 ( A )  and ( B ) having 
ob st ruent Initial s ,  gives a c lear i llus t rat ion of the di fferent e ffe ct  
on  F onset value and cont our caus�d by the sonority fe ature . In o 
syllab l e s  of  type 3 ,  4 ,  and 6 with ( voiceless  ' lenes ' )  ob s t ruent s ,  
there i s  an initial drop in Fo after Final onset . The size  o f  the 
drop in F , and the duration o f  this consonantally induced perturbat ion o 
depends upon the syllab le-type . In types 3 and 6 ,  the drop i s  6 Hz  
and the e ffect lasts  from 1 to 3 cse c s ;  in type 4 syllab le s ,  the drop 
is much great er : 14  Hz ( CL ) and 2 6  Hz ( CL8 ) ,  and the perturbation 
last s longer t oo - approximately 12 csec . 
The init ial drop in Fo after voiceless  obstruents  in  syl lab le-type s 
3 ,  4 ,  and 6 contrast s markedly with the flat F onset contour on o 
syllab le s  with a sonorant Init ial . In the se syllab le s , the Fo at Final 
onset i s  already at a low value , s imilar to the value of  the Fo 
inflexion point in syllables with non- sonorant Initial s .  
Comparisons l ike t he one above al low us t o  separate those acous t i c  
feature s which are characteri s t i c  o f  a syllable-type from those which 
are att ributable to other independent ly variable  feature s ,  l ike 
differences in the nature of the Initial consonant . Thus the initial 
fall in F observab le in CL ( q ) syllables appears to be due to art i cu-o 8 
latory and/or ae rodynami c feature s connected with the Init ial consonant , 
and i s  not a dire c t  characteri s t i c  o f  the Fo contour of  type 4 syl­
lable s .  
Although the durat ion o f  the voiced part o f  the syl lab le i s  consider­
ab ly increased by the addit ion o f  a sonorant Init ial , the duration o f  
the Final remains unaffected , i . e .  i t  ret ains the same ab solute and 
re lat i ve durat i on values as Fina l s  in syllables without sonorant 
Initials . For example , the DF value of  2 9 . 6  c s e c  in type 3 s y l lab les  
without sonorant Initials  ( CL )  does  not  di ffer signifi cantly from that 
of 3 0 . 1  c sec in type 3 syllables  with sonorant Ini t ials  ( C s
L ) ;  c . f .  
the DF values in CL8 and CL8 syllables o f  26 . 3  and 2 7 . 5  c sec re spect ively 
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and in CL and C L syllables of  36 . 3  and 36 . 9  csec re spect ively . Type s 
6 syllab le s , for some as yet ob s cure reason , are an exception : the 
2 . 4 .  c s e c  di fference in Final durat ion between CLq and C Lq syllab le s  s 
i s  s i gni fi cant at the 5 %  level ( . 05 > p > . 02 ;  t = 2 . 2 3 ,  df = 1 8 ) .  
The re sult s given above agree with t hose reported for Yangzhou 
( Sauvain 1 9 7 7 ) and MSC ( Howie 1 9 7 4 ) ,  and hence provide additional 
evidence t hat durat ion , Fo ' ( and also Ao ) characteri stics  of  Init ial 
sonorant s can in most  cases be excluded from tonetic  domain in Chine se . 
1 7 .  S UMMARY  
In the above inve st igat ion , I have attempted to give some idea of  
the comp lexity in the physical reality underlying c itat ion syllab le­
type contrast s  in a Chinese dialect . I have also t ried to i l lus trate 
t he potential o f ,  and necessity  for , a polydimens ional approach to 
t onal inve s t igation con��a the prevalent monodimensional stance which 
ignore s from the out set all parameters except Fo/pitch variat ion 
( Krat ochvil 1 9 7 7 : 2 2 ) .  I have used acoustic  data to demonst rate that 
Sh-Zh syl lab le-types are characteri sed in at least the three acoust i c  
parameters of  Fo ' Ao , and durat ion , and that the phys iologi cal me ch­
ani sms which produce the ac oustic  e ffec t s  are di fferentially controlled,  
depending on  the syl lab le-type . I have i l lustrated some propo sals 
for quan t i fying the relat ive contribution s  of  each paramet e r ,  inc luding 
definit ions of  register and contour dimensions within the Fo and Ao 
parameters , and have also shown how the data might be used in defining 
the phono logical feature s [Hi ] and [Long ] in Sh- Z h .  
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N O T  E S 
1 .  An earlier version o f  this paper - Rose ( 1 9 7 9 )  - was c irculated 
at the 12th Internat ional Conferenc e on Sino-Tibetan Language s and 
Lingui st i c s  in Pari s .  The present paper differs from the earlier ver­
sion mainly in the larger number of examp les analys ed per sample and 
in the measurement of flat , as opposed to high-passed amplitude . I 
am grat e ful t o  Paul Kratochvil for c ri t i c i sms and suggest ions . 
The dat a quoted are from my own field work on the dialect s of  the 
Ningpo area ( Ningpo t own , Cix i ,  Zhenhai , Dinghai , Fenghua , and 
Xiangshan ) carried-out over the past seven years with nat ive speakers 
in Hong Kong , Taiwan , Shanghai , and Manchester .  More extensive dat a 
on Zhenhai dialect are contained in  Rose ( 19 8 2 ) . 
2 .  For some det ails  of  the past and present sociolinguistic  situat ion 
in the Shanghai area , see Sherard ( 1 9 7 2 : 3 , 5 ) and Hu ( 1 9 7 8 ) . Phono logi­
cal interaction between the Shanghai and Zhenhai dialects  is complex . 
For the purpos e s  o f  t hi s  paper it i s  sufficient t o  not e t hat Shanghai 
dialect influence is restricted to segment al s . Sh-Zh speakers normally 
retain charact eri stic  Zhenhai suprasegmental sounds and rules , which 
are very di f ferent from those of  Shanghai dialect . 
3 .  ' Init ial ' and ' Final ' ,  when written with capital s ,  are the conven­
t ional t ranslat ions of the t radit i onal Chinese phonological terms for 
t he immediate segment al constituent s of the syllab le .  Initial re fers 
to the syllab le-init ial consonant , and Final to the rest of the syl­
lable . Thus in the syllables  [ t i ]  and [ d ¥4 0 Q ] ,  t and d¥ are Init ial s ,  
and i and 4 0 Q  are Final s .  
4 .  Loudne s s ,  pitch  and length have not been transcribed . 
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5 .  For typographical convenience ,  the symbol [ \ ] has been chosen t o  
represent t h e  Sh-Zh unrounded non-ret roflex apical vowel . 
6 .  The ' pit c h '  detect ion algorithm I used i s  a software equivalent of 
the hardware method presented in Dubrowski et al . ( 1 97 5 ) , whi ch i s  a 
modified aut ocorre lat ion method us ing c lipping . My thanks to Geoff 
Bristow , Department of Engineering , Cambridge Univers ity , and Francis  
Nolan , Department of Linguist i c s ,  Cambridge University , for their  help 
in making the program availab le and running it for me . 
7 .  C f .  Cheng ( 19 7 2 : 2 89 ) ft • • •  this degree of accuracy [� 4 H z ]  i s  more 
than one c an ask for when measuring from a narrow band spectrogram . . .  " 
8 .  I t  i s  very doubt ful whether the di fference l imen in overall dB 
level for this kind of natural speech within this range o f  fundamental 
frequencies  and leve l s  i s  smaller than 1 dB . At leve ls of 6 0  or 7 0  dB 
above threshold , the j ust not icable difference ( JND ) for normal 
l i st eners is less  than 0 . 5  dB for a typical p sychophysical st imulus 
t one of 1000  H z ,  but for a synthetic  vowel at an obviously much lower 
Fo ' the JND is  apparent ly + 1 dB ( Lehi ste 1 9 7 0 : 11 5 ,  116 ) . 
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PHONET I C  PROPERT I ES OF VI ETNAMESE TONES ACROSS D I ALECTS 
Vil Thanh Phu'o'n g 
O .  I N T RO D U C T I O N
I 
Although Vietname se tones have been extens ively studied in quite a 
few works , the more det ailed phonetic  des cript ions based on instrumental 
analys i s  have all concent rat ed on Nort hern Vietname se ( henceforward NV ) , 
e . g .  L� V�n Ly ( 1 9 4 8 ) , Andreev and Gordina ( 19 5 7 ) , Nguy�n Ham Duong 
( 19 62 ) ,  Han ( 19 69 ) ,  Han and Kim ( 19 7 2 ) and Earle ( 1 9 7 5 ) , while Central 
Vietname se and Sout hern Vietname se ( henceforward CV and SV ) have had 
fewer and mainly impre s s ioni s t i c  de s c ription s , with the except ion of 
TrAn Huong Mai ( 19 6 9 ) whi ch was only part ially based on instrumental 
re cords . Mine is an attempt t o  provide a more comprehensive des c ript ion 
of Vietname se tones by presenting data from all three maj or dial e c t s  in 
their various aspec t s . 
1 .  A N  OV E RV I E W O F  V I ET N A M E S E  TO N E S  
The o fficial spelling recogni ses  six tones i n  Vietnamese , which 
repre sent what can be termed the underlying phono logical tone s of 
s tandard literary Vietname se and also of NV , whi c h  i s  regarded as a 
pre s t i ge dialect . Table  1 summaris e s  the system in three diale ct s . 
The Engli s h  labe l s , taken from Han ( 19 6 9 ) and pre ferred t o  others 
be cause they are short and sugge s t i ve o f  the bas i c  contours o f  each 
tone , and t he phono logical not ations , taken from o fficial spel l ing 
diacrit i c s  with t he addit ion o f  the macron for the level t one , will  
b e  used  throughout this work . The phonet i c  notat ion s , a modi fied 
vers ion of Chao ' s  ( 1 9 3 0 ) , was first based on auditory impre s sions and 
later readj usted in some cases by t aking p i t ch value s cal culated from 
the data t hrough various normali sat ion and convers ion procedure s 
des cribed elsewhere ( Va Thanh Phuong 1 9 81 ) .  
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T A B L E  1 
THE TONES OF VIETNAMESE 
Number 1 2 3 3B 4 4B 5 6 
h u y & n  .!, , n �n g  n a n g  hd i Vietnamese Names n g a n g  s a c  s a c  n g a 
( d c )  ( t � c )  
English Labels* leve l  fal ling ris ing stopped drop stopped curve b roken 
tone tone t one ris ing t one tone drop t one tone tone 
Phonological 
Notations* I - I  1 , 1 1 ' 1 1 ' 5 / * *  I .  I 1 . 5 / * *  1 ' 1  r l  
Phonetic 
Notations* 
NV [ 3 3 J [ 2 1 J  [ 3 5J [ 4 5s J * *  [ ;u. J * *  [ 21 s J * *  [ 212 J [ ill J * *  
CV [ 55J [ 4 2 J  [ 2 4 J  [ 3 4 s J * *  [ 3 1 J  [ 31 s J * *  [ ill J * *  
SV [ 3 3 J [ 2 1 J  [ 3 5J [ 35s J * *  [ 2 1 2 J [ 2 1 s J * *  [ 2l 4 J  
Examples I haj l I h a j l I h a j l I h a t l  I h {l j l I h {l t l  I h �j /�/ h a j l 
r two ' ' s 'lipper ' ' to p i c k  ' to s ing ' ' harm ' ' g r a in ' ' s ea ' ' s ca re d ' 
( fru i t )  , ( in c ompounds only ) 
* See comment s in the text . 
** 5 represents the syl lable- final voi cele s s  stop which conditions the oc currence o f  the t one . 
marks the laryngealisat ion characteri st i c  of the tone . 
\J1 
0\ 
PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF VIETNAMESE TONES ACROSS DIALECTS 
2 .  P RO C E D U R E S 
2 . 1 . I N F O RMANTS 
5 7  
Thi s s tudy was based o n  t he re corded v o i c e s  of t hirty-four nat ive 
speakers of Vi etname se ( 11 NV , 1 2  CV and 11  SV ) , who se horne towns are 
indicated on Map 1 ( p . 5 8 ) . They inc luded 14 females and 20 males , 
respect i ve ly represented by F and M and numbered in increas ing order in 
t he southward direct ion within each sex group and each dialect . Being 
mostly university s t udents or staff , t hey spoke an educat ed and s t an­
dardised variety of t heir re spect ive dialect s .  
2 . 2 .  WORV L I STS 
In order to pinpoint dialectal variat ions of tones in s imilar 
phonet ic environment s ,  I dec ided on a restricted number of syllables in 
two word l i st s . One consisted of five syllab le s  
I t a l  I t h a l  I d a l  I n a l  I s a l 
occurring with all t he six  tones ( five in CV and SV ) ,  and 
I t a k l  I t h a kl I d a k l  I n a k l  I s a k l  
occurring with t he two stopped tones . 
The other consisted of t he syllables  I t a l  ( for non-stopped tone s ) ,  
and I t a k l  ( for st opped tones ) ,  each repeated t hree t ime s aft er a frame 
sentence . 
The idea was t o  minimise possible pert urbat ions caused by consonant s 
and vowe l s  of various t yp e s  whi c h  might di ffer phonetically in t he 
t hree dialect s .  Comparison with dat a from Han ( 19 6 9 ) and Earle ( 19 7 5 ) ,  
which included a greater variety of syllab les , showed t hat t he t one 
shapes obtained from my material were e ssentially t he same as t he irs . 
2 . 3 .  I NSTRUM ENTS 
Recordings were made at various t ime s in Canberra , Sydne y ,  Hanoi , 
Hue and Ho Chi Minh City t hrough a UHER 4 0 0 0  Report I e  Re corder with 
reel-to-ree l BASF tapes . Mingograms were made t hrough the use of an 
F-J Fundamental Frequency Meter , an F-J Int ensity Met er , a Sony 
8-Channel Mixer and an Elema-Schonander Mingograf ,  and spect rograms 
were made from a Voi c eprint Spectrograph , at the Phonet i c s  Laboratory 
of the Department o f  Lingu i s t i c s ,  The Facult ies , Australian Nat ional 
Univers ity . 
2 . 4 .  MEASUREM ENTS 
After I dec ided to look at four parameters t hat appeared t o  
charact erise Vietname se t one s ,  name ly Fo , inten s ity , durat ion and 
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PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF VIETNAMESE TONES ACROSS DIALECTS 
laryngeali sat ion , measurement s  were made manual ly from mingograms , 
supp lement e d  by spectrograms only in cases of unc lear t race s .  
5 9  
F o  values were measured a t  six t imepo int s for non-stopped t one s 
designated P I ,  P2 , P 3 ,  p4 , P 5 , and P 6 ,  c orre sponding re spect ively t o  
vowe l onset , 10%  ( after onset ) , 3 7 %  ( midpoint 1 ) , 6 3% ( midpoint 2 ) ,  
9 0 %  ( be fore endpoint ) and endpoint . For the stopped t ones , P I ,  P 2 , P 3  
and p 4  were defined a s  onset , midpoint 1 ,  midpoint 2 and endpoint , 
because with t heir much shorter durat ion , value s at 1 0 %  after onset 
and be fore endpoint would not alter t heir Fo contours . For syllab le s  
beginning with voiced consonants , vowel onset s started later as t he F o  
values for consonant onset s were ignore d ,  be cause t hey could cause 
deviat ions from the typical Fo contours of t he tone s . 
Int ensity was measured at four t imepoint s ,  I I ,  I 2 , I 3  and I 4 , 
corre sponding to P2 , P 3 , p 4  and P5 of the Fo measurement s ,  and on t he 
same syl lables  I t a l  and I t a kl for the various tone s .  
Duration was measured i n  cent i seconds and the determinat ion o f  onset 
and endpoint was made in the s ame way as for Fo and inten s it y . 
A s  I know of no t e sted met hod o f  measuring laryngeali sat ion , I 
studied t he tones auditori ly , noted t he o c currence of breathy voice , 
c reaky voice and glottal c losure in various tone s , and re ferred back 
t o  p laces in mingo grams and spectrograms where they were supposed to 
oc cur and measured t heir rough durat ion in centi seconds . 
3 .  R E SU L T S  
The Fo , int ensity and durat ion value s obt ained from measurement s 
described above were treated stat ist ically by calculat ing the arith­
met i c a l  means and st andard deviat ions . They are given in t abular forms 
in t he following pages . Tab les 2 t o  4 present t he Fo dat a ,  Tab les 5 
to 7 the int ensity  data , Tab le 8 the durat ion data and Tab le 9 the 
laryngeali sat ion dat a .  
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TA B L E  2 
MEAN Fo IN HERTZ AND STANDARD DEVIAT I ONS OF NV TONES 
AT S I X  T I MEPO INTS ( FOUR T I MEPOINTS FOR STOPPED TONES) * 
Tone n P I  P2  P 3  P4  P5  P6  
Level I-I 7 2  2 1 2  2 1 2  2 12 2 1 0  2 0 7  2 0 2  
5 5  5 6  5 5  55  54  5 3  
Fal ling 1, 1 7 2  1 7 8  1 7 5  1 7 1  1 6 3  1 5 9  1 5 5  
4 5  4 6  4 5  4 3  4 4  4 3  
Ris ing 1 ' 1 7 2  1 9 8  1 9 4  1 9 7  2 1 7  2 4 6  2 5 7  
52  51  51  51  5 4  5 6  
S t . Ri s .  1 ' 51 7 2  2 2 1  2 32 2 5 0  2 6 8  
6 1  59  57  60  
Drop 1 . 1  72 1 8 9  186  180  165  1 6 2  1 6 3  
4 7  4 7  4 5  4 3  4 4  4 7  
. 
St . Drop 1 . 51 72 1 82 1 7 4  1 6 7  1 5 8  
4 5  4 3  4 1  4 3  
Curve 1 ' 1  7 2  1 7 6  1 7 0  1 5 7  1 4 0  1 5 5  1 6 6  
4 5  4 6  4 2  3 7  3 8  3 8  
Broken ;-1 72 2 02 1 9 6  1 6 9  2 1 1  2 4 4  2 4 5  
5 5  54  4 7  55  55  58  
* Data from nine NV informant s :  NFl , NF2 , NF3 , NF4 , NM1 , NM2 , 
NM3 ,  NM4 and NM6 . 
For each t one , mean Fo value s on first line , SD on second line . 
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TA B L E  3 
MEAN Fo I N  HERTZ AND STANDARD DEVIAT IONS OF CV TONES 
AT S I X  T I ME PO I NT S  ( FOUR T IMEPOINTS FOR STOPPED TONES) A  
Tone n P I  P2  P3  P 4  P S  P 6  
Leve l I-I 9 6  1 8 4  1 8 2  1 8 5  1 8 7  1 8 8  1 8 6  
5 3  5 0  5 0  5 0  52 52 
Fall ing 1 , 1 9 6  1 7 4  1 7 1  1 6 7  1 6 2  1 5 9  1 5 6  
4 9  4 8  4 7  4 6  4 5  4 4  
Rising 1 ' 1 9 6  1 5 8  1 5 3  1 5 0  1 6 2  1 7 7  1 8 1  
4 3  3 9  3 7  3 7  4 7  5 2  
S t . Ri s .  1 ' 51 96 163  159  1 6 6  1 7 9  
4 2  39  39  4 6  
Drop 1 . 1  9 6  1 6 3  1 5 8  1 5 3  1 4 8  1 4 8  1 4 9  
4 2  4 0  38  3 9  3 9  4 0  
St . Drop 1 . 51 9 6  1 6 9  1 6 1  1 5 5  1 5 0  
4 3  39  39  3 9  
Curve 1 ' 1  9 6  1 6 6  1 6 3  1 5 6  1 4 8  1 5 3  1 5 6  
4 5  4 3  4 1  4 2  4 6  4 8  
* Dat a from twelve CV informant s :  CFl , CF2 , CF3 ,  CF4 , CMl , CM2 , 
CM3 , CM4 , CM5 , CM6 , CM7 and CM8 . 
For each t one , mean Fo value s on first line , SD on second l ine . 
6 1  
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TA B L E  4 
MEAN Fo I N  HERT Z  AND STANDARD DEVIAT I ONS OF SV TONES 
AT S I X  T I MEPOINTS ( FOUR T I ME PO I NTS FOR STOPPED TONE S ) * 
Tone n PI P2 P3 P4 P S  P6  
Leve l I-I 7 2  1 9 1  1 9 1  1 9 2  1 9 1  1 8 9  1 8 5  
6 1  6 0  61  6 0  6 1  6 1  
Fall ing 1, 1 7 2  1 6 6  1 6 1  1 5 5  1 5 1  1 4 9  1 4 9  
5 2  5 2  5 1  5 0  5 1  5 4  
Rising 1 '1 72 194  192  201  224  2 5 0  2 5 5  
6 3  6 0  6 1  6 8  8 0  8 4  
S t . Ri s .  1 ' 51 72 201  2 0 8  2 2 8  2 5 6  
67  66  71  8 6  
Drop 1 . 1  7 2  1 6 6  1 5 7  1 4 8  1 5 0  1 6 2  1 6 6  
57  52  49  51  55  56  
S t . Drop 1 . 51 72 170  1 5 9  1 5 5  1 6 0  
5 6  52  4 9 52  
Curve 1 ' 1  7 2  1 7 3  1 6 2  1 4 9  1 7 5  2 1 9  2 2 4  
61  5 6  48  54  6 6  71  
* Dat a  from nine SV informants : SF1 , SF2 , SF 3 ,  SF5 , SM1 , SM2 , 
SM4 , SM5 , and SM6 . 
For each tone , mean Fo values on first l ine , SD on second l ine . 
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TAB L E  5 
MEAN INTENS ITY I N  dB AND STANDARD DEVIAT I ONS OF 
NV TONES ON SAME SYLLABLES AT FOUR T IMEPO I NTS* 
Tone n I l  SO 1 2  SO I3 SO 1 4  
Level I-I 32 7 . 1  6 . 3  5 . 4  2 . 0  
2 . 1  1 . 1  1 . 6  
Fall ing 1 , 1 3 2  5 . 1  4 . 5  3 . 5  1 . 1 
2 . 1 1 . 5  1 . 7 
Ri s ing 1 ' 1 3 2  5 . 5  4 . 6  5 . 4  1 . 6  
1 . 5  1 . 3  2 . 5 
St . Ri s .  1 ' 51 3 2  5 . 6  5 . 0  4 . 5 1 . 5  
2 . 0  1 . 6 2 . 1  
Drop 1 . 1  32 4 . 5  4 . 1  2 . 3  0 . 8 
1 . 3 1 . 5  1 . 0 
St . Drop 1 . 51 32 5 . 0  4 . 4  3 . 6  1 . 0  
2 . 1  1 . 8 1 . 6  
Curve 1 ' 1  3 2  4 . 4  3 . 2  2 . 5  1 . 4  
1 . 5  1 . 2  1 . 2  
Broken I-I 3 2  5 . 2  2 . 4  4 . 8 1 . 4  
1 . 9 0 . 9 2 . 3 
SO 
1 . 8 
0 . 2  
1 . 1  
1 . 3  
0 . 2  
0 . 05 
0 . 5  
0 . 5  
* Data from 8 NV in formant s :  NFl , NF2 , NF5 ,  NM1 , NM3 , NM4 , NM5 
6 3  
and NM6 . The syllab les were I t a l  and I t a k l  for s onorant-ending 
and st opped t ones respect ive ly . 
For each ton e ,  mean intensity value s on first l i ne , SD on second 
l ine . 
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TAB L E  6 
MEAN I NTENSI TY I N  dB AND STANDARD DEVIAT I ONS OF 
CV TONES ON SAME SYLLABLES AT FOUR T IMEPO I NTS* 
Tone n I l  S O  I2 SO I3 SO 1 4  
Level I-I 32 8 . 0  7 . 2  5 . 5 2 . 7  
2 . 5 1 . 1  1 . 8  
Falling 1, 1 32  8 . 4  6 . 5  4 . 1  1 . 9  
2 . 7  1 . 8  1 . 6  
Ri s ing 1 '1 32  5 . 9  5 . 0  5 . 1 2 . 3 
2 . 8  1 . 8  1 . 8  
St . Ri s .  I ' sl  3 2  5 . 3  4 . 9  4 . 6  1 . 6  
2 . 6  2 . 1  1 . 8  
Drop 1 . 1  32  6 . 5  4 . 7  3 . 1  1 . 7  
3 . 1  1 . 5  1 . 9  
St . Drop I . sl 32  6 . 6  5 . 3 3 . 8  1 . 4  
3 . 2  1 . 5  1 . 3  
Curve 1 ' 1  32  7 . 3  5 . 8  3 . 2  1 . 4  
2 . 7  2 . 2  1 . 6  
SO 
1 . 3  
0 . 6  
1 . 2  
0 . 5 
0 . 9  
0 . 8  
0 . 7  
* Data from 8 CV informants : CF1 , CF2 , CF4 , CM1 , CM4 , CM5 , CM7 
and CM8 . The syllables  were / t a /  and / t a k/ for sonorant­
ending and stopped tones re spectively . 
For each t one , mean intensity value s on first line , SD on second 
l ine . 
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TA B L E  7 
MEAN INTENS ITY I N  dB AND STANDARD DEVIAT IONS OF 
SV TONES ON SAME SYLLABLES AT FOUR T IMEPOINTS* 
Tone n I l  S O  I2  SO I3  SO I4 
Leve l  I-I 32 4 . 9  5 . 8  4 . 1 2 . 3 
2 . 0 1 . 4  1 . 3 
Fall ing / , / 3 2  3 . 5  3 . 8 2 . 4  1 . 2  
1 . 3  0 . 9  0 . 8  
Ri s ing / ' / 32  4 . 4  4 . 9  4 . 2 2 . 5 
1 . 8 1 . 3  2 . 2  
St . Ri s .  / ' 5/ 32  4 . 2  5 . 8  5 . 0 2 . 4  
2 . 3 2 . 0  1 . 5 
Drop / . /  3 2  3 . 2  2 . 9  2 . 0 1 . 2  
1 . 3 1 . 1  0 . 8  
St . Drop / . 5/ 3 2  3 . 9  3 . 7  2 . 7  1 . 2  
1 . 2  1 . 2  0 . 3  
Curve / ' /  32  3 . 6  2 . 5  3 . 0  2 . 0  
1 . 5  0 . 9  1 . 0  
SO 
1 . 7  
0 . 6 
2 . 3 
1 . 7  
0 . 4  
0 . 4  
1 . 7  
*Data from 8 SV informan t s : SF1 , SF4 , SF5 , SM1 , SM3 , SM4 , SM5 
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and SM6 . The syllables  were I t a l  and I t a kl for sonorant-ending 
and stopped tone s respect ive l y .  
For each tone , mean intensity value s on first l ine , S D  on 
se cond line . 
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TA B L E  8 
MEAN DURAT I ON I N  CEN T I SE CONDS AND STANDARD DEVI AT I ONS 
OF NV , CV AND SV TONES ON SAME SYLLABLES A 
Dialect & Tone n 0 SO Dmax Dmin A *  
NV Level I-I 3 6  2 5  6 36  12  
Falling 1 , 1 3 2  2 5  6 3 8  1 2  
Rising 1 '1 3 2  2 5  5 3 8  1 4  
St . Ri s ing I ' sl 32  15  3 22  10  
Drop 1 . 1  32  2 0  4 30 1 4  
St . Drop I . s/ 32  15  3 22  8 
Curve 1 ' /  3 2  2 6  6 4 0  1 6  
Broken ;-1 32 25 4 32  14  
CV Leve l I-I 3 2  2 6  5 4 0  1 6  
Fal l ing /, / 3 2  2 8  5 4 0  1 6  
Ris i ng / ' / 32  26  5 4 0  1 8  
St . Rising / ' s/ 32  1 6  3 2 6  1 0  
Drop / . /  3 2  2 8  7 5 0  1 8  
St . Drop / . s/ 32  17  3 2 6  1 0  
Curve / ' 1  3 2  2 4  5 4 0  1 5  
SV Leve l 1-/ 3 2  30  8 5 0  1 6  
Falling /'  / 3 2  29  6 4 4  1 8  
Ris ing 1 '/ 3 2  2 8  6 4 0  1 5  
St . Ri sing / ' s/  32  18  4 2 8  1 2  
Drop / . /  3 2  2 8  5 4 0  1 8  
St . Drop I . s/ 3 2  1 7  4 2 4  1 0  
Curve 1 ' /  3 2  3 0  6 4 2  2 0  
* 
Data from same syllables and same informant s as for inten s ity 
data in Tab les 5 t o  7 .  
* *  
Dmax and Dmin are t he longe st and shortest tokens found i n  each 
t one samp le . 
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TA B L E  9 
LARYNGEAL I SAT I ON I N  NV , CV AND SV TONES ·  
Dialect and Tone Degree Duration Timing 
NV 
CV 
SV 
* 
Level I-I. Ri sing 1 ' 1 ,  St . 
1 ' 51 and St . Drop 1 . 51 
Fal ling 1 , 1  
Drop 1 . 1  
Curve 1 ' 1  
Broken r l  
Leve l I-I , 
1 ' 51 and 
Rising 1 ' / 
Drop 1 . 1  
Curve 1 ' 1  
Level I-I , 
1 ' 51 and 
Fa lling 1, 1 
Drop 1 . 1 
Curve 1 ' 1  
Fall ing / , 1 ,  St . 
St . Drop 1 . 51 
Ris ing 1 '/ ,  St . 
St . Drop / . 51 
Ris ing 
Rising 
Ri s ing 
( a )  ( b )  ( c )  
0 
0 ( 1  ) ( i )  ( E )  
2 ( 3 )  4 . 5  E 
0 ( 1  ) ( i )  ( M , E )  
2 ( 3 )  3 . 7  M 
0 
0 ( 1 )  ( i )  ( M )  
0 ( 1 , 2 )  ( i )  ( E )  
2 ( 1  ) 4 . 6  E 
0 
0 ( 1  ) ( i )  ( E )  
0 ( 1 , 2 )  ( i )  ( E )  
0 ( 1 )  ( i )  ( M )  
Based o n  auditory and acoustic  studies o n  s ame syl lables and same 
informant s as for intensity data in Tab l e s  5 to 7 .  
( a )  O : regular vOi c i ng ; l : b reathy voice ; 2 : creaky voice ; 3 : glottal 
closure . ( )  indi cates alternat ive oc currences with some speakers 
and in some contexts only . 
( b )  Numbe r  indicates  mean duration o f  laryngealised part in 
cent i s e conds ; ( i )  indicates  irregular duration s . 
( c )  Laryngeali sation may oc cur at the middle ( M )  or end ( E )  of the 
syllab le .  
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4 .  D I SC U S S I O N  
4 . 1 .  PH YS I CA L  PHO N ET I C  PA RAMETERS I N  NORMA L I S EV VA L U ES 
To understand and evaluat e the common characterist ic s of Vietname se 
tones and t heir variat ions acro s s  dialect s ,  it i s  nece s s ary to make 
the data comparab le by using the same set s of parameters in describing 
them . However , the absolute and mean values given for those parameters 
a s  the results of direct measurement s do not always make meaningful 
generali sat ions po ssible , because of the wide range of variat ions i n  
non-l i ngui stic  parameters s u c h  as d i fferent F o  ranges between male and 
female speaker s , d i fferences in speech t empo or the power of their 
vo i ce s ,  etc . Therefore some normali sat ion procedures are proposed 
below t o  bring the data pre sent ed in 3 .  into d irect ly conparab le forms . 
For compari son o f  Fo dat a ,  I devi sed a method of normali sat ion 
involving the not i on of Fo Different ial in funct ion of the mean F ,  or 
FD ( F) , expre s sed in percent i n  t he fol lowing formula : 
FD ( F) = Itg ( Fi - F x 1 0 0 ) 
F 
where F i  i s  any individual Fo value , F i s  the mean Fo of a s ample , used 
as a refe rence leve l ,  and Itg stands for intege r ,  i . e .  the FD will  be 
expres sed in integer digit s ,  any decimal s  be ing automat i ca l ly dropped 
off . 
The int ensity and duration data were normal i sed acc ording to two 
s imi lar formulae : 
I = I t g  ( I i  x 1 0  + 0 . 9 ) 
Imax 
D = Itg Di x 10  + 0 . 9 )  
Dmax 
where I i  and Di are any individual intensity and durat ion value s to b e  
normali sed , 
Imax and 0 max are the highest mean value s of I and D in the samp les 
i n  que s t i on , and 0 . 9  i s  a corre cting factor . 
The se formulae will  give normalised values for I and D i n  decimal 
scales  where only integers are ret ained . 
The appl i c at ion of the foregoing formulae gives result s in Tab le 1 0  
and i s  i llustrated in F igures 1 ,  2 and 3 .  Table 10 gives the normal­
i sed values for the phy s i cal phonet i c  parameters of NV , CV and SV t ones 
in their standard forms . Figure 1 gives diagrams of t hese  tones i n  
actual mean F o  p lotted against mean durat ion , for comparison with 
Figure 2 where Fo in FD ( F) percent of the same t ones were plotted 
against normalised durat ion , and Figure 3 present s normalised intens ity 
p lotted against normalised durat i on . 
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TA B L E  1 0  
PHY S I CAL PHONET I C  PARAMETERS ( Fo , L ,  I & D 
I N  NORMAL I SED VALUES )  OF NV , CV AND SV TONES* 
Dialect & Fo in FD (F )  Percent Laryng . * * I ntensity 
Tone 
PI P2 P 3  p 4  P5  p6 a b c I I  1 2  
NV I-I 9 9 9 8 7 4 0 10  9 
1, 1 -7 -9 -10 -15 -17 - 1 9  0 8 7 
1 '1 2 0 2 1 2  2 7  3 3  0 8 7 
1 ' 51 1 4  2 0  2 9  3 8  0 8 7 
1 . 1  -2 -3 -6 -14 -16 - 1 5  2 2 E 7 6 
1 . 51 -5 -9 - 1 3  - 1 7  0 7 7 
1 ' 1  - 8  -11  -18 -26 -19 - 1 3  0 7 5 
rl 4 1 -12 9 2 6  2 6  2 2 M 8 4 
CV I-I 12 1 0  1 2  1 4  1 4  1 3  0 1 0  9 
1, 1 6 4 1 - 1  - 3  - 4  0 1 0  8 
1 '1 - 3  - 6  -8 - 1  7 1 0  0 7 6 
1 ' 51 0 - 3  1 9 0 7 6 
1 . 1  0 - 3  - 6  - 9  - 9  - 9  0 8 6 
1 . 51 3 - 1  - 5  - 8  0 8 7 
1 ' 1  1 0 -4 -9 - 6  - 4  2 2 E 9 7 
SV I-I 4 4 4 4 3 1 0 9 1 0  
1, 1 - 9  -12  - 1 4  - 1 7  -18  - 1 8  0 6 7 
1 '1 6 4 9 22  3 6  39  0 8 9 
1 ' 51 9 1 3  2 4  3 9  0 8 1 0  
1 . 1  - 9  - 1 4  - 1 9  - 1 8  - 1 1  - 9  0 6 5 
1 . 51 -7 - 1 3  - 1 5  -12 0 7 7 
1 ' 1 - 5  - 1 2  - 1 8  - 4  1 9  2 2  0 7 5 
* 
Calculated from data i n  Tables  2 to 9 .  
* *  
In the Laryngeali sat ion parameter,  
( a )  indicates degree , 
( b )  durat i on ( same s cale as for whole t one ) ,  and 
( c )  t iming . 
1 3  
8 
5 
8 
7 
4 
5 
4 
7 
7 
5 
6 
6 
4 
5 
4 
7 
5 
8 
9 
4 
5 
6 
Intensity and durat i on value s are in decimal scale s .  
1 4  
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
5 
5 
2 
2 
4 
6 9  
Duration 
1 0  
1 0  
1 0  
6 
8 
6 
1 0  
1 0  
1 0  
1 0  
1 0  
6 
1 0  
6 
9 
1 0  
1 0  
1 0  
6 
1 0  
6 
1 0  
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4 . 2 .  COMMON CHARACTE R I S T I CS AND D I F F E R E N C ES 
A number o f  observat ions can be made about the simi lari ties  and dif­
ferenc e s  between NV , CV and SV tones from the dat a thus proc e ssed . 
First , one can see t hat acro s s  dialect s ,  all but one of t he tones 
have basically s imi lar Fo cont ours ( le ve l ,  falling , rising or concave ) ,  
while varying in relative Fo level ( high ,  mid or low ) and in the pres­
ence or ab sence o f  laryngealisat ion , and t he remaining one , the drop 
t one , display s  di fferenc e  in Fo contour in one dialect only , name ly SV , 
a s  laryngeali sat ion marks t he contrast between t he other two dialect s .  
Thi s sugges t s  t he primacy of Fo contour over other parameters as a 
maj or feature for differentiat ing tones in the Vietnamese system ,  and 
this fact i s  borne out in t he analys i s  of tone percept ion by native 
speakers , a s  I reported e lsewhere ( 19 7 9 , 1 9 81 ) . Together with t he 
fact t hat Vietname se has only one leve l  t one out o f  the seven or e ight 
phonetic t ones in each dialect , Vietname se can be typologically 
c la s s i fied as a " contour tone language with register overlap" as 
defined by Pike ( 1 9 4 8 ) . Thi s i s  further supported by analy s i s  of sub­
dialectal  and individual variations , which showed t hat Fo contour is 
mainly charac terised by t he general direct ion of t he Fo change , whi le 
great di fferences could occur in Fo s lope s  and Fo range s .  For example , 
the mean Fo di fferential between onset and endpoint of the NV ri sing 
t one is only 18% with Informant NM6 and as great as 53% with Informant 
NM1 . I t  i s  also interest ing t o  note that beside t he expected di fference 
in Fo ranges between male and female speakers , the use of Fo ranges 
di ffers markedly between CV and t he other two dialec t s  ( see Figures 1 
and 2 ) . 
Secon d ,  intensity shows no great di fferences between dialect s ,  and 
corre lat ion coeffi c ients cal culated for Fo and intensity values at t he 
same t imepoint s indicate a fair degree of correlat ion . Duration i s  not 
s igni fi cant ly different b etween sonorant-ending tone s ,  except for the 
cre aky-ending NV drop t one and CV curve tone , which are signifi cant ly 
shorter by 2 0 %  and 1 0 %  respec t ively , and for the stopped tones where 
duration is 4 0 %  short er in all three dialec t s . I take this to mean that 
duration is not an independent factor in t one product ion but is con­
dit ioned by the presence of laryngealisat ion or the voi cele s s  final s t op 
at syllable endings , which cause the shortening. Both intens it y  and 
duration may t hus be characterised as independent parameters at the 
phy s ical phonet i c  level only , and would become redundant at higher 
leve l s  of analy s i s .  
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Third , laryngeali sat ion or creaky voice , a charact eri stic  of the NV 
drop tone and broken tone , and o f  the CV curve tone , i s  not a regular 
feat ure of any SV tone . Whi le breathy voice and glottal closure may 
oc cur with some tones in all three diale ct s ,  they are not a regular 
characteristic  of any , and can best be regarded as alternat ives in free 
variation for s ome standard forms . It i s  interest ing to note that 
what is auditorily perce ived as creaky voice may be realised di fferent ly 
in acoustic  terms . For examp le , three NV informan t s  disp lay marked 
di ffere nc e s  in the broken tone : NF3 :  heavy laryngeali sat ion , sharp drop 
in Fo and in intens ity at middle ; NM3 : no laryngealis at i on , sharp drop 
in Fo and s light drop in intensity at middle ; and NM4 : no laryngealisa­
t ion , no sharp drop in Fo but only sharp drop in int ensity at middle . 
For I nformant NM4 it appears that the Fo curve s of the rising and broken 
tones are simi lar ; only the intens ity c ontours differ sharply . 
Thi s  fact i s  of potential relevance for both the historical evolut ion 
and t he phy s iological product ion of tone in Vietname se : it might 
explain how creaky voice  deve loped in diffe rent tones in NV and CV , 
and why creaky voice and glot tal closure occur alternat ively in some 
tone s . This was the point I made earlier ( 1980 ) and discussed in more 
detail in my the s i s  ( 19 81 ) .  
5 .  C O N C L U S I O N 
The re sult s o f  my invest igations into the phy sical phonetic  proper­
t i e s  o f  Vietname se tones in the three maj or diale c t s  have shown that 
NV , CV and SV tones di sp lay both s imi larities  and di fferenc e s  and can 
be characterised by four parameters : Fo , intens ity ,  duration and 
laryngeali sation . 
Fo c ontours appear t o  b e  the most important factor that unite s  the 
s ame phonological tones in the three diale ct s , below the surface di f­
ferenc e s  which concern mainly relative Fo leve l ,  and presence or 
ab sence of laryngeali sat ion in some tone s .  This sugge s t s  that Viet­
name se can be c la s s i fied as a " contour t one language with register 
overlap " ( Pike 1 9 4 8 ) .  
Inten s it y  and durat ion are found to b e  phonetic  parameters 
characterising some t ones but not independently ; they are probab ly 
condit ioned re spective l y  by Fo and segmental environment or laryngeal­
i s at ion . 
Apart from breathy voice and glottal c losure which occur i rregu larly 
as free variat ion s ,  laryngealisat ion or creaky voice is a di stinctive 
feature o f  s ome NV and CV tones .  Its auditory quality may be the 
e ffec t  o f  di fferent acous t i c  realisat ions and thi s fact might have 
imp li cat ions for historical tone e vo lut ion in Vietnamese . 
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N O T  E S 
1 .  This i s  an abridged version o f  a chapter from my the s i s  on 
Vietname se tones . I am grat efully indebted to my suc c e s s ive 
supervi sors , Dr David Bradley ( now at the University of Melbourne ) ,  
Dr Tim Shopen and Mr Phil Rose , of the Department of Lingui s t i c s , 
The Facult i e s , Australian Nat ional Univers it y ,  for their valuab le 
advice in my research . 
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SOME ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF TONES IN BURMESE 
1 .  P H O N OL O G I C A L  TON E S  
U The i n  T u n  
On the basis  of Trubet zkoy ' s  definit ions of phoneme , phonological 
unit , phono logi cal contrast , and his  rules 2 and 3 for t he di fferen­
t iat ion of phoneme s and variants ( Trubet zkoy 1 9 6 8 : 7 , 1969 : 4 8- 4 9 ) ,  the 
following phonological tones can be ass igned to the phoneme inventory 
o f  Burme se phono logy . 
Four t one s :  
Tone I / t r;a/  ' L o tu s ' ,  ' to take a Long t ime ' 
Tone I I  / t r; a /  ' to hear ' 
Tone I I I  / t r; a /  ' to fa H down ' 
Tone IV /t r; a ? / ' t o  b e  s t ringen t ' ,  ' to b e  tig h t ' 
The Burme se phono logi cal tone s ,  howeve r ,  are c las s i fied di fferent ly 
by various writers . Taylor ( 19 2 0 ) and Firth ( 19 3 3 )  c las s i fy t he 
Burme se t ones into three . Firth ( 1 9 3 6 ) and McDavid ( 1 9 4 5 ) sugge st 
t hat there are five tones i n  Burme s e .  Cornyn ( 19 4 4 ) ,  Burl i ng ( 19 67 ) ,  
St ewart ( 1 9 5 5 ) and Becker ( 19 6 4 ) agree in clas s i fy ing the Burmese t one s 
into four.  
If  the  e v e  phonological syllab le pat tern i s  recognised , a s  in 
present-day written Burmese and old ep igraphic Burmese , it  i s  true 
that / t r;a ? / ( writ ten t qa p ) ,  ( Tone IV in the above examp le ) could be 
t reat ed as belonging to the e v e  patt ern , and thus the re would be only 
three tones in Burmese . In present-day spoken Burme se , howeve r ,  the 
final s t op s  of the written e v e  pat tern are rep laced by a final stop , 
which i s  a glottal stop i n  i solat ion . I f  the e v e  pattern i s  regarded 
as one phonological syllab le pattern , then this characteri s t i c  w i l l  be 
the sole repre sentat i on of the final e of the e v e  pattern . There fore 
it is more ac ceptable to analyse the Burme se phonologi cal syllable  
pattern as V and e v  and to t reat the final stop as a tonal feat ure . 
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Firth ( 1 9 3 6 )  and McDavid ( 1 9 4 5 ) class ify the Burmese t ones into five 
because they treat the neutral vowel [ a J  as a separate tone . The 
neutral vowe l [ a J  appears as a non-final neutral syl lable in words 
cons ist ing of two or more sy l lab le s ,  but never i� r�nosyllab ic words . 
Burmes e  i s  basically a monosyllabic language and any non-mono syllab i c  
word in Burme se with a neutral vowel [ a J  i s  either a borrowing or a 
lexical compound or the result of a derivational p roce s s .  There fore , 
in this analysi s ,  the Burmese phonological tones are c la s s i fied into 
four . [ Note that Tones I ,  I I  and I I  in thi s analy s i s  are general ly 
described as even or level t one , heavy or breathy tone and creaky tone 
respectively in the literature . The cardinal order and symbols  o f  the 
tones in this analys i s  are somewhat different from Oke l l  ( 1 9 6 9 ) but 
same as Cornyn ( 1 9 4 4 )  and Cornyn and Roop ( 1 9 6 8 ) . J  
2 .  E X P E R I ME N T  
There are altogether fi fty vocalic nuclei in Burme se apart from the 
neutral vowel [ a J . 
Basic non-nasalised nasalised 
symbol Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone 
I I I  I I I  IV I I I  I I I  IV 
I l .  r 2 .  1 3 . ) 4 .  I ? 5 .  f 6 .  Ii> 7 .  T X I 
a 8 .  e 9 .  e 1 0 .  €I l I . a l ? 1 2 . l'j 1 3 . atl 1 4 .  e�1 X 
e 1 5 .  t 1 6 . e 1 7 . E: 1 8 .  e ? X 
. ?  a.ll 
A 
a�1 a i 1 9 . a l  2 0 .  2l . a-I 2 2 .  X 
2 3 . 
, 2 4 . a 2 5 .  a 2 6 . a ? 2 7 .  .!. 2 8 .  Ii> 2 9 .  � X a a a a a 
, , ? .!. A , :> 3 0 .  :> 3 l .  S 32 .  :> 3 3 . a u  3 4 . a u  3 5 . a-u 36 .  a-u X 
6 3 8 .  
, ou ? , A 
, 
0 3 7 .  0 39 . 0 4 0 .  4 l . o-u 4 2 .  o-u 4 3 .  o-u X 
4 4 .  , 4 5 . Q 4 6 . U 4 7 .  ? 4 8 .  .!. 4 9 .  8 5 0 . n X u u u u 
( [ e I J , [ a u J  and [ o u J can be regarded a s  the different realisations of 
l e i , 1 :> / , and 1 0 1  in the environment o f  nasali s at ion or a final stop 
and [ al J c ould be the allophone o f  l a l l  in the nasalised environment . ) 
A l l  t he se fifty vocalic nuclei o f  two male nat ive speakers and two 
female nat ive speakers were re corded in [ h V d � J ( / h V d � / )  frame for the 
monophthongal nuc l e i  and in [ h vv n d � J  ( / h V d � / )  and [ h v v ? d � J  ( / h V ? d � / ) 
frame s for the diphthongal nuc le i .  The init ial consonant [ h J  was 
chosen in the frame s because it i s  the weake st consonant to bring 
forth any co-art iculation e ffect on the fol lowing vowel ;  the medial 
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[ d ]  was cho sen t o  make the segmentat i on easy ; and the final [ a ]  was 
chosen to make the utterances natural for the Burme se speakers as this 
i s  a frequent vowe l .  
Some o f  the utterances i n  these frames are nonsense words whether 
the last syllable [ d a ]  i s  e l iminated or not . These  nonsense words 
however have to be t olerated because the purpose of the experiment i s  
t o  analyse the phonet i c  qual i t i e s  of the vocalic  nuc l e i  of the utt er­
anc e s  and they are not fore ign for the Burme se speakers to pronounce .  
The e stab l i shed writ ing system enab les the subj e c t s  to pronounc e  them 
eas ily  and natural ly whethe r  they are meaningful or not . 
Every speaker uttered every sound twice and both utterances  were 
re corde d .  A l l  the recorded sounds were processed with a Frokj aer­
Jensen intens ity and fundamental frequency meters , using the linear 
intensity output and the duplex o s c i l logram and fundamental frequency 
output . The output s were displayed by a mingograph . The neces s ary 
precaut ion s were observed both in recording and proce s s ing . When the 
fundamental frequency of every utterance was measure d ,  a s l ight di ffer­
ence between the first and the second utt erances o f  t he s ame sound 
somet ime s oc curre d .  In such a case the average value of the two was 
taken . 
Of the three outputs observed on the mingograph ( i . e . intensity  
display trace , duplex o s c i l logram t race and the  fundamental frequency 
trace ) ,  the intens ity di splay t race of the tones doe s  not show any 
consi stency or any common factor by whi c h  the contrast i ve feature s of 
the tones can be dist inguished. It is tempt ing to say that in the null 
context that these fift y  utterances are in , the inten s i t i e s  of the tones 
do not behave regularly as they do i n  sentence s .  The dup lex osci l logram 
t race also enables  us only to dist inguish the vowel segment s from the 
adj acent con sonant s along the fundamental frequency trace . There fore , 
o f  the three parameters , only the fundamental frequency t race o f  the 
tones 1 s  dealt with in this present analy si s .  
The fundamental frequency a s  shown i n  the mingograms o f  all the 
four subj e c t s , ri ses  gradually from Tone I t o  Tone IV. The fundamental 
frequency for Tone I start s at a relat ively level range and tends to go 
down slight ly ; the fundamental frequency for Tone II s t arts at a rela­
t ively level range , goe s  up , and then fall s  down re latively low ; the 
fundamental frequency for Tone I I I  starts at a re latively high range , 
usually higher than or as high as the peak o f  Tone I I , and fal l s  down 
relatively low ; the fundamental frequency for Tone IV starts at a high 
range , frequently higher or as high a s  the peak o f  Tone I I  and fall s  
low , b u t  n o t  as l o w  as Tone I I I  because it  s t o p s  very suddenly before 
it  can drop lower . The general c ontrast ive features of the four phono­
logical t one s offered by t he analys i s  of their fundamental frequency 
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can be described a s : 
I leve l ,  low 
II high ,  r i s ing , fal ling 
III high, fal l ing 
IV high , fall ing , abrupt end . 
For the detailed contrast i ve charact eri s t i c s  of the t ones , in terms 
of their fundamental frequencies , there i s  no special pOint to be 
ob served for Tones I and II because Tone I s imply start s at a level 
range and fal l s  s l ight ly in the end and Tone II starts at a level range , 
goe s  up and fal l s  down to the level range . However there are some 
detailed contrast ive features to be observed for Tones III and IV in 
comparison with Tone II. 
The fundamental frequency of all the utteranc es in Tone III by t he 
two female speakers start s with a high range , higher than the peak of 
Tone I I  with one except ion . For the one except ion also , the starting 
range i s  the same as the peak o f  Tone II. The fundamental frequency o f  
the utterances of t he first male sub j e ct i n  Tone III start s with a 
relat i vely high range , usually as high as the peak o f  Tone II. Of the 
fourt een utterances  of the first male subj ect in Tone III, the funda­
mental frequency for nine he starts with the high range equal to the 
peak o f  Tone II, the fundamental frequency for three start s with the 
high range highe r than the peak of Tone II; and the fundamental fre­
quency for the remaining two starts at a range s l ight ly lower than the 
peak of Tone II. The fundamental frequency for all the utterances in 
Tone III by the second male subject  start s at the high range , higher 
than the peak of Tone II. 
For the two female subj e ct s ,  the commenc ing high range of Tone IV i s  
generally either higher than o r  a s  high a s  the peak o f  Tone III. How­
ever , in one case for one female subj ect and in three cases for the 
othe r ,  the commenc ing range of Tone IV i s  either equal to or s l ight ly 
lower than the peak o f  Tone III. Of the e ight utterances i n  Tone IV 
of one mal e  subj ect , four are equal t o  and four are s l ight ly lower than 
the peak o f  Tone III; of the eight utterances  in Tone IV of the other 
male subj e c t , three are equal to and five are s light ly lower than the 
peak o f  Tone III. 
The fol lowing table summari ses  the average fundamental frequenc ies  
o f  the four t ones for the four subj ect s ,  out of their 200 utterances 
i . e .  5 0  each ( 1 4 in Tone I ,  I I  and III and e ight in IV ) among the four 
subj e c t s  i . e .  out of 56 utterances  in each of the first three tones and 
32 utteranc e s  in Tone IV . 
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TA B L E  1 
Tone Subject Initial Middle Final 
(High) (Peak) ( Low) 
H Z  H Z  H Z  
I 1st female 2 2 6  - 1 7 4  
2nd female 2 3 0  - 1 7 6  
1 st male 1 2 2  - 1 0 6  
2nd male 1 3 5  - 105  
II  1 st female 2 3 7  2 5 5  1 9 1  
2nd female 2 4 1  2 5 4  2 1 3  
1st  male 1 4 4  1 6 5  1 4 2  
2nd male 1 4 6  1 5 2  1 3 7  
I I I  1st female 3 0 2  - 1 9 0  
2nd female 3 0 0  - 1 6 0  
1 s t  male 1 6 6  - 1 1 7  
2nd male 1 8 4  - 92 
IV 1 st female 2 9 7  - 2 0 4  
2nd female 294 - 1 7 5  
1st  male 1 5 9  - 1 2 2  
2nd male 1 7 2  - 1 1 0  
The fol l owing table summari ses t h e  average fundamental frequencies 
o f  the four tones for two females and two male s .  
TAB L E  2 
Tone Initial Middle F inal 
H Z  H Z  H Z  
F M F M F M 
I 2 2 8  1 2 3  - - 1 7 5  1 0 5  
I I  2 3 9  1 4 5  2 5 4  1 5 8  2 0 2  1 4 4  
I I I  3 0 1  1 7 5  - - 1 6 5  1 0 4  
IV 2 9 5  1 6 5  - - 1 9 0  1 1 6  
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This t able can be visual ised more c learly on the graph . 
TA B L E  3 
FEMALE MALE 
HZ 
200 
II 
IV 
I III 
III IV 
II 
I 
100. 
I n  these graphic des cript ions o f  the t one s ,  there is very little 
dist inct ion between Tone III  and Tone IV.  Thi s kind of dist inct ion is 
t o  be made c lear in the next experiment and analy s i s  where the factor 
o f  durat ion o f  the tones is  t aken into acc ount . 
3 .  E X P E R I M E N T  2 
The aim of this experiment i s  to find out the further acoust i c  
qualities  o f  the tones in terms of lengt h .  The author ' s  original 
intention was to put the aforesaid fi fty vocalic nuc lei in one frame 
which can occur both in nul l  context i . e .  by itself as a meaningful 
syllable ; and in phrase or sentence cont ext . As the most suitab le 
syllab le pattern for this purpose , the writer originally chose [ t v ( v ) ] 
( / t V / ) frame . The init ial consonant [ t ]  was cho sen to make the segmen­
tation easy . A l l  the fifty vocalic nuclei can fit meaningfully into 
this frame . The author made up fi fty sentences with these fifty vocalic 
nuclei in [ t v ( v ) ] frame . As a tentat ive e ffort , four male native 
speakers were asked to utter these fifty nuclei in [ t v ( v ) ] frame , both 
in null context and sentence context . Their ut terances were recorded 
and proce s sed with the Kay s ound spectrograp h .  It  w a s  found that the 
corre ct analy s i s  was almost impo s s ib le if these fift y  vocalic nuclei 
are put in CV frame . The following maj or defe c t s  presented prob lems . 
1 . / V /  o f  / t V /  can be fol lowed b y  any consonant which is the 
initial cons onant of the next CV syl lable  and the fol lowing con sonant 
can affe c t  the F2 off-glide frequency value of the vocalic nucleus . 
2 .  When / V /  of / t V /  is followed by a voiced stop which i s  the 
initial con sonant of the next C V  sy l lable in a c lo se j uncture , the 
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fol lowing voiced s t op be come s cont inuant in t he form o f  a fri cative . 
For instance , / t t /  means ' earth -wo rm ' and / ka� / i s  a classifier for 
animal s  and insect s .  When / t t /  and / ka� /  are comb ined in close j uncture , 
/ k/ become s voiced according to the vo i c ing rule and it become s [ t t g a� J . 
Howe ver the proce s s  o f  the change from / k/ doe s  not stop at [ g J .  That 
[ g J  whi ch is t he phonetic reali sation of / k/ often become s voiced and 
is shown on the s onogram as voiced ve lar fri cat ive [ y J .  In such a case 
it  i s  very di ffi cult t o  segment t he preceding [ V J  from [ y J  which shows 
the charac teri s t i c s  of a re sonant and cont inuant l ike a vowe l . Such a 
prob lem oc curs e spec ially when r a J  i s  followed by a voiced b i lab ial 
and [ I J  i s  fo llowed by a voiced velar consonant , and more so when t he 
[ t v ( v ) J  frame i s  fo llowed by a vowe l . For the problem o f  voiced stops 
changing to fri catives and continuant s ,  one might l i ke to choose the 
c onsonant which does not become voiced , for t he init ial C o f  the next 
CV syl lable which follows [ t v ( v ) J .  This i s  impo s s ib le because t o  get 
t he right length o f  the / V /  o f  / t V / ,  t he next syllab le should immedi­
ately follow it , and when one CV  immediat e ly fo llows , t wo s y l lab les are 
combined in close j uncture where the voic ing rule always t ake s p lace 
on t he following C .  
3 .  Phono logically , a meaningful vowel or a syl lab le which i s  
grammat i cally a free form can oc cur by i t s e l f  in n u l l  context . Peop le 
do say and understand t hese individual monosyl lables  which o c cur by 
t hemselve s .  Howeve r ,  these monosyl lables  are generally fol lowed b y  a 
part i cle . I f  it i s  a noun it i s  usually fol lowed by a clas s i fier or a 
part i c le and if it i s  a verb it i s  usually fo llowed by a part i cle , 
e ither s t at i ve ,  imperat ive or polite and so on . 
t omed to adding part i c le s  t o  monosyllab le s ,  they 
awkward to art iculate one individual syl lab le by 
As people are so accus­
uncons c iously find it  
itself.  Hence t hey 
either repeat i t  or put a st rong stre s s  on it  when they have to art ic u­
late one individual syllable . That kind o f  stre s s  i s  e specially strong 
when t hey pronounce it  cons ciously be fore the microphone in the studio . 
That i s  why the vocalic nuclei in null context of these subj e c t s  are 
extremely and unnatural ly long , and hence t he writer was not happy to 
use t he sonagrams they produced , as rel iab le dat a .  The fo llowing sona­
gram i s  an examp le of it . 
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F I GU R E  1 
Sonagram o f  I t ! I I I Repeated Twice . 
I t  I followed by I i i  in Tone I I .  
The average length for I i i  i n  Tone I I  
i s  only 2 1  C s ,  whereas i t  i s  3 0 . 8 Cs  
in this sonagram . 
For these reasons , the writer had to eventually use the frame s from 
Experiment 1 .  The se frames I h V d a / , I h V d a l  and I h V ? d a l  ( [ h v d a ] ,  [ h vv n d a ] ,  
[ h v v ? d a ] )  do not create either nul l  context or sentence context . The 
last C V  syllable [ d a ]  in these frames has i t s  grammat i cal funct ion some­
t imes as a demonstrat ive part i c le ( that or this ) and somet ime s as a 
nominal iser . For instance , in [ ho d a ]  ( [ h v d a ] with [ 6 ] ) ,  [ h6 ]  means 
there , [ d a ] means that , and hence [ h o ]  and [ d a ]  are two separate words 
forming a phras e .  In [ h fu n d a ]  ( / h V d a / with l a� / ) , [ h a� n ]  ( / h a� / )  means 
' t o bark ' ,  [ d a ] funct ions as a nominal i ser , and hence [ h at n d a ]  means 
' b a r k i ng ' ,  forming a separate word as a noun . In this way these three 
frame s form either word or phrase context which lies  between the two 
extreme s - null context with one syllable where the nuc leus length i s  
extremely long,  and sentence context where the nuc leus length i s  
extreme ly abrupt . Moreove r ,  i n  these three frame s ,  the nuc le i  are 
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consi stently fo llowed by t h e  same consonant i . e .  [ d ]  and hence there i s  
n o  disturbance o f  different co-art i culat ion e ffe ct o n  the F2 o ffgl ide 
value . There fore in t hi s  experiment as wel l ,  the writer use d ,  with 
sat i s fact ion and assurance , the same t hree frame s from Experiment 1 .  
The same procedure of utterance , re cording and averaging between 
the first and second ut terance s ,  was also used in this experiment . 
However , in this experiment , to get the accurate average measurement s 
of formant frequencies and lengths , ten more male native speakers were 
added to the original number of two ( first and se cond male subj ec t s , 
subj e c t s  1 and 2 )  and thus the number o f  sub j e c t s  was rai sed t o  twelve , 
and no female voi ce was used . Thi s t ime all these re corded utteranc e s  
( 1 , 2 0 0  utterances alt ogethe r ;  5 0  nuc lei each ut tered t w i c e  by every 
subj ect ) o f  t he twelve male subj ects  were processed with the Kay sound 
spectrograph . The analysi s  was made on 1 , 2 0 0  sonagrams p roduced from 
t hese 1 , 2 0 0  utterance s .  
4 .  TABL E S  S H O W I NG T H E  A V E RA G E  L E NG T H S  O F  T H E  T O N E S  
The fol lowing t ables  summari se the average component durat ions o f  
t h e  four phonological tone s among the twe lve male sub j e ct s .  F o r  mono­
phthongal vowe l s , transit ions t oward and away from the s teady state are 
given as ongli de and offglide ; for diphthongal vowe l s , firs t and second 
steady states , and t ransit ion between the two are shown , as well as 
onglide and offglide t ran s i t ions i f  any . 
TA B L E  4 
Basic Tonal Symbol Onglide Steady S tate (SS ) Offgl ide Total 
Symbol Cs Cs Cs Cs 
I i i  I I f ! 4 . 8  9 . 0  5 . 0  1 8 . 8  
I I  I t !  4 . 4  1 1 . 8 " 5 . 5  2 1 . 7 
I I I  I I I  3 . 9  8 . 9  3 . 2  16 . 0  
IV I I ? I 2 . 0  4 . 3  2 . 8  9 . 1  
lei  I l e i  4 . 8  9 . 6  5 . 0  19 . 4  
I I  l e i  5 . 7 12 . 0  5 . 2  2 2 . 9  
I I I  l e i  3 . 6  9 . 1  4 . 1  1 6 . 8  
SSl Trans SS2 
IV [ e l ? ] / e ? 1 0 3 . 8  6 . 0  3 . 8  0 1 3 . 6  
8 6  
Basic 
Symbol 
l e i  
l a l l  
l a l  
1 0 1  
/0/ 
l u i  
I T I  
l a l  
Tonal Symbol 
I 
I I  
I I I  
IV 
IV 
I 
I I  
I I I  
IV 
I 
I I  
I I I  
IV 
I 
I I  
I I I  
IV 
I 
I I  
I I I  
IV 
I 
I I  
I I I  
I 
I I  
I I I  
I U  
I f.!  
I f.!  
/r. ? I 
l a l ? 1 
l a l  
l S I  
l a l  
l a ? 1 
I I> I  
l S I  
I � I  
? ? [ a u  J /o I 
161 
101  
101  
? ? [ o u  J /o I 
1 6 1  
l a l  
l u i  
l u ? 1 
[ f J  
[ f J  
[ T J  
[ � J  
[ g J  
[ � J  
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TA B L E  4 ( c.on.t . ) 
Onglide Steady State (SS )  Offglide Total 
Cs Cs Cs Cs 
4 . 5  1 1 .  5 4 . 5  20 . 5  
6 . 6  1 1 . 4  4 . 5  22 . 5  
4 . 1  8 . 5  4 . 8  17  . 4  
1 . 7  7 . 6  1 . 6  10 . 9  
SSl Trans SS2 
0 4 . 6  6 . 7  3 . 7  0 1 5 . 0  
5 . 1  1 1 .  0 5 . 9  2 2 . 0  
6 . 8  12 . 3  5 . 4  2 4 . 5  
5 . 0  1 0 . 0  5 . 0  2 0 . 0  
1 . 9  6 . 8  2 . 0  1 0 . 7  
5 . 6  1 0 . 6  5 . 6  21 . 8 
5 . 6  12 . 4  5 . 2  2 3 . 4  
3 . 8  7 . 9  5 . 5  1 7  . 2  
0 . 5  6 . 0  6 . 0  3 . 0  0 1 5 . 5  
5 . 7  1 0 . 6  5 . 0  2 1 . 3 
6 . 6  1 1 . 6  5 . 9  2 4 . 1  
4 . 7  8 . 7  4 . 0  17 . 4  
0 4 . 2  6 . 7  3 . 3  . 4  1 4 . 6  
5 . 0  9 . 8  4 . 7  1 9 . 5  
5 . 1  12 . 4  4 . 7  22 . 2  
3 . 9  7 . 4  3 . 6  1 4 . 9  
2 . 2  4 . 8  2 . 7  9 . 7  
3 . 4  8 . 1  2 . 8  1 4 . 3 
3 . 8  8 . 3  4 . 2  1 6 . 3  
2 . 1  6 . 3  2 . 4  1 0 . 8  
3 . 6  6 . 4  3 . 4  1 3 . 4  
3 . 9  8 . 0  4 . 1  16 . 0  
2 . 7 3 6 . 5 3 2 . 7 3 1 2 . 0  
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TA B L E  4 ( c.ont:. ) 
Basic Tonal Symbol Ongl ide Steady State ( SS )  OffgUde Total 
Symbol Cs Cs Cs 
, 
/ u /  I [ u ]  3 . 2  7 . 1  3 . 9  14 . 2  
I I  [ 3 ]  4 . 1  7 . 8  4 . 7  1 6 . 6  
I I I  [ t ]  2 . 8  6 . 1  2 . 4  1 1 . 3 
/ e /  S S l  Trans SS2 
( [ al ] ) I [ a.t, ] 0 . 3  5 . 3  7 . 8  4 . 5  0 1 7 . 9  
I I  [ a"', ] 0 . 7  4 . 5  9 . 1  5 . 5  0 . 5  2 0 . 3  
I I I  [ a1.j ] 0 4 . 3  6 . 5  4 . 1  0 14 . 9  
, 
5 . 4  /a-' / I [ a-' J 0 1 0 . 1  5 . 0  0 20 . 5  
I I  [ a"', ] 0 6 . 0  1 0 . 6  5 . 7  0 22 . 3  , 
0 4 . 7  4 . 4  16 . 3  I I I  [ al ]  7 . 2  0 
/ 5 /  
( [ a-u ] ) I [ l'u ]  0 . 9  6 . 3  6 . 0  5 . 7  0 1 8 . 9  
I I  [ a�u ] 0 7 . 1  7 . 2  5 . 6  0 . 6  2 0 . 5  
I I I  [ al.u ] 0 . 3  5 . 2  6 . 5  3 . 9  0 16 . 0  
/ 5 /  
( [ o-u ] ) I [ l'u ] 0 4 . 8  5 . 6  5 . 2  0 . 6  1 6 . 2  
I I  [ o.ou ] 0 6 . 1 3 5 . 1 3 8 . 4 3 1 . 12 2 0 . 8  
I I I  [ ol.u ] 0 . 5  4 . 4  5 . 5  4 . 1  0 . 3  1 4 . 8  
4 . 1 . TOTA L L ENGTHS O F  THE T O N ES 
The analysis  of the overall lengths of t he tones shows t hat the 
total length i s  a very c on s i stent c ontrast ive factor of t he t one s . For 
all the vocalic nuc lei Tone I i s  of moderate length ,  Tone II is longer 
t han Tone I ,  Tone I I I  is shorter t han Tone I ,  and Tone IV is so short 
and abrupt t hat it  is even shorter than Tone I I I . Hence the con c lusion 
t hat can be made for t he general contrast ive feature of t he tones on 
the bas i s  of t heir t otal lengt h i s : 
Tone I moderat e 
I I  long 
I I I  short 
IV abrupt 
Of 6 0 0  ( 50 x 1 2 ) average ( average of first and second utterance s ) 
measurement s ,  t here are only 3 4  except ion s  t hat do not agree with the 
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above-ment ioned generali sat ion . The common feat ure of these except ions 
i s  that e ither Tone I I  i s  s light ly shorter or as short as Tone I ,  or 
Tone IV is s l ight ly longer or as long as Tone I I I . There are some 
point s that can explain the cause of these 34 deviat ions from the stan­
dard feat ure s .  
1 .  All  the subj e c t s  were instructed t o  utter every sound as they 
usually say it , but taking care to be accurate . When t he subj e c t s  
were t old to art iculate t h e  sounds accurately , they were so caut ious 
about glot t i s  art iculat ion and t ongue and lip art iculat ion ( which 
shape the lower formant frequenc ies ) ,  t hat they tended to give l e s s  
att ention to t he length fac tor ; and this i s  more l ikely t o  happen 
e sp e c ially at word and phrase leve l where the utterance frames are . 
2 .  Of these 3 4  deviat ions more than hal f  ( 18 )  are in [ h vv n d � ] 
/ h V d � /  frame , nasalised environment where the later part of nasali sat ion 
changes to the homorganic nasal o f  the following [ d ] i . e .  [ h vv n d � ] . 
In such a case , in the sonagram , the nasal bar i s  somet imes pre sent all 
along underneath both Fl and F2 . Somet ime s Fl and F2 overlap on the 
na sal bar underneath t hem and in such a case , it  must be admitted that , 
the segmentat ion of [ v v ] from [ n ]  i s  not c lear cut . Therefore out o f  
34  deviat ions , 1 8  c a n  be due t o  the inaccuracy of t he segmentation . 
3 .  I t  i s  a wel l  known fact t hat t he linguistic fac tors suc h as 
frequency , lengt h etc . are significant only i f  t hey are compared with 
each other in sentence context . I n  an i solated context such as a 
word or phrase con s i s t ing o f  only two syllable s ,  t he linguistic  fac tor 
may not be a s  s ignificant as in sentence context . 
Even i f  these three points fail t o  explain the cause o f  these 
deviat ion s , the number o f  deviat ions ( 34 )  i s  tolerable compared t o  t he 
overal l  number o f  6 0 0 ; t hat i s , t he deviations from t he standard 
represent only 5 . 5% of a l l  t he utteranc e s .  Therefore , t he above­
ment ioned generali sat ion for the contrast ive feature s of t he four 
phono logical tones , on t he basis of their lengt h ,  can be ac cepted as 
sati s fact ory . 
A s  the table shows , t hese  3 4  exceptions do not carry any significant 
we ight on the average . The average total length of all t he four tones 
entirely agrees with t he above-ment ioned length contrast ic features of 
the t ones . The average length differenc e o f  t he t hree tones from Tone 
I are summari sed in t he following t able for basic vowel phoneme s and 
allop hone s .  
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TA B L E  5 
Basic Symbol Tone I I  Tone I I I  Tone IV 
Cs Cs Cs 
/ i l  +2 . 9  -2 . 8  -9 . 2  
lei  +3 . 5  - 2 . 6  -5 . 8  
l e i  +2 . 0  - 3 . 1  - 9 . 6  
l a l  +2 . 5  -2 . 0  - 11 . 3  
1 0 1  +1 . 6 -4 . 6  - 6 . 3  
101  +2 . 8  - 3 . 9  -6 . 7  
l u i  +2 . 7  -4 . 6  -9 . 8  
[ i ]  +2 . 0  - 3 . 5  
[ ;3 ]  +2 . 6  -1 . 4 
[ li ]  +2 . 4  -2 . 9  
[ e-j ] +2 . 4  - 3 . 0  
[ a-j ] +1 . 8  -4 . 2  
[ a-u ] +1 . 6 -2 . 9  
[ o-u ] +4 . 6  -1 . 4 
The average 
length d i ffer-
ence of the 
three t ones +2 . 5 3 - 3 . 06 - 8 . 4 0 from Tone I ,  
for all 14  
basic vocalic 
nuc lei  
The average length of Tone I for a l l  the 1 4  vocalic nuc lei i s  1 8 . 5  e s . 
In the previous analy ses  the average lengths o f  both monophthongs and 
d iphthongs in stop-final environment ( Tone IV ) are compared with those 
of their oral counterpart s in the other three t one s . It should be of 
some interest to compare the average lengt hs of t hese  stop -final nuc le i  
w i t h  t hose of their nasa l i sed c ounterpart s in the other three tone s . 
The fol lowing t ables  show that the alt ernat ive compari son of tones in 
t erms of their lengths also fol lows the patt ern of moderate ( Tone I ) , 
long ( Tone I I ) , short ( Tone I I I ) , and abrupt ( Tone IV ) . 
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TA B L E  6 
Basic Symbol Tonal Symbol Total Length (Cs )  
/ i l  I [ 7 J  1 4 . 3  
I I  [ 1 J  1 6 . 3  
I I I  c T J  10 . 8  
IV [ j ? J 9 . 1  
l a l  I [ � J 1 3 . 4  
I I  [ � J  1 6 . 0  
I I I  [ � J  1 2 . 0  
IV [ a ? J 1 0 . 7  
l u i  I [ � J  1 4 . 2  
I I  [ 3 J 1 6 . 6  
I I I  [ ti] 1 1 .  3 
IV [ u ? J 9 . 7  
average for Tone I 1 3 . 9 7 
monophthongs I I  1 6 . 30 
I I I  1 1 . 3 7  
IV 9 . 83 
TA B L E  7 
Basic Symbol Tonal Symbol Total Lengths (Cs )  
[e  j J I [ lj J 1 7 . 3  
I I  [ e!1 J 2 0 . 3  
, 
I I I  [ e-j J 1 4 . 9  
IV [ e j ? J 1 3 . 6  
[ a l J  I [ lOI J 20 . 5  
I I  [ if J 2 2 . 3  
I I I  [ a!.1 J 1 6 . 3  
IV [a i ? J 1 5 . 0  
[ a u J  I [ l-u J 1 8 . 9  
I I  [ a!u ]  20 . 5  
I I I  [ a!.u ] 1 6 . 0  
IV [ a u ? ] 1 5 . 5  
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TA B L E  7 ( c.ont: . ) 
Basic Symbol Tonal Symbol Total Lengths (Cs )  
, 
[ ou ] I [ o-u ] 1 6 . 6  
I I  [ o�u ] 2 0 . 8  
, 
I I I  [ o-u J 1 4 . 8  
IV ? [ o u  ] 1 4 . 6  
average for Tone I 18 . 4 8 
diphthongs I I  2 0 . 9 8 
I I I  1 5 . 56 
IV 1 4 . 6 8 
I f  we add the contrast ive feature s of the tonal fundament al frequency 
found in Experiment 1 t o  the length contrast ive feature s of the t ones 
found in this experiment , we wi ll have t he following complete contrast­
ive features of the tones , fundamental frequency and durat ion . 
Tone I leve l ,  low ; moderate 
II high rising , fal l ing ; long 
I I I  high fal l ing ; short 
IV high falling ; abrupt 
The complete contrast ive feature s of the t ones can be vi sualised 
more c learly in terms of their average length and average fundamental 
frequency as shown in the fol lowing chart for the male speakers : 
Tone I Tone II 
300 HZ 
200 HZ 
100 HZ � 
) 
Time Scale : 1 cm 
Tone III Tone IV 
Fo 
1 Cs 
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5 .  C O M PO N E NT D U RAT I O N S  O F  T H E  M O N O P H T H O N GAL N U C L E I  
\ 
As the table o f  average component durat ions of the twelve subj ects  
shows , the average durat ions of onglide s ,  steady states and offgl ides 
o f  the four tones in all the monophthongal nuclei  for the twelve sub­
j ec t s ,  t end to behave in conformity with the contrast ive feature of the 
total length o f  the four tones i . e .  the pattern o f  I I  moderate , I I  lon g ,  
I I I  short and I V  abrupt I as ment ioned above . Out of the ten monophthongal 
vocalic  nuc le i  ( seven vowe l phonemes which oc cur in all the tones and 
three nasalised variant s which oc cur in the first three tones ) the 
ongl ide of I t  I and I � / ,  the steady state of l E I  and l S I , and the off­
gl ide o f  l E I ,  l a l  and 15 1 ,  show except ion in that they do not behave 
in conformity with the above-ment ioned pattern . 
For the onglide , Tone I I  of I i i  i s  0 . 4  C s  short er than Tone I o f  I I I  
and Tone I I  o f  I � I  i s  the same as Tone I o f  I � / . 
For the steady state , Tone I I  o f  l e i  i s  0 . 1  Cs short er than Tone I 
o f  l e i  and Tone I I I  of l a l  i s  0 . 4  C s  longer than Tone I o f  l a / . 
For the offglide , Tone I I  o f  l e i  i s  the same as Tone I o f  l e i ,  Tone 
II of l a l  is 0 . 5  Cs shorter than Tone I of l a l , and Tone I I  of I � I  i s  
0 . 4  Cs  shorter than Tone I of I � / . 
Although there are only two exceptions for onglide , two for st eady 
state and three for offglide , the writer would not be inc lined to con­
c lude that the average onglide , st eady state and offglide lengths of 
the t ones on all the monophthongal nuc lei among the twelve subj e c t s  
generally fol low that mOderate-long-short -abrupt patt ern of t h e  tonal 
lengt h .  There are t wo point s that make the writer reluctant to draw 
that conc lus ion : 
1 .  The pattern o f  moderate-long-short-abrupt length on onglide , 
steady state and offglide durat ions i s  not as consi stent at the indi­
vidual level as the total lengt h .  
2 .  The pattern o f  contrast iveness  for onglide , steady state and 
offgl ide on the average , is not remarkably s ignificant . In other 
word s ,  that pat t ern o f  average length contrast ivenes s  for onglide , 
steady state and offglide i s  very weak . For instanc e , on the average , 
though the Tone I I I  onglide of l a l  is shorter than the Tone I onglide 
of la l ,  it is only 0 . 1  Cs short er ; the Tone II onglide o f  l u i  i s  only 
0 . 1  Cs l onger than the Tone I onglide of l u i  and so on . There are 
quite a number of s imilar instance s  for the average tonal lengths o f  
st eady state and offglide a s  we l l .  
There fore the writer has t o  b e  content with a broad generali sat ion 
that the average durat ions of onglide , steady state and offglide of 
the four t ones on all the monophthongal nuc lei for the twelve subj ect s 
tend t o  behave in conformit y  with the total length contrast ive pattern 
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o f  ' moderate- long- short -abrupt ' .  
6 .  COMPO N E NT D U RAT I O N S  O F  T H E  D I P HT HO NGAL N U C L E I  
The four t wo-t arget nuc lei [ eI J ,  [ aI J , [ au J  and [ ou J  oc cur only in 
first t hree t one s . On the individual level they either have very short 
onglides and offglides or no onglide and offglide at a l l . Their overall 
length i s  usually the total o f  SSl , t ransit ion and SS2 . That i s  why 
they show very limited duration of onglide and offglide or neither of 
the two . I t  i s  c lear t hat t he fo llowing consonant [ d J  has limited 
co-art iculation e ffect on the diphthongal nuc le i  as Burme se has no v e  
o r  e v e  phonological syl lable pattern . A s  in onglide s ,  s teady s t ate s ,  
and offglides o f  one-target nuc le i , SSl , t ransit ion and SS2 lengths o f  
diphthongai nuc lei mere ly t end t o  fol low t he contrast ive patt ern o f  t he 
total length with some exceptions and l it t le s igni ficanc e . 
7 .  C O N C L U S I O N  F ROM T H E  TWO E X P E R I M E N T S  
In the above discussion s , s ome consi stent acoustic  features o f  t he 
t ones namely , fundamental frequency , total lengt h , and c omponent dur­
at ions were explained . Of t he se t hree propert ies , the cons istency o f  
component durat ion i s  only of small signi ficance . Only fundamental fre­
quency and t otal l engt h can be regarded as c ons i stent fac t ors . It may 
a l s o  be of intere st to examine whet her fundamental frequency or t otal 
length i s  t he more c onsi stent parameter o f  t he t one s . So far as these t wo 
experiment s with � he utterances o f  word and phrase level are c oncerned , 
it i s  di fficult t o  determine which of t he t wo fac t or s  i s  more consistent . 
However , a c lose look at the mingograms and sonagrams of the sent enc e s  
shows t hat t otal length i s  more con s i s t ent t han fundament al frequency . 
I n  the mingograms o f  t he sentenc e s , the fundamental frequency o f  Tone 
I I  does not rise under c ertain c ircumstance s . 
Though deciding t he phonet i c  cues without any hearing experiment may 
be open t o  c rit i c i sm ,  it i s  t empt ing to say that total lengt h i s  t he 
more import ant phonet i c  cue by which the herearers can d i s t inguish the 
phonological t one s . 
8 .  E X P E R I M E N T  3 
8 . 1 .  S PECTRA L QUA L I T I ES O F  THE TONES ON V O CA L I C  NUC L E I  
I n  the previous experiment s ,  fundamental frequency , total length and 
component durat ions were examined as acoustic  propert ies of the phono­
logical t ones . In this  analy s i s , an at t empt will  be made t o  examine 
the d ifferent spectral qualities  of the vowe l s  with d ifferent t one s . 
The 1 , 2 0 0  s onagrams obtained from experiment 2 were used again for t h i s  
analy s i s . 
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8 . 2 .  MONO PHTHONGA L NU C L E I  
For a l l  the monophthongal nuc lei ( [ i ,  T ,  e ,  E ,  a ,  a ,  0 ,  0 ,  U ,  u ] )  
three lower formant s of all the sonagrams in all the di fferent tones 
were measured at their st eady state posit ions . All  monophthongal 
nuclei can be explained under t wo categories , that i s ,  non-nasalised 
monophthongal nuc lei and nasalised monophthongal nuc lei . 
8 . 3 .  N O N - NASA L I S EV M O N O PHTHONG A L  NUC L E I  
The F3  steady state frequency value s of a l l  monophthongal nuc le i  do 
not show any s ignificant or consistent rise or fall in the four d iffer­
ent t one s . The Fl and F2 steady state frequency value s of all monoph­
t hongal nucle i , however , show a fairly cons ist ent rise on the average 
from Tone s I to II and II to I I I . Graph 1 shows the average posit ions 
of the seven monophthongal nuclei in different tones for twe lve subj ect s .  
GRAPH 1 
Movements o f  the Seven Bas i c  Vowe l s  in D i f ferent 
Tones  Traced on the i r  Average FI and F2  Steady 
Values C a l cul ated among the Twe lve Subj e c t s . 
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I i i  moves gradually forward and downward from Tones I to  I I  and I I  
to  I I I . In other words , for I I I  both Fl and F2 frequency value s rise 
gradually from Tones I to  II and II to  I I I . I i i  in Tone IV,  howeve r ,  
as against t he general t endency , i s  l e s s  peripheral t han i n  t he first 
t hree t one s ;  so much s o  that it  is even lower t han lei in the first 
three t one s . 
lei  in Tone I I  moves s light ly forward and very not iceably downward 
from Tones I to I I , t hat i s , both Fl and F2 frequency values rise . l e i  
i n  Tone I I I  move s downward very s l i ghtly from lei  i n  Tone I I ,  t hat i s , 
F l  frequency keeps rising and F2 frequency i s  more or l e s s  t he same . 
l e i  moves downward and s l i ghtly forward from Tone I to Tone I I ,  
t hat i s , both F l  and F 2  frequency value s rise . l e i  in Tone I I I  move s 
s light ly downward from l e i  in Tone I I ,  that i s , Fl frequency slight ly 
increases . l e i  in Tone IV , however , a s  against t he general t endenc y ,  
i s  l e s s  peripheral ( much further back and lower and t hus far more 
central ) t han l e i  in t he first t hree t ones , t hat i s , Fl frequency 
s igni fi cant ly increases and F2 frequency s ignificant ly decrease s .  
l a l  in Tone I I  move s downward and forward from l a l  in Tone I ,  t hat 
i s , both Fl and F2 value s increase . l a l  in Tone I I I  move s hori zontally 
forward from l a l  in Tone I I ,  t hat i s , F2  frequency s ignificant ly 
increases and Fl frequency i s  more or less t he same . l a l  in Tone IV, 
however , a s  against t he general t endenc y ,  moves upward and very s light ly 
forward from l a l  in Tone I I I ,  t hat i s , Fl  frequency decrease s . 
1 0 1  and 1 0 1  become more fronted and lower gradually from Tone s I to  
I I  and I I  t o  I I I , t hat i s , both Fl and F2 frequency values increase 
gradually . 
l u i  like 1 0 1  and 101  has a gradual more front al and l ower movement 
from Tones I to I I  and I I  to I I I  exc ept for the fact that l u i  in Tone 
I I  t ends to move s light ly upward from l u i  in Tone I ,  t hat i s , Fl 
frequency tends t o  decrease s light ly . 
From the point s observed so far , it can be conc luded t hat t he non­
nasa l i sed monophthongal nuclei have a fairly strong t endency to move 
forward and downward from t ones I to I I ,  I I  to I I I , and I I I  to I V ,  t hat 
i s , both Fl and F2 values increase gradually from Tones I to I I ,  II to 
I I I , and I I I  to IV . There are three cases , however , which s igni fi cant ly 
di ffer from t hat general t endency , viz . I i i ,  l e i  and l a l  in Tone IV . 
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Thi s  kind of deviat ion from the general t endency may be due to the 
influence o f  the final stop . 
The fo l lowing table summari ses  t he average steady stat e frequency 
of the l ower t hree formant s among t he twelve subj ect s ,  for a l l  non­
nasali sed monophthongal nuc le i . 
TA B L E  8 
TABLE OF AVERAGE STEADY STATE FORMANT FREQUENCY 
Basic Tone I Tone I I  Tone I I I  Tone I V  Symbol 
/ i l  F 1  3 02 328  3 2 8  4 7 0  
F2 2 3 3 4  2 3 9 3  2 4 1 9  2 2 0 0  
F3  3095  3106  3078  2 8 4 7  
l e i  F1 372  4 1 0  4 2 4  I 
F2 2278  2 324  2 3 1 5  
F 3  2 8 8 0  2894  2 8 8 0  
l e i  F1 5 4 5  5 7 3  5 9 9  6 7 5  
F2 2 0 9 3  2 1 3 5  2 1 1 1  1 9 9 4  
F3  2721  2794  2761  2705  
l a l  F1 8 3 3  8 7 6  876  8 4 7  
F 2  1 3 6 1  1 4 1 1  1 5 2 3  1 5 2 9  
F3 2 5 1 5  2 5 7 0  2 4 7 5  2 4 9 2  
1 ;) 1  F 1  6 3 2  6 3 9  6 6 5  
F2 1 0 1 4  1 0 5 2  1 0 7 4  
F3  2527  2 5 6 1  2 5 4 1  
101  F l  4 1 2  4 3 5  4 8 1  
F 2  8 3 6  8 9 3  9 1 9  
F3  2 6 3 3  2 6 6 0  2 6 4 0  
lu  I F 1  3 3 9  3 2 5  3 5 2  4 9 7  
F 2  8 1 2  8 7 0  8 9 6  1 1 0 7  
F3  2 5 4 1  2 5 7 4  2 5 4 4  2 5 0 2  
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8 . 4 .  NASA L I S EV M O NO PHTHONGA L NUC L E I  
The three nasali sed monophthongal nuc lei ( / T ,  5 ,  u / )  oc cur only in 
the first t hree tone s . Each of their s teady state positions , in any 
of the t hree t one s ,  has it s own wide area of random scat t ering when 
p lotted on the graph for the t we lve subj ec t s . In spite of these large 
variat ions , they s t i l l  keep their own distinct ive area in all the t hree 
tones in which they occur . Thi s  is pos s ible , mainly because t here are 
only three nasalised monophthongal nuc l e i  and t hus t here is a great 
amount of potential range for variat ion . 
Graphs 2 ,  3 ,  and 4 show their steady state posit ions in Tones I ,  I I  
and I II respectively , traced o n  their Fl and F 2  frequency value s ,  for 
all t he twe lve subj ect s . Graph 5 shows the movement s of their posit ions 
from Tones I t o  I I  and II to I I I  traced on their Fl and F2 steady state 
frequencies among the t we lve subj ect s .  One not eworthy pOint on this 
graph i s  that all nasalised monophthongal nuc lei have a strong tendency 
to move forward and downward gradually from Tones I t o  II and II to 
I I I ; that i s ,  both Fl and F2 frequency values increase . The only case 
which di ffers from this general tendency i s  / T /  in Tone III which moves 
s l ight ly backward from / T /  in Tone I I  t hough it shows a s ignificant 
downward movement from / T /  in Tone I I .  The fol lowing table summari s e s  
their average steady s t a t e  frequency value s of the lower three formant s .  
TA B L E  9 
Tone I Tone II Tone I I I  Tone IV 
[ T J  Fl 4 1 1  4 1 5  4 4 1  
F2 2 2 0 9  2 2 7 4  2 2 5 7  
F 3  2 82 1  2 92 0  2 8 7 7  
[ 5 J Fl 8 5 0  8 9 0  9 2 2  
F 2  1 5 2 2  1 5 5 8  1 5 6 8  
F 3  2 4 7 9  2 4 7 1  2 5 4 5  
[ u J  Fl 4 3 4 4 5 1  4 5 1  
F2 9 2 9  1 0 2 8  1 0 6 7  
F3 2 6 2 0  2 5 9 3  2 5 5 4  
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GRAPH 2 
The Three Na s a l i sed Vowe l s  in Tone I 
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The Three Nas a l i sed Vowe l s  in Tone I I  
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The Three Nasa l i sed Vowe l s  in Tone I I I  
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Movement s  o f  the Three Nasa l i s ed Vowel s ,  
in D i f ferent Tone s ,  Traced on the i r  Average 
F l  and F2 SS  Values C a l cu l ated Among 
the Twe lve Sub j ects  
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B . 5 .  V I PHTHON G A L  NUC L E I  
One remarkab le feature shown b y  the Burmese diphthongs o n  the sona­
grams is t hat t hey hardly have any onglide and offglide whether they 
are glot talised or nasalised in any tone . If the diphthongs show 
occas ional onglides and offglide s ,  their lengths are usually very 
limited . 
Another remarkable feature of t he diphthongs i s  t hat their SSI and 
SS2 are very dist inct from one another both in nasali sed and final-
stop environment s .  In some cases t he SS lengths may be extreme ly short , 
but they s t i l l  maintain their own dist inct ive posit ions on the formant 
bars . 
The se t wo features show that unlike t he monophthongal nuc lei , t he 
vowe l qualities  of the diphthongs are so st rong that there i s  very 
lit t le e ffect of the preceding or following consonant or glottali sat ion , 
on t hem , in [ h vv n d � J  or [ h vv ? d � J  ( / h V d a l  or I h V ? d a / )  frame . 
B . 6 .  M ETHOV O F  M EASUR I NG 
In order to trace t he movement s of t he diphthongs from one st eady 
state to the other , acoustic phonetic ians usually measure onset , SSl , 
SS2 and offset point s o f  the formant s  under invest igat ion . As almo st 
all the d iphthongs in Burme se do not have onglides and offglide s , it  
can be said t hat t heir onset and offset value s are more or less  t he 
same as their SSI and SS2 values respect ively . Therefore , in order 
to invest igate accurat ely t he movements of t he diphthongs , t he writer 
had t o  devise his  own method o f  mea suring the dipht hongs . First ly the 
SSI point and t he SS2 point were marked on the formant bars . Then a 
point exact ly halfway between the two steady states was marked on every 
formant ( Fl ,  F2  and F 3 ) under investigat ion . Lastly t wo point s ,  one 
between the middle point and the SSI point , and the other between t he 
middle point and t he SS2 point , were marked on every formant bar . The 
five point s were marked as point 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  serially from SSI t o  
SS2 as shown in t he following example diagram for [ e i J .  
[ e  i J SS2 �id 4 5 
SSI 3 
: � 
• .. -------------.... -. 
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A l l  the four diphthongs ( [ e l ? ] ,  [ a u ? ] ,  [ o u ? ] ,  [ a l ? ] ;  and [ el ] ,  [ al ] ,  
[ au ] ,  [ ou ] )  oc cur in both nasalised and final-st op environment s .  I n  
t h e  nasalised environment , they oc cur only in t h e  first three tones . 
What follows i s  an exp lanat ion of their movements  from one SS to the 
other , traced on their average Fl and F2 frequenc ies measured at t he 
five selected point s . 
[ el ] and [ e l ? ] 
The movement s of [ el ]  in Tone I and Tone I I  are more or less  the 
same except that SSl in Tone I i s  s l i ghtly lower than t hat in Tone I I . 
The movement of [ el ]  in Tone I I I  i s  lower ( i . e .  Fl increas e s )  t han 
those in Tones I and I I  e specially at point s  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  and 4 .  The 
movement of [ e l ? ] is almost t he same as [ el ]  in Tone I I I . ( See Graphs 
6 and 7 ) . 
[ al ]  and [ a l ? ] 
The movement s of [ al ]  from SSl t o  SS2 in the three t ones and that 
of [ a l ? ] are more or l e s s  the same ( see Graphs 6 and 8 ) .  
[ au ]  and [ a u ? ] 
As with [ al ]  and [ a l ? ] ,  the movement s of [ au ]  in t he three t ones 
are more or less  t he same and they are also not d ifferent from t he 
movement of [ a u ? ] ( s ee Graphs 6 and 9 ) . However i t  c an be said t hat 
the movement of [ au ]  bec ome s s light ly fronter from Tone s I to II and 
I I  to I I I . 
[ ou ]  and [ o u? ] 
The movement s of [ ou ]  in Tones I and I I I  are more or l e s s  t he s ame 
except for the fact t hat Tone I I I  has some points further front . 
Point s 1 and 2 of [ au ]  in Tone I I  are remarkab ly low and the rest are 
more or less  the same as those in Tone s I and I I I . The movement of 
[ o u? ] i s  very s imilar t o  that of [ au ]  in Tone I and III  except t hat the 
SS2 point ( po int 5)  moves s light ly forward ( see Graphs 6 and 1 0 ) . 
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Movement s  o f  G l o t t a l ised Diphthongs 
( Diphthongs in Tone IV) , Traced on the Average 
F I  and F 2  Values at the F ive Sel ected Points 
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Movements o f  the Nas a l i sed D i phthong [ ei ]  i n  
D i f ferent Tones ,  Traced o n  t h e  Average 
F l  and F 2  Values a t  the Five Se l ected Points 
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GRAPH 8 
Movement s  of the Nas a l i s ed D iphthong [ ai ]  in 
D i f ferent Tones , Traced on the Average 
Fl and F 2  Values at the Five Selected Points  
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Movement s  o f  the Nas a l i s e d  Diphthong [ au ]  in 
D i f ferent Tones ,  Traced on the Average 
Fl and F2 Va lues  a t  the F ive Selected Point s 
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Movements o f  the Nasa l i s ed D iphthong [ au ]  in 
D i f ferent Tone s , Traced on the Average 
F l  and F2 Va lues  at the Five S e l ected Po ints  
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Although the non-nasali sed and nasalised monophthongal nuc lei  gener­
ally show t he general tendency of moving forward and downward from Tones 
I t o  I I , I I  t o  III  and III  to IV, the diphthongal nuc lei do not . It i s  
true t hat t he movement of [ ei ]  in Tone I I I  i s  more front ed and lower 
than those of [ el ]  in Tones I and II and t he movement of [ au ]  become s 
more fronted from Tones I to I I , and I I  t o  I I I . The movement s of [ al ]  
and [ au ]  from Tones I to  I I  and I I  to I I I  do not show any uni formity or 
cons i stency at all . Of t he four stop-final diphthongal nuc lei [ a u ? ] i s  
t he only one who se movement i �  more fronted than that o f  i t s  nasalised 
counterpart [ au ]  in t he first three t one s . The fol lowing t ables 
summari se the average frequenc i e s  of t he stop-final and nasalised 
diphthongs in the three tones , measured at the five selected points 
for the twe lve subj ec t s . 
TA B L E  1 0  
SSl TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ e i ? ] F l  6 5 2  5 9 6  5 1 5  4 1 5  3 4 1  
F 2  1 9 0 8  2 0 3 9  2 1 7 3  2 2 6 7  2 320  
F3  2711  2781  2827  2 8 8 3  2 8 9 3  
[ a i ? ] Fl 9 0 3  7 2 8  6 2 5  5 1 0  3 8 2  
F2  1 4 2 7  1 6 3 8  1 8 2 9  2 0 5 9  2 2 5 6  
F3  2 3 7 6  2 4 7 2  2 5 4 8  2 6 4 3  2 7 2 9  
[ a u ? ] Fl 576  715  6 3 3  5 5 8  3 8 5  
F2 1 3 77  1 3 1 5  1 2 2 9  1 1 6 6  1 0 8 7  
F 3  2 5 3 4 2 5 3 1  2 5 4 4  2 5 3 0  2 4 8 2  
? [ ou ] Fl 5 7 6  5 2 7  4 9 1  3 9 5  3 4 9  
F 2  1 1 7 1  1 1 0 7  1 0 2 2  9 6 2  1 0 3 8  
F 3  2 5 7 7  2 6 0 1  2 6 1 1  2 5 5 8  2 5 3 1  
1 1 0  U THEIN TUN 
TA B L E  1 1  
SSI TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ l'i J  F1 5 4 2  4 7 3  397  365  349  
F2 2 0 4 3  2 1 3 0  2 2 2 4  2 3 1 5  2 3 9 6  
F3  2 7 1 5  2 7 9 8  2800  2913  2 89 7  
[ li J  F1 516  4 80 4 5 4  3 9 5  3 4 5  
F2 1961  2 0 5 6  2 1 6 8  2 267  2 36 0  
F 3  2 7 1 2  2 7 5 8  2 7 9 8  2 8 5 1  2 9 3 0  
[ l'i J  F1 6 5 2  5 8 3  524  4 6 1  3 39 
F2 1904  2 0 36 2 1 5 1  2 2 6 4  2 3 8 3  
F 3  2 4 4 2  2 7 5 8  2898  2 8 4 1  2 8 9 3  
TA B L E  1 2  
TABLE OF DEVIAT I ON FROM TONE I 
SSI TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ li J  F1 - 2 6  + 7  +57  + 3 0  - 4 
F2 - 8 2  -7 4  -56 - 4 8  - 3 6  
F 3  - 3 - 4 0  -2 - 6 2  + 3 3  
[ el.i J F1 +110 +110  +127  +96  -10 
F2 - 1 3 9  - 94  -7 3  -5 1  - 1 3  
F 3  - 2 7 3  -4 0  + 9 8  -7 2  - 4  
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TA B L E  1 3  
SSl TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ a� ] F1 876 7 5 4  692  567  4 0 8  
F2 1 4 2 7  1 6 1 8  1 8 3 2  2 0 3 3  2 2 6 0  
F 3  2 4 1 9  2 5 1 8  2 6 0 0  2 7 1 2  2 8 2 9  
[ a"j ] F1 9 1 9  7 9 7  6 2 9  5 6 3  4 0 2  
F 2  1 39 3  1 6 0 5  1 8 8 1  2 0 89 2 2 6 2  
F 3  2 4 5 5  2 5 0 8  2 5 7 4  2 6 7 0  2 8 1 8  
[ atj ]  F 1  899  7 9 0  7 1 1  6 0 2  3 9 5  
F 2  1 4 4 0  1 6 2 5  1 7 3 8  2 0 5 0  2 2 3 7  
F 3  2 3 6 6  2 5 0 7  2 5 7 0  2 6 4 9  2 7 8 7  
TA B L E  1 4  
TABLE OF DEV IAT ION FROM TONE I 
SSl TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[a"i ] F 1  + 4 3  + 4 3  -6 3 -4 -6 
F2  - 3 4  - 1 3  + 4 9  + 5 6  +2  
F 3  + 3 6  - 1 0  - 2 6  - 4 2  - 1 1  
Un F1 +2 3 + 3 6  +19  +35  -13  
F2  + 1 3  +7 -94 + 1 7  -2 3 
F 3  - 5 3  - 1 1  -30  - 6 3  - 4 2  
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TA B L E  1 5  
SSl TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ lOu ] Fl 8 3 3  7 1 4  6 7 5  5 7 6  4 2 8  
1<'2 1 2 6 8  1 1 9 7  1 1 1 0  1 0 3 7  9 8 1  
F 3  2 5 0 8  2 5 1 4  2 5 4 0  2 5 3 4  2 5 9 3  
[ lOu ] Fl 8 30 7 3 4  6 4 8  5 3 6  4 4 4  
F2  1 2 8 5  1 2 1 5  1 1 2 3  1 0 0 8  9 6 8  
F3  2 5 5 7  2606  2649  2 6 7 9  2 6 9 2  
[ a'-u ]  Fl 8 2 6  7 1 4  6 1 9  5 5 0  4 2 1  
F2  1288  1 2 32 1 1 4 3  1059  9 7 8  
F 3  2 4 9 1  2 5 3 4 2580  2 6 0 3  2 4 7 1  
TA B L E  1 6  
TABLE OF DEVIAT I ON FROM TONE I 
SSl TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ a"u ] Fl - 3 +20  -27 -40 +16 
F2 + 1 7  + 1 8  + 1 3  -29 - 1 3  
F 3  + 4 9  +92  +109 + 1 4 5  +99 
[ l'u ]  Fl -7 nil -56  -26  -7 
F2 + 2 0  +3 5  + 3 3  +22  - 3 
F 3  -1 7 +20  + 4 0  + 6 9  -1 2 2  
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TA B L E  1 7  
SSl TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[ l'u J F1 5 56 5 2 3  4 7 1  4 1 4  3 4 8  
F 2  1 0 34 9 7 8  9 2 9  8 6 6  8 2 3  
F3  2626  2610  2 6 1 1  2629  2656  
[ lu J F1 569  507  484  421  3 5 5  
F 2  106 4 lOll  9 4 2  8 8 9  8 5 6  
F 3  2 6 2 3  2671  2698  2698  2 6 86 
[ o!.u J F1 6 4 2  569 517 4 38 3 6 5  
F 2  1 0 9 0  1 0 5 0  9 8 4  9 1 2  8 6 9  
F3  2 560  2 5 9 6  2 6 1 3  2 6 5 6  2 6 0 9  
TA B L E  1 8  
TABLE OF DEVIAT ION FROM TONE I 
SSI TRANSITION SS2 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 
[OAu J F1 +13  - 1 6  +1 3 +7  +7  
F2 + 3 0  + 3 3  + 1 3  + 2 3  + 3 3  
F 3  - 3  + 3 6  + 6 0  + 6 9  + 3 0  
[ o\ J  F1 +86 + 4 6  + 4 6  + 2 4  + 1 7  
F 2  +56  + 7 2  + 5 5  + 4 6  + 4 6  
F 3  - 6 6  - 1 4  + 2  + 2 7  - 4 7  
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9 .  G E N E RA L  C O N C L U S I ON F ROM T H E  T H R E E  E X P E R I M E NT S  
Experiments 1 and 2 reveal t hat fundamental frequenc y and total 
length of the tones can be regarded as remarkab ly consi stent features .  
Experiment 3 shows that all monophthongal nuc lei ( nasali sed and non­
nasal i sed ) show a st rong tendency to have lower and more fronted allo­
phone s from Tones I t o  II and II to I I I , that i s , Fl  and F2 value s 
increase . The diphthongal nuc le i ,  however ,  do not show this general 
tendency , at least not as significantly as the monophthongal nuc lei do . 
In other words , of the fourteen vocalic nuclei  ( seven basic vowe l s , 
three nasalised vowe l s  and four dipht hongs ) ,  ten ( al l  monophthongal 
nuc lei , that i s , seven basic vowe l s  and three nasalised vowels ) show 
the tendency and four ( all diphthongs ) ,  do not . As ten out of fourt een 
vocalic nuclei  ( 7 1 . 4 % )  show the tendency , it is j ust ified to regard 
this tendency of spectral quality as another cons ist ent parameter of 
the tone s . 
Two other feature s of the tone s ,  that i s , fundamental frequency and 
total lengt h ,  seem more consist ent than the feat ure of spectral quality . 
Within the I h V d � 1  test frame , the durat ion pattern of the tones seems 
to be more consi stent than the fundamental frequency . There fore it can 
be conc luded that the durat ion patt ern i s  the most consistent feat ure 
and the fundamental frequency is the second most consist ent feature of 
the Burme se tone s . 
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REGISTER IN BURMESE 
D a v i d  B r a d l e y 
O .  I NTRODUC T I O N
l 
It has been ' t raditional ' in Tibeto-Burman ( TB )  lingui s t i c s  t o  
describe language s i n  terms of a suprasegmental opposit ion o f  tones 
which have been talked about mainly or exc lusive ly in terms of funda­
mental frequency ( or pitch ) . The lit erature on the development o f  
these t ones refers to reconstructed charac t erist i c s  of consonant seg­
ments in the syllab le :  init ial consonant s condit ioning pitch height , 
and certain ' laryngeal ' final consonants often condit ioning the deve l­
opment of pitch contour . 
To be exact , prot o-voiced initials have been found to condit ion the 
development of a lower pit c h ,  and proto-voiceless  initials may condit ion 
the deve lopment o f  a higher pitch ; there are also cases  in which three 
categories of initials - such as voice less  aspirated , unaspirat ed , and 
voiced - may condit ion the development of three d ifferent re lat ive 
pitche s . A final -1 may condit ion the deve lopment o f  a ris ing cont our , 
and a final - h ,  a fal ling cont our . These propo sals are discussed 
succinc t ly in Mat isoff ( 1 97 3 ) ; an examp le of the development of higher 
versus lower t ones condit ioned by * voiceless  versus *voiced initials 
which sub sequently themse lves changed i s  seen in Mat isoff ( 19 7 2 ) , and 
an examp le of a r i s ing t one which developed in the environment of a 
recent ly-developed final glot tal stop ( as we l l  as a differenc e in 
initial ) is seen in Mat isoff ( 19 7 0 ) . The se two examp les from Loloish 
are examp les o f  excellent comparat ive work which demonstrate that recent 
development s in the suprasegmental systems of these languages have been 
condit ioned by segmental difference s . 
In Austroasiat ic ( AA )  linguis t ic s ,  the focus of descript ive and 
comparat ive e ffort s has inst ead been on suprasegmentals of voice quality 
or phonat i on ,  which have been termed regi ster by Henderson ( 19 52 ) . 
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The se di fferences between breathy , ' normal ' ,  and creaky voicing have 
been the main parameter cons idered in many descript ion s , though there 
are o ften other charac teri stics  noted as well . The condit ioning factor 
in the deve lopment o f  the register opposit ion , according t o  the usual 
reconstruc t ion ,  is the voicing characteristic o f  the init ial consonant 
in the syllable ; if the init ial was voiced , a breathy phonat ion might 
develop for the entire syllable ; if voicele s s , a creaky phonation might 
develop . It seems much less  typical of AA language s to have more than 
two c ontrast ing suprasegmentals of register than it is of TB language s 
t o  have more than t wo t ones condit ioned by initial characteri s t ic s . 
Moreover , it i s  often the case that Austroasiatic languages with a 
register contrast have only one ' marked ' phonat ion ; i . e .  there are 
systems with breathy versus ' normal ' register , or ' normal ' versus 
creaky regi ster , but it is less frequent to find a system with breat hy 
vs . c reaky register . 
It i s  interest ing t o  not e that the principal c ondit ioning factor 
adduced in many instances of tonogenes i s  or tone splitt ing in TB lan­
guages is identical to that for the deve lopment of regi ster in AA 
language s :  voicele s s  versus voiced initial consonants . Perhaps the 
di fference s in description are part ly due to the fact that TB and AA 
l ingui s t s  don ' t  talk to each other enough . 
As Henderson has also noted , it i s  hardly ever the case , in South­
east Asia at least , that a suprasegmental system can be described in 
terms o f  one parameter only . Fundamental frequency or pitch is one 
parameter only ; so i s  phonat ion . Other parameters of suprasegmentals 
who se domain i s  the syllable ( sy l lable prosodies ) may inc lude durat ion , 
int ensity , and characteri s t i c s  o f  the segment s such as vowe l quality . 
Gregerson ( 19 7 6 ) sugge sts  that the posit ion of the tongue root may be 
a maj or factor in several of these parameters inc luding especially 
voi c e  quality  overall , and vowe l qualit y . Other articulatory charact er­
i s t i c s  involved would inc lude larynx adj ustment s :  rai sing or lowering 
as we l l  as differences in vocal cord tension and so on ; airstream 
d i fference s  ( more or less  subglottal pres sure ) ;  pharynx shape d iffer­
ence s , part ly but not only related to the posit ion of the tongue root ; 
and poss ibly more . The principal differences in art iculat ion involve 
the larynx , but the shape o f  the vocal t ract above the larynx can also 
contribute s ignificant ly . 
There have been a coup le o f  studie s  within TB which propose to 
account for suprasegmental phenomena in t erms of regi st er ; the earl iest 
that I know o f  i s  Bradley ( 19 69 ) , whi ch describes the Loloish TB lan­
guage Akha in terms of a laryngealised versus ' normal ' register which 
cro s s c ut s  the high versus mid versus low pitch t one system ;  the 
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laryngeali sed regi ster occurs mainly with mid and low tones . I t  i s  a 
true sy llable prosody in that initials are unasp irat ed in laryngealised 
regi ster and aspirat ed ( or s light ly breathy if voiced ) in ' normal ' 
regi s t er ; there i s  also variably a final glottal-stop in laryngeali sed 
regi ster sy llable s .  The diachronic sources of this pros idy are final 
stop s : * - p ,  * - t ,  or * - k ,  which had probably merged t o  a final glottal 
stop whose characteri s t i c s  spread into the preceding init ial and vowe l 
and produced t he laryngealised register . For a further descript ion of 
Akha register , see Thurgood ( 19 80 ) . 
Another proposal of regi s t er in TB i s  Glover ( 19 7 1 ) , who ac count s 
for the suprasegmental systems of t hree related languages in Nepal 
( Gurung , Tamang , and Thakali ) in t erms of two cro s s cutt ing parame t ers : 
phonat ion , clear versus breathy ; and e ffort , more versus less  intense . 
The register contrast i s  related by Glover t o  a pre liminary vers ion of 
Gregerson ' s  ( 19 7 6 ) advanced t ongue root hypothe si s ; G lover report s 
t hat vowel s  are s omet ime s higher in ' normal ' t han in breathy register 
in Gurung ;  and that pitch i s  affected by both suprasegmentals , with 
higher fundamental frequency in the more intense syllables , and lower 
in the less  intense s y l lables ; and relatively lower fundamental 
frequency overa l l  in the breathy syllab le s . The t hree languages d i ffer 
s omewhat in the exact detai l s  of pitch charact eristi c s , but there is an 
exact correspondence between t hem . Thi s  c orrespondence pattern has 
important imp lication s  for the reconstruct ion of Prot o-TB suprasegmen­
tals , as t he t hree languages are genet ically quite c lose to Tibetan . 
Shafer ' s  argument against the reconstruct ion of t ones i s  based on the 
secondary nature of Tibetan t ones , but i f  the Gurung/Tamang/Thakali 
system shows regular correspondences t o  Benedict ' s  Tones * A  and * B ,  
then i t  must b e  the case t hat Tibet an has lost t he Prot o-TB supraseg­
mental opposit ion re lat ive ly recent ly . Mazaudon ( 19 7 7 )  discusses  this 
and other fac tors in the history of Tamang and other TB languages .  
Weidert ( 19 79 ) proposes  to reconstruct final laryngeal segments  
rather t han tones  for Proto-TB based on  data from Kuki-Chin , Naga , 
Baris  ( Bodo -Garo ) ,  and Jinghpaw . What he i s  sugge st ing amounts to a 
c laim t hat Tone *A was unmarked ,  Tone * B  had a final glottal-st op , and 
t hat other secondary tones t hat developed wit hin t he se subgroup s of 
TB arose from finals  * - h ,  * - 5 ,  and * - p/ * - t / * - k .  There is some 
evidence of -1 in the t one which is t he reflex of *B in Garo , Bodo , 
Lotha Naga , Mikir , Noct e ,  and Tangsa , e spec ially in forms which occur 
in i s o lation ; in fact this could also be related to a register  d i ffer­
enc e . Unfortunately for those who would l ike to reconstruct regi ster 
for Prot o-TB , i t  i s  prec i se ly the opposite  phonat ion , breathy , which 
oc curs in t he Burme se reflex of TB Tone *B . 
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I n  an extreme ly important paper , Egerod ( 19 7 1 ) proposes a s imi lar 
segment -derived register origin for the tone system of Chine se ; 
Chinese is of course the other maj or group within Sino-Tibetan ( ST ) , 
along with TB . The even ( ping ) t one i s  reconstruct:d as ' normal ' 
regi s t er , t he ris ing ( shang ) t one i s  reconstructed as creaky in 
phonation , with a final * - 7  which , in accord with the usual TB t ono­
gene s i s  principles , had also a rising contour . S imi larly the going 
( qu )  t one i s  postulated as having had breathy phonat ion , deve loped 
from a final * - h  which also c ondit ioned a fal ling cont our . The enter­
ing ( ru )  t one with final * - p/ * - t/ * - k  was not opposed to the first 
t hree in earlier stages of Chine se when it  was the only possibility 
in s top-final sy llables ; the p ing , shang , and qu do not  occur in s top­
final syl lables .  
ST , and a fortiori TB , t hus inc ludes several subgroup s which have , 
or have been reconstruct ed as formerly having , register-type systems . 
Sinit ic , Bodic , Burmic ,  and Baric , all  four of Shafer ' s  maj or subgroup s , 
inc lude such case s . Within TB , it seems certain that one mus t  recon­
struct two suprasegmentals , *A and *B , based on wide spread corres pon­
dence pat terns ; it  is le s s  c lear what the pos sible reali sat ions of t he 
two may have been . 
1 .  P R O S O D I E S  I N  B U R M E S E  
Burme se has been analy sed a s  having up t o  five opposed suprasegmen­
tal s , realised as follows ( data from personal observat ions ; also The in 
Tun ( 1 9 8 2 » : 
name pitch ccntour intensity pronaticn duraticn vowel quality 
' even ' low level low normal fairly long intennediate 
' creaky ' high slight fall very high creaky less long higher ,more fronted 
'heavy ' fairly high sharp fall high breathY very long lower,more backed 
'killed ' very high slight fall high normal short (different system) 
(reduced) variable variable very low normal very short [a] only 
The ' reduced ' pos s ibility  oc curs with the so-called ' minor syllab le ' 
which i s  found in various Southeast As ian languages ;  it occurs only 
with the vowe l [ a ] , which does not occur with the other suprasegment als ; 
s o  it i s  not opposed t o  the others and has been exc luded from most 
analyses  of Burmese ' t one ' . For some det ai l s  of t he origins of this 
syllable t ype in Burmese , see Bradley ( 198 0 ) . 
The ' ki lled ' t ype oc curs only with a final stop ; glottal in i s o lat ion , 
and homorganic t o  t he initial consonant of the fol lowing syl lab le in 
c lose j uncture . Also , t he fol lowing consonant i s  not voiced -
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unlike the init ial of a syllable i n  close j uncture after the ' even ' , 
' heavy ' ,  or ' creaky ' t ypes . Like the Chine se ru t one , it i s  historically 
derived from syllables with a final stop ; t he Burme se ort hography s t i l l  
repre sent s the posit ions of t hese  stop s , but in modern spoken dial e c t s  
the features of t h e  s t o p s  have been ' shuffled ' i n t o  t he vocalic nuc lei . 
As a re sult , t he vowe l s ystem in ' ki l led ' syl lables ( and in nasalised 
syllables , whi ch oc cur ' even ' , ' heavy ' ,  or  ' creaky ' ; and likewise 
reflect final nasal s , etymological ly and in spelling ) i s  radically 
di fferent from t hat of open syllables that are ' even ' ,  ' heavy ' ,  or 
' c reaky ' .  Because of the d ifferences of j uncture , it  is p o s s ible to 
regard t he ' ki lled ' s yllable t ype as non-cont ra s t ive : it i s  the only 
pos sibility in syl lables  with a final s t op . 
Thus we are down to three ' tones ' ;  the parameters invo lved in t heir 
reali sat ion , a s  set out in the above tab le , would in fact enab le us to 
regard any of the six paramet ers as t he contrast i ve one , i f  one had t o  
choose only one . 
Sprigg ' s  analysis  ( 1 964 ) suggest s instead a two-t one analy s i s , high 
versus low pitch , with a crosscut t ing regi ster di fference on the high 
tone : glottal ( creaky ) versus non-glottal . That i s , ' even ' i s  t he 
low t one ; ' heavy ' and ' creaky ' are the high t one , ' heavy ' being non­
creaky and ' creaky ' be ing creaky . 
The Indic -derived Burme se orthography t reat s ' even ' , ' heavy ' ,  and 
' creaky ' ,  as opposed to each other , and so speakers usually regard 
these t hree as the contrast ing suprasegmentals in t he language . With 
two oral and all nasalised vowels , ' even ' i s  unmarked ; ' heavy ' is 
marked by Indic visarga ; and ' c reaky ' i s  marked by a subscript dot 
whi ch originat ed as a final -1 in early inscriptions . With t hree 
vowe l s , ' creaky ' i s  represented by an Indic short vowe l ;  ' even ' and 
' heavy ' are repre sented by an Indic long vowe l ,  and ' heavy ' has the 
visarga . With the remaining two oral vowe l s , t here i s  a separate 
representation for t he ' even ' version ; the separat e ' heavy ' version 
there fore does not require the vi sarga ; and t he ' creaky ' version has 
the subscript dot added to the ' heavy ' version of the vowel . I t  i s  
int eres t ing t hat t he visarga , which represent s a final ( breathy ) - h  
in the Indic orthographie s , i s  used t o  repre sent ' heavy ' which i s  also 
breathy . Simi larly , the use of a dot derived from a final glottal-stop 
for ' creaky ' may re flect the phonation of this suprasegmental which i s  
of course creaky . 
The Burme se orthography was almost certainly devised by Mon monks , 
speakers of an AA language , about 110 0AD . The Indic -derived Mon 
orthography uses voi ced and voiceless  initial consonants  in cases 
where modern spoken Mon has breathy and ' normal ' regi s t er syllables , 
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but whether regi ster was pre sent in Mon about 1100AD i s  not c lear . In 
any case the Burme se orthography could be re flect ing the fact that 
phonat ion di fferenc es were the most salient feature s of the supraseg­
mentals to the Mon monks ; or they could have s imply been invent ing 
combinat ions using Indic orthographic resourc e s . It  seems likely at 
least that the invented combinat ions would have some re lat ion to the 
parameters of the Burmese suprasegmental s  at the t ime . 
I n  fact the earliest inscript ions are s omewhat incons istent ; the 
use of a short vowel or of a final -7  for ' creaky ' was very early , but 
the visarga for ' heavy ' came muc h  later , and did not become entirely 
regular for quite some t ime . It thus seems likely that the re lat ive ly 
shorter durat ion and creaky phonat ion of ' creaky ' were both c haract er­
i s t i c  of Burme se ab out 1100 . The early amb iguity between ' even ' and 
' heavy ' c ertainly does not represent an ab sence of c ontrast , given the 
regular c orre spondenc es between modern Burme se and c losely related 
languages .  It is l e s s  certain that ' heavy ' was already ( or s t i l l )  
breathy i n  1 1 0 0 , but i t  c ertainly i s  now . 
In terms of the comparat ive pic ture , Burme se ' even ' corresponds t o  
Prot o TB Tone *A ; and ' breathy ' corresponds to Proto TB Tone * B . For 
detai l s  of the system of c losely-related Loloi sh ,  see Bradley ( 19 7 7 , 
1 9 79 ) . Those source s  also inc lude s ome speculations about the phonetic 
parameters of the suprasegmentals at an earlier stage ; in general , 
phonat ion d ifferences are rarely found within Loloish in Tone * 1 ( from 
* A )  nor in Tone *2 ( from *B ) . Within the Burme se-Lolo ( BL )  fami ly 
( which inc ludes Burmish and Loloish languages )  a third suprasegmental 
category , reconstructed as Tone * 3 ,  has developed ; this has a s  its 
Burmese reflex the ' c reaky ' ,  and oft en has creaky phonation elsewhere . 
Bradley ( 19 7 1 ) , relying on TB data in a prel iminary version of Benedict 
( 19 72 ) ,  proposes that this Tone * 3 deve loped from c ertain * 5 - and * 7 -
prefixed etyma , mainly i n  Proto-TB Tone *B , via spreading o f  t he prefix 
charact eri stic  int o a creaky phonat ion of the syl lable which further 
conditioned a di fference in pitch as wel l . The deve lopment of BL Tone 
* 3 separates this family from quit e  c losely related TB languages such 
as Naxi ( Bradley ( 1 9 75 ) ,  Hsihsi a ,  and Tosu . 
2 .  B U R M E S E  A S  A R E G I S T E R  LANGUAGE  
There are various reasons for regarding regi ster , rather than tone , 
as t he contrast ive suprasegmental in Burmese . In terms of the ortho­
graphic and t erminologi cal tradition , it seems best ; almost all of the 
acoust i c  parameters involved show charac t erist i c s  that fit as sec ondary 
results of a regi ster contrast , but not of a pit ch-based t one system .  
Changes i n  several dialect s ,  such a s  Arakane s e ,  give even more evidence . 
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Thus i t  seems that there has been a re-analy s i s  o f  the Proto-BL pitch­
based t one system into the modern Burme se phonat ion-based regi ster sy s ­
tem ; thi s  may in part have been triggered b y  the deve lopment of the 
creaky Prot o-BL Tone * 3 ,  and was certainly furthered by the assimi lation 
into the populat ion of Burme se speake rs of very large numbers of Mon s , 
speakers of an AA language with a register contrast . 
The tradit ional orthography , as noted above , uses - h  for the breathy 
register ; leaves the ' normal ' regi ster unmarked ; and uses a dot derived 
from -1 or a short vowel for the c reaky regist er . This c learly sup­
port s the regi ster ana ly s i s , as do the lingui stic  t erms for the cate­
gorie s :  ' c reaky ' for the creaky regi ster , ' even ' for the ' normal ' 
register , and ' heavy ' for the breathy register . Finally , the orthog­
raphy-based order of c itat ion of the three registers is hierarchically 
arranged in terms of degree of vocal cord structure : mo st t o  least , 
viz . ' creaky ' ,  ' even ' ,  ' heavy ' . 
Perhap s the most t e lling fac t or in favour of the register analy s i s  
is  the fact that vowe l he ight and posit ion , as measured b y  Formant 1 
and Formant 2 ,  corre late quite strongly with the suprasegmentals of 
Burmese . It  has often been stated that t one s ,  i . e .  pitch differenc es , 
do not have any e ffec t  on vowel qualit y ;  except ions are exp lained in 
Thurgood ( 19 8 0 )  as due to phonat ion as a c oncomitant parameter inc luded 
in the ' tone ' .  The pervasive , systemat ic di fference s  in vowe l quality 
measured by Thein Tun ( 19 8 2 )  in the Burme se of four speakers , two male 
and t wo female , force the conc lusion that register must be involved . 
Nearly all oral non-st op- final and nasalised vowe ls of Burme se are 
highest and most backed in ' creaky ' ,  lowe st and most fronted in ' heavy ' 
i . e .  breathy register , and intermediate in ' even ' i . e .  normal regi ster . 
Thi s di fference i s  part icularly great for l a l , which is far more 
fronted in the breat hy register , but is s igni ficant for all except 
l u i  which has a s l ightly lower ( 14 Hz di fference ) Fl  in ' even ' than in 
' c reaky ' and may thus be s light ly higher . 
In the Arakane se dialect spoken in we stern Burma , the vowe l quality 
difference seems impre s s ionist ically t o  be even greater ; there are 
very large differenc e s , e specia l ly of vowe l height . On the who le , 
both of the ' marked ' phonat ion s , creaky and breathy , tend to condit ion 
higher vowe l al lophone s ;  whi le ' normal ' phonat ion tends t o  condit ion 
lower vowe l allophones . Thus Arakanese differs from Burmese in that 
breathy regi ster , like creaky register , seems to be ' advanced t ongue 
root ' [ +ATR ] , whi le in Burme se only the creaky regi ster is [ +ATR ] , and 
there seems rather to be a continuum of degrees of [ ATR] from creaky 
[ +ATR] to normal [0 ATR ] to breathy [ -ATR ] . 
The extreme di fferences of vowe l quality in Arakanese have had 
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several repercus sions . One i s  that the vowel corre sponding to Burme se 
l e i  has split and merged with I i i  in breathy and creaky register , and 
with l E I  in ' normal ' regi ster ; this process  is confused by the cont inu­
ing cont act with ,  and pre st ige o f ,  ' st andard ' Burme se in Arakan . 
Further , the new I I I  of Arakanese which corresponds to Burme se l e i  i s  
nasalised aft er a nasal init ial , as i s  the original I i i  which corre­
sponds to Burmese I i i .  Another examp le i s  that the extremely back l a l  
in breathy register has fused with a prec eding I w l  into a new vowe l 
nuc leus , Arakanese 10/ , which occurs almost exc lusively in breathy 
regi ster , but in all three registers when nasalised . These kinds of 
vowe l d i fferenc es condit ioned by tone are unheard o f ;  henc e Arakanese 
and Burmese seem t o  have the phonat ion di fference as the primary one ; 
the secondary Arakanese deve lopments sugge st that this has been the 
case for a long t ime . 
Another parameter which support s register as the contrast ive supra­
segmental is int ens ity . If the system were tonal , one might expect a 
linear re lat ionship b et ween pitch and loudne s s ,  such that the ' creaky ' ,  
which i s  the highest in p it c h ,  would be the loude st ; the ' even ' ,  which 
i s  the lowest  in pitch , would be the softest . If the system i s  a 
register one , then the loude st would be the ' heavy ' which has greater 
airflow because of the nature of the phonat ion ; the least loud woul d  
be t h e  ' creaky ' again due t o  the phonat ion characterist i c s . I n  fact 
the ' heavy ' is t he loudest , not the ' creaky ' ,  support ing the regi ster 
theory . However , the ' even '  i s  t he lowest in peak 
Order of Intensity if Actual Intensity 
regi ster + int ensity tone + intensity ( peak ) ( total ) 
' heavy ' ' creaky ' ' heavy ' ' heavy ' 
' even ' ' heavy ' ' creaky ' ' even ' 
' creaky ' ' even ' ' even ' ' creaky ' 
intensity , perhap s due t o  the fact that inherently less  effort i s  
involved in ' normal ' phonat ion , so the t wo regi st ers w i t h  ' marked ' 
phonat i on both have great er peak int ensit y . Of course , because of 
its shorter duration the ' creaky ' has less total intensity than the 
' even ' .  Thein Tun ( 19 8 2 )  does not measure intensit y ,  as hi s data were 
nearly all t wo-syllable words in i s o lat ion and the result was unnatural 
variat ion in int ensity whi ch he fee l s  not t o  be c haracteri s t i c  of 
natural speech . The intensit i e s  cons idered here are based on my 
measurement s of t wo speakers from Mandalay , one male and one female , 
using a FrokJ aer-Jensen Intensity Meter and rec ording the output with 
an Elema mingograph . 
Durat i on i s  a parameter which i s  often independent of tone and/or 
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regi ster : t here are tone languages and register languages with con­
trast ive length as we ll . Burmese has no contrast ive length ; the 
diphthongal nasalised vowe l s  are s omewhat longer than the monophthongal 
nasal ised vowe l s  in non-stop-final syllables ; and syllables with a /w/ 
onglide may be longer st i l l , e specially if t he vowel nuc leus i s  a 
nasal ised diphthong . 
oral nasalised 
u ( w ) i 
( w ) � 9 fL 
( w ) � � a-L 
( w ) a a 
(5 
<ro 
a-o 
stop-final 
o 
� L 120 
( w ) � 
a L  ao 
a 
In Thein Tun ( 19 8 2 )  t here are various int erest ing findings concerning 
t he vowe l durat ions ; the relat ive durat ions are summarised in the 
parameters chart above . Overa l l , ' heavy ' syl lables  are the longe s t , 
2 1  cent i sec onds on average ; ' even ' s y l lables average 1 8 . 5  csec ; and 
' creaky ' syllables average only 1 5 . 4  csec  in durat ion . The stop -final 
syllabl e s , by c ontrast , average about 10 . 3  csec  in durat ion ; this 
figure i s  raised by t he fact that half of t hem are diphthongs , whi le 
only four of the fourt een sy l lab les with t he t hree-way suprasegmental 
opposit ion are . 
Interest ing compari sons can also be made between oral non- stop -final 
vowe l s  and other monophthongs : in ' even ' syllables , for e xample , the 
oral vowe l s  average 20 . 5  csec ; the three nasalised monophthongs average 
j ust under 14 csec ; and the four st op-final monopht hongs average 9 . 9  
csec in durat ion ; a factor of more t han 2 : 1  length d ifference between 
t he extreme s . Another int riguing finding i s  t hat t he durat ion of 
vowe l s  i s  also re lated t o  their height : opener ( lower ) vowel s  have 
longer durat ions , other thi ngs being equal . In summary , it seems t here 
are various fact ors involved in durat ion which may s imp ly oc cur together 
with the other parameters . I t  could perhap s be argued t hat the short er 
durat i on of ' c reaky ' relates to i t s  t ight er mus c l e  constrict ion in the 
vocal cords ; and conversely t hat ' heavy ' i s  longer because of s lacker 
vocal cord constrict ion , so durat ion too could be used as evidence in 
favour of regi s t er t han t one in Burmese . 
One might t hink that fundamental frequency p e� � e  1 s  unlikely t o  
provide evidence for a regi s t er analy s i s , but even here s ome useful 
parallels  can be drawn . For example , the fact that the ' heavy ' has a 
sharp ly fal ling cont our could be related t o  i t s  breathy nature ; aft er 
all , - h  often condit ions a fall ing contour . Simi larly , the relat ive 
absence of contour in the ' even ' argue s for i t s  unmarked quality . The 
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s light fall of the ' creaky ' i s  harder t o  fit into this pic ture . 
To a s imi lar degree , relative pitch of the suprasegmentals could be 
adduc ed in support of the regi ster hypothe s i s . Of the three , ' creaky ' 
i s  the highe st ; this i s  exactly what one would expect of a creaky 
register . However , for most speakers , ' heavy ' is higher than ' even ' ;  
though it may end lower . Thi s  i s  not what one would expect a priori ; 
the breathy register might be expected to have lower pitch . For most 
speakers , it ends lower at least ; I have found a few speakers , such as 
one lady from Mandalay , whose ' heavy ' was in fact lower in pitch even 
at the beginning than her ' even ' - in accord with the predict ions 
concerning pitch i f  register is cont rastive . 
There are often segmental di fferences assoc iated with suprasegmental s , 
such as a syllab le-final glottal-st op . In Burmese , the ' creaky ' some ­
t ime s in i solat ion ends in a weakly-art iculated glottal-stop , while 
keeping i t s  longer durat ion and d ifferent vowel quality from the 
' ki lled ' syllab le type . Thi s kind of segmental manife station of a 
prosody i s  however more wide spread in language s other than Burmese . 
The obvious mani fe stat ion of regi ste r ,  apart from all the above 
parameters reflect ing it , is in phonat ion or voice quality . I have 
measured thi s in two way s : indirectly in the acoust ic output , and 
dire c t ly by measuring res i stance acro s s  the glott i s . Narrow band 
spectrograms show t he phonation di fference in an obvious but diffic ult 
t o  quant i fy mode : irregular , striated harmonic s  for ' c reaky ' ,  solid 
harmoni c s  for ' even ' ,  and b lurry harmonic s for ' heavy ' types ; the 
di fference i s  le s s  obvious in wide band spectrograms . 
The only really direct observat ion of phonat ion is by laryngoscopy , 
either via a mirror or with fiberoptics  and high-speed photography . 
Since this  was unavailabl e , I instead used a Frokj aer-Jensen e lec tro­
glottograph to measure re s i stance across the vocal cords , and hence 
degree and area of contact between the vocal cords . The output as 
disp layed with a mingograph showed distinctly different charact eri s t i c s  
for t h e  three suprasegmentals i n  the speech of the one male informant 
I convinced to chance the e lectrodes ; though again the differences are 
difficult to quant i fy . In a forthcoming art i c le I will provide detai l s  
of this and other methods such as phot oglott ography and FFT analysis to 
describe the register phenomena of Burmese . 
I n  summary , orthography , vowe l quality , and intensity support the 
analysis  of Burme se as having register . Durat ion , contour , pitch , and 
segmental factors p art ly support the analy si s ,  or at least provide no 
cont radictions that would instead require a tonal analy s i s . Phonat ion 
fact ors themselves are also present , though more difficult t han some 
other parameters to measure and quant i fy . 
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I n  lower Burma , there are mil lions o f  Mon speakers ; there are many 
more who are aware of their Mon fami ly background , but speak lit t le or 
no Mon . Furt her , there are cert ainly very many Burmans who are 
descendant s of Mon speakers but are unaware of it . These fac t s  are a 
consequence of the gradual conque st ( or rather repeated conquest s )  of 
the Mons by a series of Burmese kingdoms . Because of i t s  location in 
t he area of several former Mon kingdoms , Burma ' s  c urrent capital  Rangoon 
is probab ly populated to a large extent by ex-Mon s . 
Therefore , it would hardly be surpri s ing i f  t here were some effect 
on the development of the Burme se language from this pervasive and 
long-lasting contact ; e specially s ince such import ant areas of Burmese 
culture as Theravada Buddhism and t he writ ing system were direct ly 
received from t he Mon s . 
In a short arti c le ( Bradley ( 1 9 80 ) ) I have shown several areas in 
which Burme se phonology appears to have diverged from a t ypical TB 
patt ern in t he direct ion of a more AA-like patt ern . These inc lude the 
very fundamental shift from a t one to a regi ster system discus sed above ; 
vowe l system deve lopment s to an e ight vowe l system lacking only / f /  
from a typical AA vowe l system ;  adj ustment o f  TB phonot act i c  pat t erns 
t owards AA one s , such as the presence , in the orthography at least , of 
final palatals  - c  and -p ; and the deve lopment by non-final s y l lable 
reduct ion and other proce s ses of non-monosyllabic words with a ' minor 
s y l lable ' in non-final posit ion . All are rat her basic change s ,  and in 
many cases have no paral lels  within TB . 
There are also less  basic and/or less unparal le led changes , such as 
the diphthongi sat ion of various s t op- and nasal-final *rhyme s and the 
addit ion of [ a l ]  t o  the nasali sed and stop-final rhyme invent ory in 
Mon and other loans . Burme se has merged Prot o-Bl affri cates and 
fricative s  reconstructed as * t s ,  * t � ;  * d z ,  * d � ;  * s ,  * �  and so on ; this 
opposition i s  t ypical  of TB languages , but usually ab sent in non­
northern AA language s .  Subsequent changes in Burme se have led t o  the 
re-deve lopment of alveopalat al affricates and fri cative s ,  however . 
Many other phonological change s could be c i t ed . In addition t o  these 
fundamental phonological changes , t here has also been substantial 
lexical borrowing ; first from Mon into Burmese , and lately from Burme se 
into Mon . 
I s  it unreasonab le t o  connect these instances of structural c onver­
gence with t he hist orical fact s  noted above ? I t hink not . 
The Burmese suprasegmental system invo lve s a three-way dist inct ion 
whose primary parameter i s  phonat ion , with a variety of secondary 
parameters s ynchroni cally relatable to the phonat ion d i fferenc e s . 
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Historically it  seems more likely that pitch was the primary parameter 
at an earlier stage ( though Mazaudon ( 19 7 7 ) and Weidert ( 1979 ) have 
argued otherwise ) .  Thus it seems that an earlier tone system has 
become a register syst em in Burmese ; that is in st riking contrast to 
the development s in the tone systems of very c losely re lated Burmish 
language s such as At s i  and Maru , which have remained ' t onal ' .  I t  is 
even more different from the further development s in several Lo loish 
BL language s such as Lisu and Lahu , in which tones have proli ferated 
( Brad ley 1 9 7 7 , 1 9 79 ) . 
In Burmese , the other paramet ers invo lved in the realisat ions of 
the regist ers inc lude fundamental frequenc y ;  this may represent a 
persi st ence of the former primary parameter of Tone s *A and * B . I t  
would be very interest ing to conduct a synthetic speech experiment with 
speakers of Burme se , t o  compare t he relat ive weight of t he parameters 
involved in t he suprasegmental system . The danger of such a proc edure 
would be t he a ssumption t hat register , which is repre sented by a 
variety of fact ors , i s  decomposable into those separat e fac tors rather 
t han being an overall phonatory -articulatory set . Gregerson has 
suggested t he posit ion of the t ongue root as t he primary characteristic  
of this  phonatory-art iculatory set , whi le others concentrate on  t he 
act ion of t he voc al cords . Again , t he art iculatory que stions involved 
could be observed wit� studies of muscle act ivity us ing electromyography , 
or dire c t ly in terms of laryngoscopic or other art iculat ory observations , 
or indire c t ly by other methods . 
It i s  t o  be noted t hat the Burme se regi ster system make s a three 
way contrast between breathy , ' normal ' ,  and creaky phonat ion ; so it i s  
d i s s imi lar t o  the frequent A A  two way contrast within any one language . 
I f  one looks at AA languages more generally , one finds all three 
phona�ion types ; though t yp ically comparative evidence shows that 
contrastive use of regi ster is a sec ondary phenomenon . Thus , Burme se 
has not developed an AA-like t wo-term register system; rathe r ,  it has 
become t ypologically more AA-like without comp letely converging . 
Mon , which has a breathy versus ' normal ' phonat ion opposit ion - with 
of c ourse many other paramet ers involved , as ably described by Shorto 
< 
and others - was the AA language in the most int imate contac t with 
Burme se . The Pre-Burmese Tone * 3 probably had creaky phonat ion ; it  
developed in Proto-Tb etyma with *s  or * 7  prefix or suffix ( Bradley 
1 9 7 1 ) . Thus , both the internal factor of creaky phonat ion in one tone 
and the contac t factor of Mon s , with a breathy versus ' normal ' phonat ion 
oppo s i t i on ,  becoming speakers of Burmese would have favoured the 
development of register in Burmese . 
The c on c lusion from these fac t s  about Burme se i s  t hat one should not 
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assume phonological s imilarity between genet ically related language s .  
Rather , one should describe all the phenomena in a language , and see 
how the system of that language functions . I f  it di ffers from the 
systems of c losely related language s ,  as Burme se doe s , one possible 
exp lanation i s  areal c onvergence between unre lated language s in c ontac t , 
such as Burmese and Mon . 
TB and ST linguists  should not presuppose that the prosodic systems 
of all TB or ST language s will  be t onal ; nor should AA l ingu i s t s  pre­
suppose that AA languages will  t end t o  deve lop regis ter systems . The se 
are general t endenc ies within the respective fami l ie s , and may reflect 
characteri s t i c s  of the prosidic systems o f  the respect ive proto-lan­
guages ;  but they have exceptions . For examp le , Vietname se has deve loped 
a fairly complex tonal system , along lines more typical of ST language s .  
However , these development s do not mean that Vietnamese i s  not 
genet ically related t o  the rest of AA ; they s imp ly make it typologi cally 
l e s s  AA-l ike in terms of i t s  prosodies . Likewi se , though Burme se has 
acquired some AA-like characteri s t ic s , it remains gene t ically TB and 
ST . 
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A NEW HIGH TONE IN SOUTHERN THAI 
A n t h o ny D i l l e r 
O .  I NT R O D U C T I O N  
For some speakers o f  Southern Thai , lenit ion o f  final ve lar and 
glottal stops is beginning to dist inguish a new c la s s  of open-syllable 
high-tone items . Thi s  ' new t one ' ari s e s  in problematic c i rcumstances 
which are discussed . Reference i s  made t o  more general contemporary 
theories of t onal development . 
1 .  K I HT :  TONOG E N E S I S - I N - P RO G R E S S  
The Thai geographical metaphor for ' i st hmus ' i s  k ho o  k h o o t  ' a o n ­
s tr i a t e d  n e a k ' .  For some Southern Thai speakers in the Kra I s t hmus 
region ' ao n s tri a t i on ' i s  also more literal : it i s  an articulat ory 
feature as soc iated with t he different iat ion of a new phonological tone . 
Thi s  ' Kra-Isthmus High Tone ' ,  henceforth KIHT , i s  a rather l imited 
case of t one deve lopment in progre s s  and its  evolut i on i s  along lines 
now famil iar ( c f .  Haudric ourt 1 9 5 4 ; Jone s 1960 ; Mat i soff 1 9 70 ) ; yet 
t here are addit ional structural and sociolinguistic fac tors in the 
precarious survival of t he t one which merit examinat ion . Below we 
review the phonological sett ing for KIHT ' s  appearanc e ,  i t s  sociolin­
gui s t i c  ' protagoni st ' ,  and some que st ions rai sed for general i s sues 
in tonal development . l 
Evidenc e for neolithic sett lement in the Kra region i s  firm .  For 
t he first mil lennium A . D .  Chinese rec ords sugge s t  several Indiani sed 
t rading outpos t s ,  and t hese  are confirmed by local archaeological 
evidence at Takuapa , Chaiya and Kanchanadit ( Wheatley 1 9 6 1 ) . When the 
Kra region became substant ial ly Tai-speaking is a mat ter of c onj e cture . 
Local hist orical legends ( Wyatt 1 9 7 5 ) and other t e s t imony make it  
plausible that Tai varieties  have been spoken in the area for some six  
or  seven hundred years . Apart from a brief Burme se invas ion in 1 7 8 5  
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TA B L E  1 
TAl TONE CATEGORI E S  
open , of en , open , closed , closed , 
unmarked ? e e k  t hoo long short 
High c lass Al  Bl Cl DI-L DI-S y i n  
Mid c la s s  A 2  B2  C2  D2-L D2-S y i n  
Low c la s s  A 3  B 3  C 3  D 3-L D 3-S y a n g  
p i n g  q u  s h a n g  r u  r u  
historical sources ment ion l i t t le populat ion discrupt ion ; there also 
has been l e s s  contact with non-Tai speakers than would be the case 
further sout h .  
2 .  KRA I ST HM U S TONAL  S Y S T E M S  
The Southern Thai dialect group extends from somewhat north of the 
Kra I s t hmus proper ( perhaps from Bang Saphan Yai , 1 1 0 1 7 ' N ,  where iso­
glosses  converge ) to south of 7°N . Tone systems in the Kra area have 
been described in surveys by Jones ( 1 9 6 5 ) and Brown ( 19 6 5 ) .  The se 
surveys were concerned with wider i s sues of comparat ive Tai reconstruc ­
t i on , and it i s  not strange that they gave no spec i fic attent ion to 
the rat her parochial fac t s  di scussed here . KIHT oc curs on items in a 
limited correspondence category which is usually of l ittle more than 
marginal interest in comparative Tai , and furthermore occurs mainly 
among uneduc ated rural speakers . 
' Tai ' here re fers t o  the large language family of which variet i e s  
of Central Thai ( or S iame se ) ,  Southern Thai , etc . ,  are members . It  
i s  convenient t o  discuss t ones by referring t o  Tai tonal categories as  
lab e l led by F . -K .  Li ( 1 9 7 7 ) , slightly modi fied as shown in Tab le 1 .  
Etymologi cal correspondence i s  re flected moderate ly we ll by spelling 
convent ions in the t radit ional Thai orthography ; these are shown above 
and to the left in Tab le 1 .  Unaspirated stops are confined to the Mid 
orthographic clas s ;  other initial consonants are pre sently repre sented 
by letters in the High and Low c lasse s . There i s  also enough regularit y  
in relat ionships w i t h  t radi t ional Chine se etymological c lasses  t o  
postulate normal borrowing patt erns for early-strate Chinese loans into 
Proto-Tai ; these are shown below and to the right in Table 1 .  
Table 2 summarises Southern Thai tonal systems common in the Kra 
Isthmus region . Local variet ies are shown in a north-to-south sequence 
from Chumphon to Phanom , the latter an i solated inland sett lement on 
an old t rans-isthmus rout e . The nearby Kanchanadit dialect on Bandon 
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TAB L E  2 
KRA I STHMUS TONAL SYSTEMS 
Tal tone category DI-L Cl C2 D2-L B3 D3-L C3 A3 A2 B2 Bl Al 
1 .  Chtm1phon I 55 I 33 I 24 I 21 I 232 I 52 I 
2.  Ranong I " I " I " I " I " --I " I 
3 .  Langsuan I " I " I " I " I " I " I 
4 .  'Iba Chang I 54 I " I " I " I 232 ( 343)  I " I 
5 .  Phanan I 44 I 33T " I " I " I 343 I 452 I 
6 .  Kanchanadit I " I " I " I 32 I 43  I " I 
Bay i s  c ited for compari son . Pitch and contour are indicated by the low­
to-high I -to-5  numbering system ( see Bradley 1 9 7 7 : 1  for more detai l ) . 
For the c losed D categories , short - and long-vowel items have rather 
s imi lar characteri s t ic s ,  part i cularly in the High and Mid orthographic 
c la s se s , and only long-vowe l it ems are shown in Tab le 2 .  
TAB L E  3 
URBAN C HUMPHON SOUTHERN THAI EXAMPLES 
Tai tone tonal pitch 
category and contour 
l .  ' "l e g ' Al k h a a  high falling 
2 .  ' crow ' A2 k a a  mid-low ris ing- falling 
3 .  ' t ha t c h  g r a s s ' A3 k h a a  mid-low rising-fal ling 
4 .  ' s p . r h i z om e ' Bl k h a a  high fal ling ( = 1 ) 
5 .  'jung "l e ' B2 p a a  high fal ling ( = 1 )  
6 .  ' v a "l u e ' B 3  k h a a  low rising 
7 .  ' t o  k i H '  C l  k h a a  mid level 
8 .  ' a u n t ' C 2  p a a  mid level 
9 .  ' t o  do t rading ' C 3  k h a a  low s light ly fal l ing 
1 0 . ' to "l a c k ' DI-L k h a a t  high level 
1 1 . 'mo u t h ' D2-L p a a k  low ris ing 
12 . ' "la n d  "l e e c h ' D 3-L t h a a k  low ris ing 
1 3 .  ' t o  p a r i s h ' Dl-S k h a t  high s light ly ris ing 
1 4 . ' t o  b i t e ' D2-S ka  t mid s l ight ly rising 
1 5 . ' t o  t h i n k ' D3-S k h i t  low s light ly ris ing 
Tab le 3 i llust rat es the preceding i s sues for the case of Chumphon 
with dat a from an urban speaker . For c ompari son with Central Thai and 
also with a variety south of the Kra I sthmus , see Di ller 1 9 7 9 : 6 1- 6 5 . 
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As Tables 2 and 3 indicate , Kra Isthmus systems merge Tai t one 
categories into six  or seven di screte t onal shape s .  Several qualifi­
cat ions are necessary . Table 2 i s  based on citat ion-form pronunc iation 
and quest ions of t onal sandhi are not considered . In fact in pretonic 
environment s there is cons iderable leve lling of contour in most vari­
eties ( see Thongkum 1 9 7 8 : 2 7 , 4 7  for detai ls ) .  Also , Tab le 2 should be 
interpreted as a ' digitali sat ion ' of what is really an areal continuum . 
Tonal shapes gradual ly shift t o  produce the systems reported , and there 
i s  a c ertain arbitrarine s s  in dec iding exact ly where t o  report two dis­
crete tonal shapes rather than one . This i s  part icularly a prob lem in  
the case of the category A2 merging with A 3 . At the ext reme north of 
the c ontinuum the two are c learly ident ical ; at  the south , c learly 
separat e .  In the int ermediate area a given speaker may show variat ion , 
s omet ime s - or for s ome it ems - making a dist inct ion , but el sewhere not . 
Thongkum ( 19 7 8 : 8 )  has recogni sed the difficulty for the Suratthani 
varieties  she reviews and report s that speakers have a ' fee ling ' of 
separatene s s  even when only s light register differences are discernible 
in sound spectrograms . It must be kept in mind that the consonant 
initials in A2 and A3 are in c omp lementary d ist ribut ion . In struc tur­
alist terms then we are confronted with an areally distributed separ­
at ion of tonal al lophones by a regi ster dist inct ion . 
Another que st ion of tonal allophone different iat ion i s  direct ly 
relevant t o  the origin of KIHT . This concerns the t onal status of 
long-vowe l c losed-sy llable items , particularly those with initial 
c onsonant s assoc iated with the High or - 1  clas s ,  such as item 10  in 
Tab le 3 .  
I n  virtually all Tai variet ies any long-vowel item terminat ing in 
- P o  - t o -k will c oincide tonally with other non-stop-final items , that 
i s , D wi l l  merge suprasegment ally with e ither A ,  B or C ,  with only the 
final c onsonant , and not tonal features , dist ingui shing a given D item 
from s imi lar open-syl lable ones . A common pattern i s  for D t o  merge 
with B .  Thi s is the c ase for Central Thai , Northern Thai , Shan , Khamt i 
and for most varieties of Zhuang . Mergers of D with A are unusual , 
e . g .  White Tai D3-L = A 3 . D and C merge in most Lao varieties , although 
D2-L usua l ly j oins DI-L in merging with C l . Southern Thai s outh of the 
Kra Isthmus area under study here shows a mixed system ,  with DI-L and 
D2-L merging with respect ive C categories , whi le D 3-L merges with B .  
The s ituat ion i s  simi lar t o , but rather more t idy than , the shift ing 
about of r u - c la s s  items in Chinese . 
Now the Kra Isthmus systems show a rare exc eption to this t endency 
t o  merge . D2-L and D3-L indeed j oin tonally with B 3 . DI-L however 
re s i s t s  the tendency , e specially as one moves northward up the isthmus . 
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Start ing from j ust north of Phanom - Kanchanadit , where DI-L = C l ,  the 
c losed syllables ( DI-L ) begin t o  s e lect a slightly higher al lophone , 
the open ones ( Cl )  a slight ly lower one . At first the separat ion may 
be sporadic and in flux , but as one passes  north of Chaiya to Tha Chang 
the di fference is c learly systemati c  and becomes more pronounced 
farther north . 
From a rather strict structuralist point of view this t onal separa­
t ion s t i l l  is of an al lophonic nature as long as there remain final 
stops - p ,  - t , -k t o  stand in compl imentary di st ribut ion with other 
finals in the Cl clas s . That i s , we would s t i l l  need t o  t reat DI-L as 
a c ondit ioned higher-register ' variant ' of C l , with parallel ism of 
cont our - in this case level - p lausi b ly const itut ing the basi s  for 
grouping . We s imply recognise higher and lower al lophones of the s ame 
tone , with st op-final it ems select ing the former one . 
At this point we can remember that a s imilar allophonic d ifferenti­
ation process  is oc curring in the area with respect to A2  and A3 , a s  
mentioned above . Intere st ingly , the areal distribut ions are exac tly 
opposite ; this i s  shown s chemat i c al ly in Tab le 4 .  
TA B L E  4 
AREAL PATTERN I NG OF KRA I STHMUS REG I STER SEPARAT I ONS 
north 
south 
A2 , A3 
progre s s i ve 
condit ioning 
DI-L , Cl 
+KIHT 
== 
regre ssive 
c ondit ioning 
C 
It i s  tempt ing t o  see more than a chance relationship in Tab le 4 .  
Could the systems in the Kra I sthmus be ' seeking ' a s ix-tone equi librium ,  
with regi ster di fferent iation controlled by more general pres sures from 
systemat ic phonology ? I f  this is so , then it is of interest that the 
register di fferent iation c al led for by such a programme i s  achieved 
through t wo very di fferent mechani sms . On the one hand , the A2/A3 
separat ion i s  a mat t er of progressive condit ioning on the basis of 
initial unaspirated stops ( vs .  aspirated s t op s , nasals and s onorant s ) ; 
on the other hand , t he DI-L/Cl separat ion i s  a mat ter of regressive 
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condit ioning on the bas is of final s t op s  ( vs .  final nasal s , semi-vowels , 
or � ) . Both of these proces s e s  appear t o  have the same re sult : regi ster 
di fferent iat ion without any significant c ontour shift . For the t ime 
being the i nterrelat ionship of these register di fferences and exac tly 
how t hey pertain to diachronic and areal factors must remain speculat ive , 
although the bas ic synchronic fac t s  are not in que st ion . 
3 .  T H E  O R I G I N  O F  K I HT 
Now we are in a posit ion to see how KIHT ari s es . As noted in the 
preceding sect ion , as long as DI-L i s  confined to stop-final items and 
Cl to others , the parall e li sm of c ont our along with complementarity 
of initials indicat e s  that IDI-L + CII i s  a ' single tone ' from a 
lexical or ab st ract phonological point of view . Thus an item with 
this lexical t one would rec eive surface p it ch-c ontour feature s through 
a rule such as : 
RULE 1 t one 
X 
+ [a "  high ] 
[ - cont our ] I [ -a c ontinuant ] 
A s  it happens ,  rural variet ies of Southern Thai in the Kra I s t hmus 
area are subj ect to lenit ion of - k  after long vowel s  - a change found 
in other Tai variet i e s  and discussed be low in 4 .  The change oc curs on 
the we st ern c oast of the i sthmus to be low the i s land of Phuket , where 
it i s  frequent ly heard in urban speech as we l l . The shift is dia­
chroni c : 
RULE 2 * k  + 7 I [ +  long ] # 
The net result of Rules 1 and 2 i s  t o  render more tenuous t he status 
of IDI -L + Cli as a ' single ' tone . The gros ser art iculat ory organs of 
l i p s  and t ongue have given over to more subt le laryngeal component s the 
task of keeping apart the two syllabic types which .condit ion Rule 1 .  
In fac t a further stage of lenit ion would be quite p lausib le . 
RULE 3 * 7  + 0 I [ +  long ] # 
Where Rules 2 and 3 have applied in sequence a phonological reas s e s s ­
ment of Rule 1 i s  neces sary . It i s  n o  longer pos sible to condit ion 
al lophonic ass ignment of t one on the basi s  of final cont inuant , since 
-0 , i . e .  forms t erminating in long vowel s  without final cons onant s ,  
now oc cur in both pitch regist ers c overed by Rule 1 .  
Such a change i s  pre sently underway for rural speakers in various 
Kra I sthmus communities  . .  Rural speakers in Langsuan Di strict of 
Chumphon Province were found t o  be part icularly t horough-go ing in 
making the change . 2 For them t he new t one KIHT must be recognised as 
one with independent phonological status . Contrasts like the fol lowing 
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occur : 
ITEM 
'mi s t ' m:>:> 
'doctor ' m:>:> 
' p o t ' m:>:> 
' fu Z Z  ' m:>:> 
'fa t h e r ' 
' s tomach , }  p h :> :>  
' s p . sma l l  pa lm ' p h :> :>  
TONAL PITCH-
CONTOUR 
high level 
high fal ling 
mid level 
mid-low ris ing-
falling 
low rising 
low s light ly 
falling 
TONE CATEGORY 
KIHT , i . e .  DI-L with 
app licat ion of Rules 2 
and 3 « * m:>:> k )  
Al 
C l  
A 3  
B 3  
D 3 - L  with appl icat ion 
of Rule 3 « * p h :>:> ? ) 
C 3  
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Clearly , for these speakers t here can be no quest ion of phonological 
reduc t ion ; they operate with a six-tone system . I t  must quickly be 
added however t hat K IHT , the high level tone , i s  present ly very re­
stricted as t o  permi ssible finals : it  require s - p ,  - t , or - 0 . I t  is 
perhap s a ' minor ' t one . 
The preceding list  reveals another diachronic proc e s s  relevant to 
the origin of KIHT . The fact that ' fa t h e r ' and ' s tomach ' have merged 
on the low rising tone shows another potential sourc e for KIHT items . 
A s li ght excursus int o tone-conditioned vowel lengthening i s  necess ary 
before t aking up this mat t er . 
Egerod ( 19 61 ) , Hartmann ( 19 7 6 : 1 4 7 ) and Gandour ( 19 7 7 : 5 8 )  have called 
at tention to Southern Thai lengthening of * - a w ,  * - a y  in C t ones , and 
occasionally in B .  Thi s  lengthening is probab ly of long standing , 
s ince Wyatt ( 19 7 5 : 1 5 )  has described an early Southern Thai spelling 
convention that seems to have repre sented it . Gandour ( 19 7 7 )  has 
cal led attention to a Phuket variety in which t one-conditioned length 
dist inct ions apply for a l l  non-low vowe l s ; again C along with B 3  i s  
associated with long vowe l s . 3 
Southern Thai s outh of the Kra I st hmus di ffers from most other Tai 
varieties  in allowing two t yp e s  of glottal-stop-final syl lables ; e . g .  
for Ranot in Songkhla Provinc e : 
( emphat ic part i c le ) n a ?  high ris ing 
' to cough up ' n a a ?  high level 
( de rogatory part i c le ) wa ? high ri s ing 
' to d i v i de p ro c e e ds ' wa a ?  high leve l 
( connec t ive adverb ) k a ?  mid ris ing 
' to e s t i ma t e ' k a a ?  mid level 
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The sequenc e short vowe l plus glot tal stop i s  mainly restric ted t o  
part i c les and adverbs j long vowe l p lus glot tal stop , t o  nouns and verb s . 
Unl ike Kra Isthmus items which owe their glottal stop s  ( and where KIHT 
oc curs , t he proximate s ource of their open final s ) t o  Rule 2 ,  the long­
vowe l glot tal-stop items above show no evidence of once having ended 
in - k .  On the cont rary , many of these items have cognates in Central 
Thai and other dialects in short vowe l p lus glottal stop . I t  appears 
likely  t hat a pre-glott al-stop lengthening rule has app li ed in t hese  
case s . For Songkhla varieties , this result s in - v v . -vv?  and - v v k  as  
poss ible syllable t ypes ( with v v  representing a long vowe l ) .  
A s  one move s north of Songkhla this liberality in the final component 
of t he syl lable is not t olerated and mergers in syllab le type involving 
Rules 2 and 3 occur as fo llows : 
Phatthalung Phuket 
Nakhon Srithammarat 
Songkhla 
Kanchanadit Lower Kra Isthmus KIHT areas 
- v v  ---=::::::::::: - v v  - v v  � - v v  - v v ?  - v v ?  � - v v k  - v v k  
We are now i n  a posit ion to underst and , e . g .  how ' fa t he r ' and 
' s tomaah ' have fallen t ogether in Langsuan as p h o o 2 4 : the former is an 
unmodi fied item in - V V j the latter is cognate with Central Tai k r a p h o ? S 
and with Songkhla p h o o ? 2 3 ( showing typical Southern Thai prefixal 
delet ion and pre-glottal-stop lengthening ) and Rule 3 has applied to 
give - v v ?  + - v v . 4 
When the proce s s  above occurs with High-class or - 1  t one-category 
items , t hen for the re levant speakers t hey fal l  into KIHT - v v  items 
along with those originally in - v v k .  Thus t here are t wo etymological 
source s  for KIHT open syllables . 
Tab le 5 i l lustrates in an areal way the diachronic processes  involved 
in KIHT ' s  origin . Kanchanadit forms are c i t ed for their presumed 
conservat i sm .  Tha Chang repre sent s t he Lower-Kra-Isthmus varieties  
which have undergone Rule 2 but  not  Rule 3 .  Finally , the rural Langsuan 
variety cited has undergone ful l  lenition ( save after dipht hongs ) and 
the i t ems in Table 5 are evidenc e for recognising KIHT as a phonologi ­
c al ly independent t one . I t ems 1 - 4 0  are derived from * - v v k j  the remain­
ing ones , from glottal-stop finals , although in some cases there are 
no apparent Central Thai cognat es . 
Not shown in Tab le 5 i s  possible laryngeal constrict ion which can 
mark t ransit ion from - v v ?  t o  - v v .  For items derived from -k and - ?  a 
few spe akers in the KIHT area produce suc h constrict ion regularly . 
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TA B L E  5 
LENI T ION OF KRA I STHMUS H I GH - TONE F I NALS 
tone Kanchanadit Tha Chang Langsuan 
l .  'dried up ' Dl-L phaak phaa? phaa 
2 .  'to tie ' " phuuk phoo? phoo 
3 .  'a Zmno ' " phwak phwa? phwa? 
4 .  'to hew ' " thaak thaa? thaa 
5 .  'to shove ' " theek thee?  thee 
6. 'to be affUated' " thuuk thoo? thoo 
7. 'to puH baak ' " t hook thoo? thoo 
B .  'sal'een ' " chaak chaa? chaa 
9 .  'to tea!" " cheek chee? chee 
10 . 'to aough up ' " khaak khaa? khaa 
n .  ' to l'ap ' " kheek khee? khee 
12 . 'guest; Ma Zay ' " kheek khee ? khee 
13 . 'smaH unit ' " khook khoo? x 
14. 'to entl'ust ' " khwaak khwaa? faa 
15 . 'e Zephant gl'ass '  " khweek khwee?  fee 
16. 'spUnt ' " kh\'AIJak kh\'AIJa? fwa? 
17. 'teak; pestZe ' " saak saa? saa 
lB . ' to paUl' ho Zy wtel' , " seek see? see 
19 . 'tp. suspended basket ' " seek see? see 
20. 'sadness ' " sook soo? 500 
2l . ' Zowel' arm '  " sook soo? soo 
22 . ' sepaI'ate ' " haak haa ? haa 
23.  'to bl'eak apaI't ' " heek hee? hee 
24 . 'gl'ey hail" " hook I)oo? 1)00 
25. 'speal' , " hook hoo? hoo 
26. ' Zoom ' " huuk hoo? huu 
27. 'giZ Z '  " hwak I)wa? I)wa? 
2B . 'aI'eaa ' " maak  maa ? maa 
29. 'mist ' " mook moo? moo 
30. 'nose ' " muuk muu? muu 
3l . 'hat ' " muak mua? mua? 
32 . 'ox h1A71p ' " nook noo? noo 
33 . 'st1'ange ' " l aak x l aa 
34 . 'to avoid ' " l eek l ee? l ee 
35 . 'to fl'ighten ' " l ook l oo?  1 00 
36 . 'to l'aise the eyes ' " l wak lwa? lwa? 
37 . 'sU{JaI'-paZm beel' , " waak waa? waa 
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38 . ' to pU8h apart ' 
39 . 'to want ' 
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tone Kanchanadit Tha Chang Langsuan 
Dl-L 
" 
week 
yaak 
wee? 
yaa? 
wee 
yaa 
40. 'to tea8e ' " yook yoo? yoo 
� ----------------------------------------------------------------
41. 'unit of thatch ' " phl aa? x ph l aa 
42 . 'rotten ' 
43 .  'wet ' 
44 . ' to take advantage ' 
45.  'mixed up ' 
46.  'indi8tinct '  
47 .  'pond ' 
48 . 'tp. fi8htrap; nearLy ripe ' 
49 . 'backwa8h '  
50. 'fa L Ling apart ' 
51. 'to Ca1'lJe ' 
52 . ' U{J Ly ' 
53.  'tp. 8kin di8ea8e ' 
54 . ' to Lure with Light ' 
55 . 'tp. wood wonn ' 
56. 'tightening 8tick ' 
57 . 'rubbi8h ' 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
phuu? 
chee? 
khee?  
kh l aa? 
khrua? 
saa? 
soo? 
soo? 
hoo? 
l ee?  
mroo? 
l aa?  
l oo? 
raa? 
ree? 
yaa? 
phoo? 
chee? 
khee? 
kh I aa? 
khr ua? 
saa? 
soo? 
soo? 
x 
ml ee? 
mroo? 
l aa?  
l oo? 
raa? 
ree? 
yaa? 
phoo 
c hee 
khee 
kh l aa 
khrua? 
saa 
500 
500 
hoo 
m l ee 
m l oo 
l aa 
1 00 
raa 
ree 
yaa 
For such speakers items such as p h o o  ' fa t her ' ( B 3 )  are rather t enuously 
dist ingui shed from others such as p h oo  [ +constrict ion ] ' 8 tomach ' 
« *D3 , coinciding with B 3 ) .  The constrict ion feature would also 
apply t o  relevant KIHT items . The feature appears more frequently 
as a s poradic item-by-item adj unct and in any event tends to be lost 
in connected speech . 
A lso , a remark on the change - v v k  + - v v ?  of Rule 2 i s  in order . 
For Southern Thai varieties  preserving finals - p ,  - t ,  - k ,  it i s  often 
pos s ible t o  det ect along with final oral stop terminus a coarticulated 
glottal stop . One might symbolise this by - ? p , - ? t , - ? k .  Thi s  
sugges t s  a p laus ible art iculatory c lari fication o f  Rule 2 :  what 
oc curs is perhaps more a gradual weakening of dorso-velar contact 
rat her t han an abrupt ' j ump ' of point of c losure . 
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4 .  R E T E NT I O N A N D  L O S S  O F  F I N A L  STOP S I N  TA l 
The hist ory proposed for t he origin of KIHT i s  a mat t er of rat her 
general phonetic proc e s s e s  whi c h  have app l ie d  at one t ime or another 
in numerous languages in the area . We might expect that t he case at 
hand in Southern Thai is but one of many among languages o f  the Tai 
family . This quest ion i s  examined briefly in the present section . 
The general Tai pattern i s  one o f  conservat i sm wi th respect to final 
stops - p , - t ,  - k . Only on the ext reme northern fringe o f  t he Tai area 
in Gui zhou Provinc e has t he Bu-i dialect o f  Shuic heng reportedly lost 
final stops complet e l y . In other Bu-i diale c t s  loss  i s  not c omp l e t e  
and one finds various stages o f  attrition re lated t o  syllabic c ondi­
t ions , part icularly to vowe l length and height . Thes e  changes have 
been di scussed in s ome detail by Li ( 1 9 7 1 ,  1 97 7 : 5 3-5 5 ) ,  De l l  ( 19 6 9 ) 
and Sarawit ( 19 7 5 ) . 5 
White Tai and so-called ' Phu-thai ' varietie s ,  inc luding many o f  
Black Tai , regularly retain - p  a n d  - t ,  bu t there i s  l o s s  o f  - k  after 
vowe l s  whi ch were onc e  ( at least ) long . Homophony has not been avoided , 
a s  we see in these examp les from Donaldson and Dieu ( 1 9 7 0 ) : 
'fie l d '  
' o t te r ' 
' he a v y ' 
« * n a a  ( A 3 »  
« * n a a k  ( D3-L»  
« * g a k  ( Dl-S » 
and s imilarly t a  ' to p a in t ' ( A 3 ) , ' Zand Z e e c h ' « D 3 -L ) , but t a k  ' t o 
g r e e t ' ( D 3-S ) . This Whi t e  Tai situation is aberrant in two respe c t s : 
i t  invo lves the merger , unusual as note d  ab ove , o f  a D-L category wit h  
a n  A o ne , and al s o  t he result ing ' shared '  tone i s  glottalised,  quit e 
abnormal and diachronically p uz z ling for an A tone . ( Tai c omparativ­
i s t s would rather find glottali sat ion on C or possibly on B tone s ; Lao 
provides good examp le s . )  Perhap s a laryngeal contagion - the traces 
o f  - k  lenit ion - has spread as the t one D3-L merged with A 3 .  
C as e s  o f  potent ial and real homophony like those above set t he Whit e  
Tai s ituat ion o f f  from that o f  KIHT . Clearly in White Tai there has 
been s uprasegmental merger and then final - k  lenition after long 
vowe l s ;  at  the Kra I s t hmus there has been suprasegmental split with 
sub sequent lenition . I n  t he firs t  case t he re sult is b y  no means a 
' ne w  t one ' but rather t ot al merger and homophony ; in the latt er case 
prior regi ster separation assures new open-final it ems an ' independent ' 
s tatus . 
On the other han d ,  the Bu-i dialect of Tushan des cribed by Li ( 19 7 7 :  
5 5 )  s eems t o  have acquired a ' ne w '  low fal l ing-ris ing t one t hrough a 
set o f  c hange s very much like what happened to produc e KIHT . I n  Tushan 
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both DI-L and DI-S are c omb ine d  in the new t one ( with other categories 
o f  formerly closed syllables  merging with open categorie s ) . The forms 
r oo ' 8 ix ' ,  p a a  ' m o u t h ' ,  and 7 0 0  ' to go o u t ' are examp le s .  The lat ter 
t wo would be D 2 -L in the t ermino logy used here ; in KIHT dia lect s they 
would merge suprasegment ally with B 3 .  A s  with KIHT, the Tushan Dl­
derived low fall ing-ris ing tone i s  ' new ' in the sense that it accomo­
dat e s  open syl lable s but cannot be accounted for by the normal Tai 
open-syl lab le categories A ,  B ,  or C .  
Before leaving the q ue stion o f  final stops and their leni t ion , we 
s hould call  attention to a reverse case . In some Southern Thai com­
munit i e s  wel l  s outh of the Kra I sthmus the final glot tal stop is re­
p lac ed by - k :  
RULE 4 7 + k / [ +  l ong ] 
[ - high] 
The fol lowing forms from Ban Nam Phrai in Trang Province i l lustrat e 
the phenomenon . Songkhla forms , which are c on servative on comparat ive 
grounds ,  are c ited to the left . 
' to d i v i de ' 
' 8 ugar-p a l m  b e e r ' 
'fa l l i ng apart ' 
' to l ur e  w i t h  l i g h t ' 
' tab l e ' 
Songkhla 
wa a 7 4 4  
w a a k 4 4  
ho07 4 4  
1 007 4 4  
too7 3 3  
Ban Nam Phrai 
wa a k 4 4 } 
wa a k4 4  
hook 44 
l oo k 4 4  
t oo k 3 3  
C l early we must guard against proposing hard-and-fast Tai -wide rules 
o f  t he sort whi ch have produced KIHT and the Tushan low falling-ri sing 
tone . Although Rule 4 has apparent ly not been reported e lsewhere among 
Tai speakers ,  when more local rural data become avai lable it may we l l  
appear . 
5 .  S O C I OL I NG U I S T I C C O N F RONTAT I ON 
K I HT ' s  survival as a phonologic ally di screte t one i s  presently rather 
prob l emat i c .  It is threatened by soc ioli nguistic  pre ssure s describ e d  
in this s e ct ion . 
To see why KIHT may soon be a mat ter o f  past hi st ory , some consid­
eration o f  soc ial ly con straine d dialect mixing and swit ching among Tai 
variet i e s  is in order ( for a more detailed account , see Diller 1 9 79 ) .  
Princ e Damrong , pre-eminent among Thai scholars in the early dec ade s 
of the present c entury , wrote the fo llowing in the es say ' An Exp lanat ion 
o f  Tone s ' : 
A NEW HIGH TONE IN SOUTHERN THAI 
T h e s e  d a y s  t h e r e  a r e  g o v e r nm e nt s c ho o l s  b e i n g e s t ab l i s h e d  
a n d  s p r e a d i n g m o r e  a n d  m o r e . Wher ever t h e s c h o o l s  r e a c h ,  
t he B a n g k o k  s o u n d  s y s t em i s  t r a n s m i t t e d . N e w  g e n e r at i o n s  
o f  c i t i z e n s  w i l l  i n c r e a s i n g l y  u s e  t h e  B a n g k o k  s o u n d  s y s t e m , 
a n d  former s y s t e m s  i n  l o c a l u s e  wi l l  p r o b ab l y  d e t e r i or at e 
i n  s t a g e s .  I n  a n o t her f i ft y  ye ar s or s o  t he t o n e  mar k s  i n  
t h e wr i t i n g  s y st em W�l l  pr o b a b l y  b e  r e a l i s e d  i n  t he s am e  
way by e v e r y o n e  . . . .  
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B y  now c ompul sory Central Thai e duc ation i s  nearly univer sal i n  
Thai land , and the mass media and increased areal mobi li ty among the 
rural working c la s s  have further strengt hene d the posit ion o f  the 
st andard language . However the ' stages of deterioration ' of local 
varieties  pre dic t e d  by Princ e Damrong have proved to b e  somewhat longer­
term and more comp lex than was supposed . KIHT ' s fate i s  wrapped up 
in these i s sue s . 
The dynamic s of Central Thai spreading i s  somewhat different among 
the variou s non-Central c ommunities in Thailand . The North for examp le 
appears more recalci trant than the South in admitt ing Central Thai 
replac ement s ,  a c ondi t ion perhap s connected to somewhat different 
political hi stories . 
Of part icular importance are intermediate stages o f  Central-local 
hybridi sation , that i s ,  o f  Central influence on local varieties  t hat 
stop s short of complete supp lant ing . One part icularly common and 
systemat ic form of such dialect mi xing cons i s t s  in preservation of a 
local tonal system but with segmental and lexico-semantic replacements 
from Central Thai . There may be a graduated s cale of such rep lac ement s ,  
d epending on social backgrounds o f  speakers or on cont extual fa ctors 
relat ing to speech ac t s  or condit ions o f  social int erac t i on .  Shifts 
up the scale toward total Central segmental and lexic o-semant ic re­
p lacement may s ignal decreasing int imacy and increasing formality and 
o ffic iousne s s . Event ually Central rep lacements may bec ome more-or-l e s s  
' st andard ' i n  the l o c a l  variety and t h e  more authent i c  local segment als 
and l exemes may become archaic and di sappear , all  without any nec e s sary 
modification in the t onal system .  The final res ult woul d  be two vari­
eties di fferentiat e d  ent irely by t one , and probab l y  used by b idialectal 
speakers mainly a s  a social resource for purposes of stylistic  swit c h­
ing and relat ed social manoeuvering . It might be that in speech com­
munities  where this  had happened t he s oc ial ut i lity  of such tonal 
switching might c ont ribut e  to the preservat ion o f  a ' segmentally sub ­
j ugated ' local variety we l l  beyond the t ime span envi s age d b y  Prince 
Damrong . 
In any event the process  sketched above i s  underway in many regional 
urban areas and it reaches into village speech as well . A part i cularly 
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relevant case c oncern s  the rep lacement of - ?  by - k  in a Northeast ern 
Phu-thai variety described by Khanitthanan ( 19 7 7 : 4 4 ) , which is undoubt­
edly influenced by surrounding Northeast ern Thai ( Lao ) as well as by 
Central Thai . 
' Authentic ' Hybrid 
Central Thai Phu-thai Phu-thai 
' b ar k ,  pe e l ing ' p l wa k 2 1  p a ? 3 1 
� p a a k 3 1 '" pwak 3 1 
' t o s e l e c t ' I w a k S 2  I a ?  � I a a k 3 1 '" I wa k 3 1 
'mou t h ' p a a k 2 1  p a ? 3 1 � p a a k 3 1 
'offsp ring ' l u u k S 2  I u ?  3 I 
� l u u k 3 1 
' to expo s e ' t a a k 2 1  t a ? 3 1 
� t a a k 3 1 
'wing ' p i  i k 2 1  p i ?  3 I 
� p i  i k 3 1 
It i s  import ant t o  draw a distinct ion between thi s sociolinguistic  
hybridi sat ion proc e s s  and -?  � -k  described for Ban Nam Phrai , Trang , 
in the preceding sect ion . In the lat ter c ase Central Thai applies  no 
pre s s ure for ( or indeed app lies negative pressure against ) the change . 
The Chumphon variety c ited in Tab le 3 has gone through the same 
replacement process  as Phu-thai above in the case of it ems 11 and 1 2 , 
p a a k 2 4  'mou t h ' and t h a a k 2 4  ' land l e e c h ' .  Rural Kra Isthmus varieties 
would show either - ?  or , in KIHT areas , -0 . Although not directly 
relevant t o  tonal questions , lexic o-semant ic di fferenc es can also be 
i l lustrated at this  point to place the segmental substitutions in 
their wider systemat ic context . 
'mou t h ' 
, land l e ec h ' 
' s e a l ' 
'muddy ' 
' to a c h e ' 
' t o  t hrow ' 
'fa s t '  
' t hi c k  (of l iqu ids ) , 
' b a s i n ' 
Central Thai 
p a a k 2 1  
t h a a k S 2  
t r a a 3 3  
mwak S 2  
mwaY S 2 
p a a 3 3  
r i i P S 2 
k h o n S 2  
k a l ama !) 3 3  
' Authentic ' 
Kra Isthmus 
p a a ? 2 4  '" p a a 2 4  
I i  w2 3 2 
k h e e p S S  
k h e e n 3 3  
k h oom2 3 2 
--------------------- -
Hybrid 
Kra Isthmus 
� p a a k 2 4  
+ p a a 2 3 2 
� r i i P 2 4 
� k h o n 3 3  
� k a l a m a !) 2 3 2 
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A s  for KIHT, two Central Thai pre ssures are s e t  against it , corre s ­
ponding t o  the two Central Thai syl lable type s : 
( 1 )  C ( C ) v v k  
( 2 )  C ( C ) v ?  
That i s , for a given KIHT item ( e . g .  in the right -hand column of Table 
5)  the hybrid tendency i s  t o  add -k i f  there is a Central Thai cognat e 
in ( 1 ) , or to t reat the K IHT item as DI-S with - ?  if there i s  a cognate 
in ( 2 ) . Homophony may be disamb iguat ed in this way . 7 
' Authentic ' 
Kra Isthmus Hybrid 
Central Thai ( KIHT areas ) Kra I sthmus 
' pe s t l e ' s a a k 2 1  s a a 5 5  + s a a k 5 5  
'pond ' s a ?  s a a 5 5  + s a ? 4 5 
'mi 8 t ' m o o k 2 1  moo 5 5  + m o o k 5 5  
' 8 u i tab l e ' mO ? 2 1  moo 5 5  + mO ? 4 5 
Where there is no c lear Central Thai cognat e ,  lexical replacement t ends 
to occur inst ead : 
' ug l y ' n a a 5 2 k l  i a t 2 1  m l oo 5 5  + n a a 3 3 k I i  a t 2 4  
I n  this way the KIHT situation i s  reduced t o  compl ementary di stribut ion 
with the tone C l  ( 3 3 )  as described in 2 ,  and KIHT can no longer c laim 
status as an independent new tone . It remains however as a regist er­
di fferent iated al lophone . 
What we find in the case of KIHT then i s  a ' conflict  of interest ' :  
in terms of purely internal-systemat ic factors , Rules 2 and 3 -
lenition of final velar and glottal stops after long vowel s  - seem t o  
present a phonologically reasonab le s imp lificat ion of t h e  s y l lable­
final component with re sulting albeit rather marginal new-tone indepen­
dence in the DI-L case ; on the other hand , compet ing Rule 4 ,  fost ered 
by external factors along with the Central Thai s y l labic target - v ? , 
tends t o  undermine K I HT and return it t o  merely al lophonic status . 
One expe c t s  that the indomitable  superimposit ion of Central Thai pre­
dicted by Prince Damrong may do away with this fledgling tone in the 
near future . 
6 .  T A l T O N E S  A N D  TONOG E N ET I C  T H E O R Y  
Several i s sues above have some re levance for wider concerns and 
theories in the development of tones ( see Bradley 1 9 7 7 : 1-4 for a con­
c i s e  summary of rec ent di scussions ) .  It  i s  perhaps more useful to 
represent these i s sues somewhat negatively in the form of caveat s t o  
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o versimp li fied theory construct ion , although of course many aspects  
o f  the  Tai data d i scus sed above fit  comfortably int o the wider frame­
work now generally ac c epted . 
1 .  I t  i s  not general ly true for Tai that tones and segmentals  rearrange 
themselves in suc h a way as to maximise distinct ive phono logical space 
and thus avoid homophony . C ases  of homophony abound in Tai and the 
need t o  use t ones and segment s dis t inct ively mus t be balanced against 
other opposite pre s s ures , s ome perhap s from larger phonologi cal ' con­
sp irac ie s ' or from other abstrac t diac hronic t rend s . Tai s  are not 
a fraid of manageable lexi cal ambiguity .  
2 .  One might set up a ' standard theory of tonogenes i s ' ( with admit­
tedly st raw-man charac teristi c s ) :  
T o n e s  d ev e l op i n  t wo w a y s , pr ogre s s i v e l y  ( wi t h  c o n d i t i o n i n g  
f r o m i n i t i a l  c o n s o n a nt s )  and r e g r e s s i v e l y  ( l i n k e d  t o  f i n a l s ) .  
P r o g r e s s i ve t o n a l  d e v e l opme nt i s  a mat t e r o f  r e g i s t e r s e p ­
a r a t i o n  c au s e d  by v o i c i n g , wh i c h  l ower s p i t c h ,  o r  o t h e r  
i n i t i a l f e at u r e s  s u c h  a s  pr e g l ot t a l i s at i o n  o r  a s p i r a t i o n .  
R e g r e s s i v e  t o na l  d e v e l o p m e n t  i s  c l e a r e s t  i n  t he c a s e  o f  
f i n a l  l a ry n g e a l  c om p o n e nt s :  f i n a l  g l o t t al c on s t r i c t i o n  or 
g l o t t a l  ( a nd p e r h a p s  o r a l ) s t o p s  c au s e  r i s i ng c o nt our ; f i n a l  
- h  ( a n d  p e r h a p s  - 5 ,  - x ) c au s e  f al l i n g c o nt our . 
Whatever merit this ' standard theory ' may have as a point of theor­
etical departure , the Tai languages are di fficult to force into such a 
diachronic s chema . Brown ( 1 9 7 5 ) and others have shown the comp lexity 
o f  apparent progre s sive tonal development in Tai , and although Sout hern 
Thai in general may provi de some support for the progre ssive hal f of 
the ' stand ard t heory ' ,  many ot her varieties in the Tai fami ly do not . 
Note t hat the A2/A 3  regi s t er di fference d i s cussed above for lower Kra 
I sthmus varieties  ( see Tables  2 ,  4 )  provides a counter-examp le : in this 
case voic e d  initial stops are not c au sing a lower register but , along 
with other Mid or - 2  class items , are actually selec ting a higher pit ch 
leve l . Kra I sthmus data cal l s  into question the ' st andard theory ' s '  
regres s i ve development programme as well . There i s  no s ignificant 
c ontour d ifferenc e in the final-stop-as soc iat ed separation of DI-L and 
C l ; instead c ontours are even and the di fference is one of p itch reg­
i s ter alone . Nor can we even c onc lude that final stops rais e  p i t c h :  
they d o  for D I - L  but they d o  not for D2-L o r  for D3-L . 8 
3 .  Related t o  matters raised above i s  an unspoken assumption that 
fina l laryngeal c onstrict ion , final glottal stop s and e spec ially final 
oral stop s are by nature c onservat ive c lues to the ari s i ng of tonal 
phenomena from an earlier tone-free s tate . Above we noted that Whit e 
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Tai A 3  i tems have now become laryngealised , perhap s through ' contagion ' 
as formerly stopped i tems merged with t hem s uprasegmentally , and in 
the case of - v v k  item s , comp letely . The Southern Thai examples of 
- v v ?  � - v v k  show even more c learly t he danger of t aking an uncritical 
att i tude toward laryngeal and oral finals . 9 
4 .  Sociolingui s t ic fact ors in tonal development may not always be 
negligib le .  Very few Tai var ieties  ( Ahom being an e xample t hat come s 
t o  min d )  have developed in relat ive i solat ion . For a millennium Tai 
groups have interac t e d  among thems e lve s and their ne ighbours in vary ing 
c onfigurati on s  of political all ianc e ,  domination and s ubj ugat ion . 
Probab l y  s ignificant group s of speakers have been part ially b idialec tal , 
and tones and other phonological features have prob ably been caught up 
in wider p at t erns o f  socioeconomic ab sorpti on and integrat ion . On t he 
one hand Tai as a who le provides a near paradigmati c  example of the 
' Neogrammarian Hypothe s i s ' , with quit e regular sound c hanges and a 
p laus ibly reconstructable proto-language ; on t he other hand,  wherever 
one t urns attent i on to lexical or phono logi cal detai l ,  inconsis t encies  
and peculiarit i e s  arise whi ch c an only  be eluc idated by examining inter­
dialectal proc e s s e s  and in some cases contact with non-Tai neighbours .  
Discus s ion of the suppre s sion of KIHT open syllables by phonological 
target s in the loca l ly prest igious Southe rn-Central hybrid has suggested 
one way soc io l ingui stic  constrain t s  on tonal development c an operat e .  
5 .  Methodologi cal l y ,  the KIHT si t uat ion raises two impor tant i s sues . 
One i s  the nee d  t o  consider phonological systems in their entirety and 
to be aware of prob lems in segmental-suprasegmental distribut ion , 
part i cularly when comp l imentarity i s  involved .  There have b een re cent 
attempt s  to systemat i s e  and compare ' t onal systems ' acro s s  many l an­
guage s with a view to arriving at s tructural gene ral i t ies . But we may 
be comparing oranges with b ananas if we are obl ivious to how spe ci fi c  
phonet ic tonal con tours fun ction within phonologie s a s  a whole . KIHT, 
for examp l e ,  shows that whether or not to ' c ount ' an extra new tone 
s hould be t aken as a problematic i s sue ,  part ly a mat ter of struc tural 
theoretical int erpret at ion , part ly a matter of fact in the fie l d ,  and 
part ly a recogn i t ion of c onflic t ing p sycho-ar t iculatory pre s s ure s . 
Fina l l y ,  d i sc u s s ion o f  hybrid ised varieties  above suggest s a caut ion 
in organising field research in Tai dialectology and elsewhere . I f  one 
re l ie s ,  for examp le , on univer s i t y  student s as ( very convenien t ) in­
formants , one will almost c ertainly be up against an i s sue of hybrid­
isat ion p lus , p erhap s ,  ' educ at e d ' s tereotyping of ' uneducated ' rural 
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speech . A lthough data acquired i n  such a way i s  o f  undoubted value 
and may show struc t ural consistency in i t s  own way , urbani sed and 
educated speakers of loc al Tai varieties  are almost c ertain to b e  
' lame s ' in Labov ' s  s ens e ,  and their hybrids may be concealing inter­
e s t ing d ifference s  i n  local rural speec h . KIHT is one suc h  di fference . 
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1 .  The Thai National Research Council  kindly arrange d for permi s s ion 
to conduc t field research,  wh ich was supported by a Ford Foundat ion 
Southeast Asia Fellowship Program grant . The faculty and st udent s of 
Sri Nakharinwirot University , Songkhla , have been very help ful , and 
spec ial thanks are due to Acan Suthiwong Phongphaibun and to Acan 
Banyat Ruangsri , now of S i lpakorn University . Acan Theraphan L .  
Thongkum and her c olleagues i n  the Indigenous Languages Research Proj e c t  
organised a field seminar at Chaiya,  Surat thani Province , in September 
1 9 7 7 ,  to whi ch they kindly invited me . The Thai procee dings of the 
s eminar ( Thongkum 1 9 7 8 ) are the b a s i s  for the Tha Chang , Phanom and 
Kanchanadi t  data reported in this study . Partic ipant s J immy G .  Harris  
and Jerry Gainey kindly discussed prob lems in Southern Thai data with 
me . 
2 .  Mr Manun Phayakamas and family provided kind hospitality at Langsuan 
and i nvaluable as s i st ance in rural explorations to locate ' mi s sing ' 
glottal stop s . 
3 .  Tone A i s  as soc iated with lengthening for some it ems i n  Eas t -coast 
Southern varietie s ,  e . g .  prenasally with - 1 1 - :  
Central Thai Songkhla 
' g i n g e r ' k h l 1) 2 4  k h  1 1 1) 4 5 
' s t o n e ' h l n 2 4  h i i n 4 5 
' s e a  'l e ec h ' p l 1 1) 3 3  p I  i i I) 3 4 ' etc . 
Although superfi cial ly an exception t o  Gandour ' s  observat ion , the above 
examp l e s  ac tually confirm it : lengt h is again associat e d  wit h r i sing 
c ontour ( irrespec tive of etymological tone cat egory ) . 
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4 .  In fact the items ' fa t her ' and ' s tomac h ' tend to be kept apart by 
speakers who otherwi se make s imi lar mergers .  In the course of field­
work an elderly farmer and hi s ( totally merging ) wife fel l  into a heated 
argument on the point . It should be noted that throughout the Sout h 
varieties  preserving - ?  in careful i solated pronunc iation t en d  to lose 
it  i n  connected speec h .  
5 .  Bee ( 1 9 6 5 )  has not e d  the lenition process  i n  Central Thai i tems 
l ike c a 7  « c a k )  ' incomp let ive marker ' ,  ka 7 « k a p )  ' w i t h '  and ma -
« m a a k )  ' prefixal syllable in names of fruit s ' .  
6 .  The Thai text i s  reproduced without note o f  provenance in Na-Nakhon 
( 19 7 3 : 4 9 - 57 ) ;  tran slation provi de d .  
7 .  Thi s  i s  not to suggest that disambiguat ing homophony i s  in any way 
an impetus for hybridi sation . In other cases t he hybrid forms create 
homophony not present in conservat ive rural speech ( Di ller 1 97 9 : 68 -6 9 ) . 
One sporadic except ion to regular corre spondenc e i s  ' Year of the 
Rabbi t ' ,  t ho o 7 4 4  in varieties  sout h of the Kra Isthmus with regular 
cognat es in other Tai languages ,  but t hoo� 5 2 � t ho � 5 2 in Kra Isthmus 
varieties . The source of this form is unknown , but it conveniently 
avoi ds confus ion with a mild taboo form t ho o 7 5 5  ( or t ho o k4 4  t o  the 
sout h }  ' to draw back t he for e skin ' .  In other vocabulary homophony i s  
widely t olerated . 
8 .  Emp irical evidence for a direction-of-contour difference based on 
t yp e  o f  final consonant i s  fic kle . Not e , for example , - h  in Jeh , whi ch 
has raised rather than lowered p i t ch ( Gradin 1 9 66 ) . 
9 .  For example , final _ 7  in Khmu? has led Haudricourt ( 19 5 4 ) to pos­
tulate a proc e s s  for Vietnamese whic h ha s become influent ial in Sino­
Tibetan t onogenetic theorising . Haudricourt ' s  model may be correct , 
but Khmu? phonology taken a s  a whole leads one to suspec t  t hat at least 
some Khmu? final glottal s tops are a consequence of a syllable s t ruc­
t ure condit ion which dislikes open-vowe l finals ( see Smalley 1 9 6 1 ) . 
For other tonal effec t s  on consonant s ,  see Maddie son ( 1 9 7 7 ) . 
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O .  I NT R O D U C T I O N  
THE RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF TONES IN THA l
l 
J a c k  G a n d o ur a n d  Mary J a n e  G a n d o u r  
The purpose o f  this study i s  t o  analyse the relat ive frequency of 
oc currence o f  t ones in a representative samp le of ( St andard ) Thai . 
Such quant itative data about Thai tones is of special importance for 
que st ions concerning tone acqui sit ion , tonal inventorie s , hist orical 
development o f  tonal systems , errors in product ion ( ' slips  of the 
t ongue ' )  and percept i on ( ' s lips  o f  the ear ' ) of  . spontaneous speech , 
diagnost i c  procedures and therapy programs for aphasics  and other 
speech-hearing impaired populati ons , and problems of pronunciation 
faced in the t eaching of Thai as a foreign language . No previous 
stat i st ical analyses of Thai t ones ( consonant s and vowe l s ) exist , in 
marked c ontrast , for examp le , t o  the numerous phoneme frequency 
studies  which have been conducted on English ( Dewey 1 9 2 3 , Hayden 1 9 5 0 , 
Tob ias 1 9 5 9 , Wang and Crawford 1 9 60 ) . The study herein i s  a beginning 
att empt t oward fill ing thi s void in Thai phone t i c s  and phonology . 
1 .  M E T H O D  
The material s e lected for inve st igat ion consisted of 2 5 , 000+ entries 
from the Haas ( 19 6 4 ) Tha i - Engl i s h  S t u de n t s ' Di c t i on a r y . The se entries 
were gleaned primarily from the context of modern periodicals , nove l s , 
short st orie s ,  newspapers , government report s , and advanced textbooks 
on lit erature , hist ory , and the science s . For each entry , the Thai 
pronunciation is shown in a phonemic t ranscription . All entries exc ept 
examp les ( preceded by an open circle in the dictionary ) were inc luded 
in the analys i s . 
Five phonemic t ones are posited for Thai in the Haas t ranscript ion : 
( 1 )  Mid / k h a a /  ' co g a n ,  a 8 p e c i e 8  of gra 8 8 ' ,  ( 2 )  Low / k h a a /  ' g a tanga t ,  
1 5 5  
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a r h i z ome ' ( 3 )  Fal ling / k h aa /  ' s tav e ,  8 e rv an t ' ,  ( 4 ) High / kh � a /  ' to 
engage in trade ' ,  ( 5 )  Rising / k h aa /  ' t e g ' .  The pitch cont ours on 
/ s y l lables ending in stop consonant s are ass igned to t he low , fal ling , 
and high t one s : / p h e d /  ' to be h o t  (peppery ) ' ,  / k h i l d / ' t i n e ' ,  / p h uu d /  
' to s p e a k ' ,  / p h � d /  ' di amond ' .  The pitch on unstres sed CV syllables 
with short / a /  is a s s igned to the mid t one : / t h a h a a n /  ' 8 o t d i e r ' ,  
/ t h a n a d /  ' 8 ki t tfu Z ' .  Thi s  phonemic analys i s  of the Thai t ones was 
followed without except ion in tabulat ing their frequency of occurrenc e .  
From the phonemic t ranscriptions , the t ones occurring on each 
s y l lable were c ounted , and the raw totals of the five Thai t ones in 
all t he entrie s  were calculated in terms of their p ercentages of the 
grand total of t one s . 
2 .  R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  
The number o f  occurrences and frequency percentage o f  each o f  the 
five Thai t ones is shown in Table 1 .  The tones ranked in order of 
frequency of oc currence are ( 1 )  mid , ( 2 )  low , ( 3 )  fal ling , ( 4 ) high , 
and ( 5 )  ris ing . The mid t one i s  c learly predominant ; it outnumbers 
the second-ranked low t one by nearly t wo-to-one . The stat i s t ical 
predominance of the mid t one may be part ly attribut ed to the Haas 
t rans cript ion , in which short CV syllab les with short / a /  are assigned 
t o  the mid t one . 
Tone 
( 1 )  
( 2  ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 5 )  
TA B L E  1 
RELATI VE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF THAI TONES 
BASED ON HAAS D IC T I ONARY ENTR I E S  
Number of Occurrences Frequency Percentage 
MID 2 4 , 4 7 9  39 . 98 
LOW 1 2 , 6 8 3 20 . 7 2 
FALLING 10 , 6 1 2  1 7 . 3 3 
HIGH 7 , 2 31  1 1 . 81 
RISING 6 , 2 1 7  10 . 16 
Grand Tot a l  6 1 , 2 22  
The d i stribut ion of tones in the adult language i s  an important 
fac t or to keep in mind in t ry ing to make generalisations about the 
acqui sit ion of t ones in child language . A s  Li and Thomp son ( 19 7 8 )  
point ed out , " A  stat i s t ical survey o f  t one dist ribut ion i n  both the 
adult language and in the lexi�ons of the chi ldren ' s  language may be 
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relevant in explaining the order o f  acqui s it ion of tones i n  a part icular 
language . "  Tuaycharoen ' s  ( 19 7 7 ,  1 9 7 9 )  findings in the acqui sit ion o f  
� ;  however , cannot be fully explained o n  t h e  bas i s  o f  t h e  distribution 
o f  tones  in the adult language . Although she found that her subj ect 
acquired the mid and low t ones first , the falling and high t ones were 
acquired last . The ris ing tone was acquired earlier than the falling 
and high t ones . In terms of the chronological order in which the t ones 
were acquired , the ri sing tone carne before either the fal ling or high 
tone s ; in terms of t onal di stribut ion in the adult language based on 
the result s o f  thi s study , the rising t one comes after both the fal l ing 
and high tones . 
Finally , we wish t o  point out possible directions for future re search 
on t he re lat ive frequency of oc currenc e  o f  Thai phonemes .  First , a 
s imilar frequency study o f  Thai consonant s and vowe l s , again based on 
the Haas dictionary entri e s , would be a logical ext ension o f  the current 
study . Second , a frequency study of Thai phoneme s within ' smooth ' 
s y l lables ( Proto-Tai tonal categorie s  A ,  B ,  C )  and ' checked ' s y llab les 
( Prot o -Tai tonal category D )  should provide valuabl e  quant itative 
informat ion for both d iachronic and synchronic invest igat ions . Third , 
a frequency study o f  Thai phonemes based on a representati ve samp le o f  
spoken mat erials should enable  us t o  determine to what extent the 
re sult s o f  the current study , based on a samp le of printed mat erials , 
are comparab le . Fourth , a frequency study o f  Thai t ones in connected 
speech , following an alt ernat ive method of t ranscript ion in which 
certain unstres sed CV syllables with short l a l  ( perhap s I i , u / )  are 
t reat ed as ' t oneless ' ( c f .  Abramson 1 9 79 ) ,  would probably yield a 
s lightly d ifferent picture o f  the re lat ive frequency o f  occurrenc e o f  
the m i d  t one in c ompari son t o  t he other four t ones . These various 
pos sible  extensions of the current study further indicate the need for 
one to t ake the following fact ors into c onsideration when interpreting 
the result s o f  frequency studie s :  the size  o f  the s amp l e , the nature 
and cont ent of the sample , and the method of t rans cription of the 
s ample . 
JACK GANDOUR AND MARY JANE GANDOUR 
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